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Abstract
Categorical Perception (CP) is shown when stimuli that cross a category boundary are 
discriminated faster, more accurately or more easily than equivalently spaced stimuli 
from within a category. This thesis investigated the origin and nature o f CP o f colour by 
asking three questions. First, is CP hardwired? Second, what is the effect o f language on 
CP? Third, is CP really perceptual? These three questions were addressed in a series of  
experiments that took developmental and cross-cultural approaches. Categoiy effects 
consistent with the CP model were shown in four-month old infants, toddlers and 
children across a range o f boundaries, using a range o f tasks. For the toddlers, there was 
no effect o f colour term acquisition on the size o f the category effect. Additionally, 
despite cross-cultural differences in naming, there were no cross-cultural differences in 
the size o f the category effect in toddlers. There were cross-cultural differences in the 
category effect in children, although these differences could not easily be explained by 
differences in naming. The underlying mechanisms o f the category effects were 
explored, certain mechanisms were ruled out, although the exact nature o f the category 
effects in the infants, toddlers and children was unclear.
Three conclusions were made. Firstly, it was concluded that the presence o f categorical 
responding in infants may suggest that the categoiy effect is hardwired, although it was 
also acknowledged that infant categories may be acquired. Secondly, it was concluded 
that language is not the origin of all category effects and that language does not modify 
the categoiy effect in toddlers or in children. Finally, it was concluded that ‘Categorical 
Perception’ may actually be a range o f effects, with a range of underlying mechanisms. 
Future research is suggested to investigate whether the category effects in infants are 
acquired, to investigate why effects o f language on the category effect are found in adult 
but not toddler and child studies, and to investigate the exact nature o f category effects 
found in infants, toddlers, children and adults.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE 
AREA AND THE DEBATE
1.1. Overview
The overall aim o f  this thesis was to contribute to the debate about the origin and nature 
o f  ‘Categorical Perception’ o f  colour. Categorical Perception (CP) occurs w hen a 
continuum  appeal's as a num ber o f  discrete segments or categories, w ith m embers o f  
categories resem bling each other m ore than they resemble m em bers o f  other categories 
(Hamad, 1997). The origin and nature o f  this phenomenon is under debate. There are 
three questions that are central to this debate. First, is CP hardwired? Second, what is the 
effect o f  language on CP? Third, is CP really perceptual? This thesis addressed these 
questions by taking developmental and cross-cultural approaches. CP o f  colour was 
investigated in infants, toddlers and children. The question ‘is CP hardw ired?’ was 
addressed by investigating CP across a range o f  colour boundaries in four-month old 
infants. The question ‘what is the effect o f  language on C P?’ was addressed by 
investigating CP as colour terms are acquired in toddlers. This question was also 
addressed by  comparing CP in two populations o f  toddlers and children whose language 
segments the colour space differently from each other. The effect o f  intra and inter- 
linguistic differences on the location and extent o f  CP was assessed. The question ‘is CP 
really perceptual?’ was addressed by  investigating the nature o f  CP using various tasks, 
and by considering various potential underlying mechanisms. It was hoped that the 
combination o f  these three lines o f  investigation will further our understanding o f  the 
origin and nature o f  CP o f  colour.
In order to understand the approaches taken in this thesis, it is necessary to have a basic 
understanding o f  colour vision and colorimetry. Therefore, before describing the debate 
about the origin and nature o f CP o f  colour further, a b rief introduction to colour science
1
is given. I f  the reader is already familial' w ith what is known about the general basis o f  
colour vision and colorimetry, they m ay w ish to proceed to section 1.3.
1.2. A brief introduction to colour science
1.2.1. The physiological basis o f  colour vision
In 1803 Young proposed that there are three receptor types in the hum an retina that are 
responsible for colour vision. Helm holtz in 1863 proposed that one photopigm ent was 
responsible for the red sensation, one for the green sensation and one for the blue 
sensation. It was proposed that the yellow sensation was achieved through equal 
activation o f  the red and green receptors. This theory was challenged by Hering in the 
late 19th century, who argued that yellow  is a fundamental sensation that is not m ade up 
o f  red or green components. H ering’s opponent-process theory claim ed that there are 
four unique chromatic sensations: blueness, yellowness, redness and greeness. Hering 
observed that certain relationships betw een these sensations were not possible whilst 
others were. For example, he observed that it is not possible for a colour to appear 
yellowy-blue, whereas it is possible for a colour to appear greeny-blue. It was therefore 
proposed that yellow and blue were opposing sensations and red and green were 
opposing sensations. This led to the idea o f  two processes —  a red-green process and a 
yellow-blue process. It was argued that the resulting chromatic sensation depended on 
the excitation and inhibition o f  these two processes (see W ooten & M iller, 1997, for 
discussion o f  Young, Helm holtz and Hering).
The current consensus about the physiology o f  colour vision combines Y oung’s idea o f 
three photopigm ent types w ith H ering’s idea o f  opponent processing. De Valois (1960), 
De Valois, Abramov and Jacobs (1966), and De Valois and Jacobs (1968) identified cells 
in the Lateral Geniculate Nucleas (LGN) o f  M acaque m onkeys that acted in a m anner 
consistent w ith H ering’s opponent process mechanisms. Cells were found that were 
excited by  yellow wavelengths and inhibited by  blue (+Y-B cells) or excited by red and 
inhibited by  green (+R-G), and cells w ith opposite patterns o f  excitation/inhibition were 
also found. De Valois and De Valois (1975) then proposed that these four cell types
2
receive activation or inhibition from the tiiree cone types. The three cone types were 
shown to be sensitive to wavelengths that are either long (L cones), m edium  (M cones) or 
short (S cones). Relationships betw een the cell types and the cone types were stated, for 
example, a +R-G cell w ould receive activation from an L cone but inhibition from an M 
cone. De Valois and De V alois’ 1975 theory argued that the opponency process took 
place in the LGN, although their m ore recent theory (De Valois & De Valois, 1993) also 
argues for opponency at the level o f  the cortex. N ot m uch is currently know about colour 
processing at the level o f  the cortex, although Zeki (1993) has proposed area V4 o f  the 
visual cortex as a site that is involved in colour perception. Additionally, it is not clear 
whether the opponency process is predeterm ined and fixed or whether some elements are 
learnt from interactions w ith the environm ent (as argued by  Lee, W achtler & Sejonowski, 
2002).
Individual differences
Individual differences in the physiology o f  colour vision have been documented. For 
example, differences in the proportion o f  each cone class (Lennie, 2000) and differences 
in the num ber o f  cone photopigm ent types (Dartnall, Bowmaker & M ollon, 1983). In 
addition, differences in the amoimt o f  m acula pigmentation (Bone & Sparrock, 1971); 
and differences in the density o f  the lens (Young, 1991; Javitt & Taylor, 1994) which 
affect the wavelength com position o f  the light that hits the retina, are also foimd. It is 
known that variations in physiology can arise from genetic, environmental or even dietry 
differences, although the impact o f  these variations on colour vision and on behavioural 
aspects o f  colour perception is uncertain. For example, Lennie (2000) shows that 
although there are individual variations in  the proportions o f  each cone class, these 
variations do not affect colour vision. In addition, Jordan and M ollon (1993) found that 
individuals w ith four photopigm ent types did not differ significantly in  their colour 
m atching behaviour compared to individuals w ith three photopigm ent types. On the 
other hand, Jameson, H ighnote and W assem ran (2001) did find significant difference's in 
the w ay individuals w ith four photopigm ent types divided up the colour spectrum, 
compared to those w ith tiiree photopigm ent types. Other links betw een individual
3
differences in physiology and individual differences in  colour perception have been 
proposed. For example, Davies, Laws, Corbett and Jerrett (1998) propose that the 
differences in  the num ber o f  Tritan errors (yellow-blue defect) o f  European and African 
populations are due to differences in  the wavelength absorption o f  the lens caused by 
differences in UV radiation. Lindsey and Brown (2002) claim that some languages do 
not have a basic blue term  because in the regions o f  the world where those languages are 
spoken there are high levels o f  U V  radiation that lead to accelerated lens brunescence 
(lens yellowing). Bornstein (1973) proposes that variations in colour-nam ing across the 
world are due to differences in m acula pigmentation. However, there is only 
circumstantial evidence in favour o f  such models. The link between physiology and 
colour perception and the influence o f  other factors such as genes, environm ent and diet 
on colour perception is not fully understood.
Developmental changes
There are various changes in the physiology o f  the eye over development. For example: 
the sclera becomes denser and yellows (Vannas & Tier, 1960); the cornea yellows 
(Boettner & W olter, 1902); the vitreous (Balazs, 1961), lens (Coren & Girgus, 1972) and 
m acular pigm entation (W eale, 1963) all thicken (see Bom stein 1978). Over development 
there is also growth in the rods and cones. For example, Yuodelis & Hendrickson (1986) 
found that the outer segments o f  cones in the fovea o f  neonates are m uch shorter than in 
adults. The amount o f  light scattering in the eye also changes w ith age (Hennelly,
Barbur, Edgar & W oodward, 1998). However, the link between developmental changes 
in physiology and developm ental changes in colour perception is not clear. For example, 
neonates fail to m ake Rayleigh discrim inations —  discriminations that do not stimulate 
the short wavelength cone. The reason for this is not clear. Some have argued that this is 
evidence that neonates lack enough long and m edium  wavelength cones (Teller & 
Bom stein, 1987). Others have argued that neonates have enough long and m edim n 
wavelength cones and the post-receptor m achinery to compare their signals, but that due 
to the inefficient w ay in  w hich the neonate’s retina absorbs light, they do not have the 
overall visual sensitivity required (Banks and Bennett, 1988). Allen, Banks & N orcia
4
(1993) also suggest that failures in discrim ination m a y b e  due to chromatic signals being 
lost at the behavioural level rather than at the level o f  the visual cortex. This example 
shows that w hen developm ental trends in colour perception are found, the role o f 
physiology is not always fully understood.
The previous sections have outlined what w e know about the physiological basis o f 
colour vision. The link betw een physiology and behavioural aspects o f  colour perception 
is poorly understood. So far there is no generally accepted account o f  the physiological 
basis o f  colour categorisation, the developm ent o f  colour categorisation or individual 
differences in colour categorisation.
1.1.2. Colour Order Systems
It has been estimated that the hum an eye can distinguish around one m illion colours 
(Halsey & Chapanis, 1951; K aiser & Boynton, 1996). There have been m any attempts at 
providing a system to order and describe this range o f  colours. One o f  the earliest 
attempts at producing a colour order was by  Aron Sigfrid Forsius in 1611 (Parkhurst & 
Feller, 1982). Forsius claimed that there were two prim ary colours -  black and white, in 
which all other colours had their origin. A  colour sphere was drawn up w ith white at the 
top o f  the sphere, black at the bottom  and w ith grey running along the central axis o f  the 
sphere. A w ay from the central axis o f  the sphere were the colours red, yellow, green and 
blue. Since Forsius’ system  there has been a range o f  colour order systems. The ones 
used m ost frequently by  colour scientists today are the M unsell system, the Commission 
Internationale de l ’Eclairage colour space (CIE), the Optical Society o f  Am erica colour 
space (OSA) and the Natural Color Sytem  (NCS).
There are differences in the theoretical basis o f  these colour systems. For example, tlie 
CIE L*u*v* (1976) space is based on the opponent colours theory, and has a red/green 
axis, a yellow/blue axis and a light/dark axis (see also appendix A). On the other hand, 
the M unsell system describes colour w ith three axes: Hue (the ‘species’ o f the colour), 
Chroma (the saturation or strength o f  the colour) and Value (the lightness —  the amount
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o f  light in the colour) (see also appendix B). There are also differences in the scaling o f  
the systems. For example, the scaling o f  the NCS was developed by  getting judgem ents 
o f  the proportion o f  white, black, red, green, yellow and blue present in each colour 
(Hard & Sivilc, 1981), whereas the M unsell and the OS A  scaling was based on perceptual 
judgem ents o f  the sim ilarity betw een colours. Therefore, the M unsell and OSA systems 
are intended to be perceptually uniform  spaces, where equal distances along a dimension 
are m eant to represent equal perceptual distances. However, as the colour spaces were 
standardised under illuminant C (see appendix B), studies that use these systems should 
also illuminate the stimuli w ith this illuminant.
Colour systems such as M unsell, NCS and OSA produce stimuli that are typical o f colour 
in the natural world. These stimuli are reflective, and consist o f  broadband m ixtures o f 
colours at natural saturation levels. However, it has only recently becom e comm on to use 
these colour systems. Some studies o f  colour perception, instead o f  using colour systems 
such as M unsell, NCS and OSA, have described colour as being variation in wavelength. 
W hen using a w avelength based system, the colours are monochrom atic lights (not 
broadband or reflective) and stimuli are the m ost saturated instances o f  a colour. 
Therefore, the relevance o f  these studies to norm al colour perception is restricted because 
such stimuli do not norm ally occur in the natural world (nor in the w orld in which colour 
vision evolved). Additionally, the wavelength system is not perceptually uniform as the 
hum an eye is not constantly sensitive across wavelength change. (W yszecki & Stiles,
2000). Therefore, lOnm o f  wavelength separation in one region o f  the spectrum is not 
perceptually equivalent to lOnm o f  wavelength difference in another region o f  the 
spectrum. Therefore, in studies where stim ulus separations need to be perceptually 
equated, the wavelength system  is not suitable.
In summary, due to differences in the theory and scaling o f  the colour order systems, and 
the type o f  colours they produce, the type o f  colour system used in  research on colour 
perception should be carefully m atched to the needs o f the research.
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ICategorical Perception (CP) occurs w hen a continuous stimulus dim ension is perceived 
as a num ber o f  discrete segments or categories, w ith the members o f  categories 
resem bling each other m ore than the m em bers o f  other categories (Harnad, 1987). 
Therefore, an operational definition o f  CP is that stimuli w ithin a category (within- 
category stimuli) are perceived as m ore sim ilar than stimuli that straddle a category 
boundary (between-category stimuli), even w hen stimulus separation sizes for within and 
between-category stimuli are equal. The classic design in studies o f  CP is shown in 
Figure 1.1. The three stimuli a, A  and B are equidistant in  colour space. However, two 
stim uli (a & A) belong to the same linguistic colour category (eg. blue) and the third 
stimulus (B) belongs to an adjacent linguistic category (eg. green).
1.3. Categorical Perception
Figure 1.1. Diagram  to show the classic CP design. Boxes represent stimuli, arrows 
represent stimulus separations and the dashed line represents a category boundary.
Effects consistent w ith the CP phenom enon are shown w hen the stim ulus pair A-B is 
discriminated faster, more easily or m ore accurately than the stimulus pair a-A. Such 
effects have been evidenced in colour perception using a range o f  techniques. For 
example, CP o f  colour has been dem onstrated using a same-different judgem ents task 
(eg. Bom stein & Korda, 1984; Boynton, Fargo, Olson & Smallman, 1989). Bom stein 
and Korda (1984), tested for categorical responding across the blue-green linguistic
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boundary. Pairs o f  stimuli were taken from the same colour category (A-a) or they 
straddled the blue-green category boundary (A-B). W ithin-category pairs (A-a) and 
between-category pairs (A-B) were equally spaced in M unsell colour space. Despite 
between and w ithin-category pairs being equidistant, ‘different’ responses were faster for 
the between-category pairs. Better discrim ination o f stimuli that straddled the blue-green 
category boundary was interpreted as evidence o f  CP. Boynton, Fargo, Olson & 
Smallman (1989) using stimuli from the OS A  colour space and a same-different 
judgem ents task, showed that less errors were m ade for stimulus pairs that are more 
categorically distinct.
CP o f  colour has also been evidenced using recognition m em ory tasks and 2-AFC tasks 
(eg. Uchikawa & Shonida, 1996; Roberson, D avidoff & Braisby, 1999; Roberson & 
Davidoff, 2000; Roberson, Davies & Davidoff, 2000; Pilling, W iggett, Ozgen & Davies, 
2002). On a 2-AFC task a target stimulus is presented, and after an interval, participants 
are asked to identify the target out o f  a pair o f  stimuli (the target and a foil). W hen using 
this task to test for CP, targets and foils are either from the same category or from 
different categories. Studies using this technique have shown that performance is worse 
w hen the foil is from the same category as the target.
Similarity judgem ents on an ‘odd-one-out’ triads task have also shown CP. Participants 
are asked to pick the m ost different stimulus out o f a set o f  three stimuli. Two stimuli in 
a triad are the same category and one belongs to a different category. Studies using this 
task have showed that participants m ost frequently choose the different category stimulus 
as the odd-one-out. This has been taken as evidence o f  a CP (Kay & Kempton, 1984; 
Laws, Davies & Andrews, 1995; Roberson, D avidoff & Braisby 1999).
CP has not only been evidenced in  colour perception; rather it has also been shown in 
various other domains. For example, in speech perception (eg. Libennan, H am s,
Hoffman & Griffith, 1957; Pisoni & Tash, 1974; Burnham, Eam shay & Clark, 1991), 
perception o f  non speech soimds (eg. Cutting & Rosner, 1974; Pastore, Li & Layer, 1990)
and m usic perception (eg. Siegal & Siegal, 1977; Schulze, 1989; W indsor, 1993). CP has 
also been shown for various aspects o f  face perception, for example: facial expressions 
(eg. E tcoff & M agee, 1992; de Gelder, Teimisse & Benson, 1997; Bim ler & Kirkland,
2001), face actions (eg. Campbell, W oll, Benson & W allace, 1999), gender o f  faces (eg. 
Campanella, Chrysochoos & Bruyer, 2002) race o f  faces (Levin & Angelone, 2002) and 
fam iliarity o f  faces (eg. Beale & Keil, 1995; Rossion, Shiltz, Laurence, Pirenne & 
Grommelinck, 2001).
1.4. The central theme of the thesis: the origin and nature of CP of 
colour
The origin and nature o f  CP is under debate. Attem pts to explain the origin and nature o f  
the effect can be divided into three types o f  theories: naturalistic, labelling and perceptual 
change (Pilling et al., 2003). The following sections outline each o f  these theories.
1.4.1. Naturalistic theories
Naturalistic theories (eg. Snowden, 1987; Bom stein, 1987b) m aintain that CP is an innate 
perceptual effect. It is argued that local discrim ination m axima and m inim a are 
hardwired into perceptual representations. Furthermore, it has also been proposed that 
the resulting categorical perception o f  a continuum  has a natural utility and creates 
cognitive economy (see Rosch, 1978). This leads to an evolutionary argument that 
perceptual categories are in-built because they are helpful to our cognition. Therefore, 
naturalistic theories predict that infants at some stage would show CP. It has also been 
predicted that the location and extent o f  perceptual category boundaries should be 
universal (Berlin & Kay, 1969), although it is also theoretically possible to have non- 
universal in-built categories.
1.4.2. Labelling theories
Labelling theories m aintain that CP is not truly perceptual — rather it is a result o f  direct 
labelling (eg. Fujisaki & Kwakshim a, 1971; K ay & Kempton, 1984; Roberson & 
Davidoff, 2000). Labelling theory argues that discriminations are m ade on the basis o f
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verbal rather than perceptual codes. It is argued that a naming strategy is used when 
m aking judgem ents o f  sim ilarity and that this is responsible for the apparent ‘CP effect.’ 
For example, discriminations that cross a category boundary are facilitated by stimuli 
having different category labels, w hereas discriminations w ithin a category do not have 
this advantage as they have the same label. Labelling theories therefore argue that CP 
should not be shown in the absence o f  verbal labelling. This leads to various predictions. 
Firstly, pre-linguistic infants should not show CP. Secondly, i f  a labelling strategy is 
prevented on tasks testing for CP, no CP should be shown. Similarly, CP should not be 
seen on purely perceptual tasks, where a linguistic strategy is not used. Thirdly, the 
location and extent o f  CP should be closely in line with the location and extent o f 
linguistic categorisation. For example, som e languages do not m ark the blue-green 
distinction linguistically and for speakers o f  these languages no CP should be seen across 
the blue-green boundary.
1.4.3. Perceptual change theories
Perceptual change theories (Ham ad, Hanson & Lubin, 1991; Goldstone, Lippa &
Shiffrin, 2001; Ozgen & Davies, 2002), like naturalistic theories, argue that CP is a 
perceptual effect. However, unlike naturalistic theories, perceptual change theories argue 
that CP is an acquired phenomenon. It is proposed that learning to categorise stimuli 
results in a change in  the representation o f  the stimuli — perceptual space becomes 
‘w arped’ by  learned categorisation. Ham ad, H anson & Lubin (1991) argue that learning 
to categorise a dim ension causes greater sensitivity around category boundaries, resulting 
in CP. This theory is sim ilar to labelling theory — naming is recognised as playing a role 
in CP. However, whereas labelling theory maintains that naming influences judgem ents 
strategically, perceptual change theory m aintains that nam ing influences judgem ents 
perceptually. Perceptual change theory also claims that CP can be acquired through 
categorisation practise in the absence o f  language. Therefore, perceptual change theories 
see language and experience as pow erful m ediators o f perception.
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Firstly, perceptual change theories predict that without experience o f  a dimension or 
w ithout linguistic categorisation o f  a dimension, that dimension w ill not be perceived 
categorically. Secondly, unlike labelling theory, it is predicted that CP will be shown 
even on perceptual tasks in the absence o f  ‘on-line’ verbal labelling. Thirdly, the location 
and extent o f  CP should be in line w ith the location and extent o f  linguistic 
categorisation. Therefore, linguistic cross-cultural differences should m irror perceptual 
differences. These differences should be seen on perceptual tasks even in the absence o f  
verbal labelling. Finally, perceptual change theory predicts that CP could be induced by 
category training either by m assed practice or by the introduction o f  new category labels.
1.5. Coreissues
There are three m ain issues that are at the core o f  the debate about the origin and nature 
o f CP. The first issue is the extent to which CP is hardwired. The second issue is the 
effect o f  language on CP. The third issue is whether the category effects in studies o f  CP 
are perceptual. To a certain extent, these issues overlap w ith each other. For example, i f  
CP is hardwired then language cannot be the sole origin o f  CP. Additionally, i f  all CP is 
due to direct-naming, then CP cannot be perceptual. The following sections discuss the 
core issues and the range o f  possibilities further.
1.5.1. Issue 1: Is CP hardwired?
Naturalistic theories m aintain that CP is hardwired. However, perceptual change theories 
argue that the effect is acquired through language and experience inducing perceptual 
change. There is evidence to support both positions: CP has been demonstrated in four- 
m onth old infants (eg. Bornstein, Kessen & W eiskopf, 1976); and it has been shown that 
CP can be acquired after category training (eg. Ozgen & Davies, 2002).
CP in infancy
Infants display a w ide range o f  complex categorisation abilities (M areschal & Quinn, 
2001; Rakison & Oakes, 2003). For example, infants have been shown to form 
perceptual categories o f  different animals (eg. Quinn, Eimas & Rosenkrantz, 1993; Eimas
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& Quinn, 1994; Quinn & Eimas, 1996); o f  animals and vehicles (eg. M ander & 
M cDonough, 1993; Rakison & Butterworth, 1998); and o f  containment, support and 
tight-fit spatial relationships (eg. M cDonough, Choi & M andler, 2003). However, this 
type o f  perceptual categorisation is not equivalent to Categorical Perception — where a 
physical continuum is perceived categorically (Cohen, 2003). Eimas, Siqueland, Jusczyk 
& Vigorito (1971) were the first to demonstrate CP in infants. This study used a^ 
habituation technique to test for CP o f  speech in one and four-month old infants. Infants 
were habituated to an original stimulus and the heard a novel test stimulus.
Dishabituation rates were examined w hen the test stimulus was from the same category 
and when the test stimulus was from a different category. It was found that dishabituation 
was greater when the test stim ulus crossed a phonem e boundary than w hen the test 
stimulus was from the same phonemic category. Since this study CP in infants has also 
been found for a range o f  other domains. Table 1.1 summarises these effects. This is not 
exhaustive, although it does highlight the range o f  CP in infancy.
Table 1.1. Summary o f  CP found in infants, for various domains.
Study Age
(months)
Dom ain
Eimas, Siqueland, Jusczyk & Vigorito, 1971. 1 & 4 Speech (stop consonants)
Eimas, 1975 2 & 3 Speech (stop consonants)
Jusczyk, Rosener, Cutting, Foard & Smith, 1977. 2 N on speech sounds
Swoboda, Kass, M orse, Leavitt, 1978. 2 Speech (short vowels)
Bomba, 1982. 2-4 Orientation o f gratings
Cohen, Diehl, Oakes & Loehlin, 1992. 7.5 Speech (stop consonants)
Kotsoni, de Haan, Johnson, 2001. 7 Facial expressions
Cashon, Cohen, Gora, 2003. 4, 7, 10 Facial orientation
However, has CP o f  colour been demonstrated in infants? There have been two m ajor 
studies o f  CP in infant colour perception, (Bom stein, Kessen & W eiskopf, 1976; 
Gerhardstein, Renner & Rovee-Collier, 1999). Bom stein et al. tested for categorical
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responding in four-month old infants. Follow ing habituation to one hue, dishabituation 
only occurred i f  the test stimulus was from  a different adult category to the original. CP 
was found across blue-green, yellow-green and yellow-red hue boundaries1. However, 
various weaknesses in this study have been highlighted (eg. W em er & W ooten, 1985) 
and there are various issues about the technical control o f  colour in this study that need to 
be addressed. Additionally, the range o f  colour boundaries was very lim ited -  only three 
basic hue boundaries were tested. Adults show CP across a greater range o f  boundaries, 
and such boundaries need to be tested in infants.
Gerhardstein, Renner & Rovee-Collier (1999) also tested for categorical effects in infant 
colour* perception. However, unlike Bom stein et al. they were not interested in 
establishing that infants do have colour categories — they assumed this from Bom stein et 
al.’s study. Rather they were interested in finding out the role o f  these colour categories 
in colour pop-out (pre-attentive detection o f  colour). Colour pop-out was tested in infants, 
for the red-orange boundary, where targets and distractors were either in the same 
category or from different categories. They report that at three m onths, there was no 
effect o f category on the extent o f  colour pop-out in  infants. Gerhardstein et a l.’s results 
suggest that categorical sim ilarity does not affect colour pop-out in infants. Therefore, 
the study is o f  importance w hen considering the nature o f infant colour categories. 
However, Davies and Franklin (2002) argue that the results o f  this study are not reliable 
—  they provide evidence that various weaknesses in the technical control o f  the coloured 
stimuli can account for Gerhardstein et a l.’s findings. Gerhardstein et al. and Bom stein et 
al.’s studies are outlined and reviewed in m ore detail in Chapter 2.
Acquired CP
Category training studies have provided evidence that CP can be acquired (eg. Goldstone, 
1994; Goldstone, Lippa & Shiffrin, 2001; Livingston, Andrews & Ham ad, 1998;
1 Bomstein (1976) replicates this effect for the green-yellow boundary, and Catherwood, Crassini & 
Freiberg (1989) replicate this effect for the blue-green boundary. Catherwood, Crassini & Frieberg (1987; 
1990) also investigate the categorical nature o f colour perception in infants, although no attempt is made to 
equate stimulus separations.
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Guenther, Husain, Cohen & Shinn-Cunningham, 1999; Ozgen & Davies, 2002). For 
example, Goldstone (1994) trained participants to categorise stimuli differing in  size and 
brightness. For different participants, the relevance o f each dimension during the training 
task varied. Judgements on a subsequent same-different judgem ent task were sensitised 
to the dimension relevant to the training task. Goldstone concluded that learning to 
categorise a stimulus dimension had resulted in  a representational change o f  that 
dimension. Goldstone, Lippa and Shiffrin (2001) also showed acquired CP in face 
perception after category training.
Ozgen and Davies (2002) showed that CP could be acquired in colour perception after 
category training. In Experim ent 1 it was shown that performance on a same-different 
judgem ents task for stimuli varying in hue and lightness, improved w ith practice. In 
Experim ent 2, participants were trained to divide either blue or green into two new 
categories. After training, participants m ade same-different judgem ents where different 
pairs were either in the same category, or crossed the new category boundary. It was 
shown that the original perceptual structure o f  the category had been altered and that 
induced CP was seen for the learnt category boundary. Experim ent 3 explored the time 
course o f  this acquired CP and it was found that after one day, CP was shown.
Experim ent 4 showed that as well as hue categories, lightness categories could also be 
induced. It was tentatively concluded that categoiy training had changed the actual 
perceptual representation, and that CP could be learnt.
These studies therefore testify to the fact that CP can be acquired. However, m any 
questions rem ain unanswered. For example, category-training studies have shown that 
CP can be induced in the short term, but can long term CP be induced? Additionally, the 
demonstration that CP can be acquired in an experimental context, does not necessarily 
lead to the conclusion that all CP is acquired or that CP is acquired developmentally.
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Alternative possibilities
It is possible that some CP m ay be hardwired (ie. across the prim ary category boundaries 
such as blue-green), whereas other CP is acquired (ie. across secondary category 
boundaries such as pink-red). Studies that test for CP in  infants across a range o f 
boundaries are needed to investigate this possibility. This is discussed further in Chapter 
2 .
1.5.2. Issue 2: W hat is the effect o f  language on CP?
The idea that language is the origin o f  CP has its roots in the position o f  Linguistic 
Relativism. Linguistic Relativists m aintain that language influences cognition and 
perception. The Sapir-W horf hypothesis (Sapir, 1921; W horf, 1956) claims that language 
determines thought. This argument has been tested in various domains, for example, in 
tim e perception (Boroditsky, 2001) and in space perception (Bowennan, 1996; Levinson, 
1996; Choi, 2003). A  w eak form o f  linguistic relativity ju st argues that language has ‘on­
line’ effects on perception and cognition —  eg. language alters the strategies o f  
perception and cognition. This type o f  argum ent is found in labelling theories. However, 
a stronger form o f  linguistic relativity argues that language has the power to actually alter 
or construct perceptual representations. This type o f  argument is found in perceptual 
change theories. W hat evidence is there that language strategically or perceptually creates 
CP? The m ain evidence for the influence o f  language on categorical responding comes 
from two types o f studies: verbal interference studies and cross-cultural studies. The 
evidence from each o f  these types o f  studies is evaluated in the following sections.
Verbal interference studies
Verbal interference studies explore whether CP disappears w hen the use o f  a naming 
strategy is prevented. For example, Roberson & D avidoff (2000) using a successive 2- 
AFC task, assessed the effect o f  verbal interference on between and within-category 
judgem ents o f  colours and facial expressions. A  target stimulus was presented followed 
by  a 5 second ISI. The target colour was then presented alongside a foil and the 
participant had to identify the target. Target and foil were either in  different categories or
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in the same category. The ISI was filled with either visual interference, verbal 
interference or no interference. W hen there was no interference, targets were more 
accurately identified for between-category pairs —  CP. W hen there was visual 
interference, CP was also present. However, for the verbal interference condition, 
between-category accuracy was reduced and CP was eliminated. Roberson and D avidoff 
concluded that the between-category advantage relied on verbal coding.
Pilling, W iggett, Ozgen & Davies (2003) replicated and extended Roberson and 
D av idoff s experiment, examining the effect o f  interference further, h i Roberson and 
D av idoff s original experiment, the thr ee types o f  interference were blocked. However, 
when Pilling et al. random ised the type o f  interference, CP was found even for verbal 
interference trials. Therefore, it was argued that Roberson and D av ido ff s argument was 
incomplete. It was concluded that CP could survive verbal interference when 
interference was unpredictable and that predictable verbal interference affects the strategy 
used (eg. no use o f  a direct-naming strategy w hen verbal interference predictable) rather 
than causing the disruption o f  verbal codes. This study testifies as to the strategic effect 
o f  language on CP (as predicted by  labelling theory).
Cross-cultural studies
Cross-cultural studies have provided evidence for and against the hypothesis that 
language creates or m odifies CP. Some cross-cultural studies have shown similarities in 
the w ay languages segment the colour space (Berlin & Kay, 1969; K ay & M cDaniel, 
1978). These studies point to ‘semantic universals’ in colour' perception. For example, 
Berlin and Kay (1969) com piled an inventory o f  the basic colour' term s o f  98 languages. 
As a result they devised a universal evolutionary hierarchy for the acquisition o f  colour 
terms. It is argued that this linguistic commonality m ust come from comm on perceptual 
structures. Other cross-cultural studies have shown similarities in the way colour is 
memorised. For example, Rosch-Heider & Olivier (1972) compared the colour naming 
and colour' m em ory o f  English speakers and o f  the Dugum  Dani o f  Irian Jaya. The 
Dugum  Dani are reported to have only two basic colour term s (Heider, 1970). The
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colour m em ory o f  the two populations was tested. The D ugum  Dani and the Americans 
both had better m em ory for the colours that were the best examples o f  English colour 
terms (focals). Rosch H eider & Olivier claimed that even though the two populations 
varied greatly in the w ay they categorised colour linguistically, their m em ory for colour 
was very similar. However, Roberson, D avidoff & Davies (2000) argued that only some 
o f  Rosch-Heider’s analysis supported this conclusion, whereas a statistical analyses 
showed some evidence o f  Linguistic Relativity. Consequently, Roberson et al. replicated 
Rosch-Heider et a l.’s investigation on a population comparable to the Dugum  Dani (the 
Berinmo). The Berimno language has five basic colour terms. Nam ing, recognition 
m em ory tasks and paired associate learning did not show an advantage o f  focal stimuli 
for the Berinmo.
Davies & Corbett (1997) and Davies (1998) investigated colour grouping in  English, 
Russian and Setswana speakers. Despite differences in the way each language 
categorises colour, the grouping patterns were highly sim ilar for all three languages. The 
Russian speakers (who have two term s for blue) were no m ore likely to have two separate 
blue groups. However, some differences in grouping were seen, w ith the Setswana 
speakers (who do not m ark the blue-green distinction linguistically) being more likely to 
group blue and green together. It was concluded that the data suggests that colour 
perception is universal, but that it is also affected by w eaker linguistic effects. A  similar 
conclusion was reached in  a further investigation o f  Setswana and English colour 
perception (Davies, Sowden, Jerrett, Jerrett & Corbett, 1998).
Other cross-cultural studies have addressed the issue o f language and CP using the classic 
CP-design, and have provided evidence to support Linguistic Relativity. For example, 
K ay and Kem pton (1984) investigated whether differences in the colour terms o f  English 
and Tarahum ara would be paralleled by differences in similarity judgem ents on a triads 
task. Tarahumara, a M exican language, does not distinguish betw een blue and green. 
English speakers’ judgem ents showed CP in the blue-green region, although Tarahum ara 
speakers’ judgem ents did not. They claimed that English speakers had used a naming
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strategy that facilitated cross-category judgem ents, whereas the Tarahum ara could not 
use a naming strategy as their colour term s did not distinguish between the stimuli. It 
was therefore concluded that CP was due to the strategic effects o f  language —  consistent 
w ith a weak form o f  Linguistic Relativity.
Ozgen (2000) tested for CP in the blue region for Turkish and English speakers. For the 
Turkish speakers there was a basic linguistic boundary in the blue region (mavi-lacivert). 
However, for the English speakers all stimuli were labelled blue. Ozgen showed that 
judged sim ilarity across the mavi-lacivert boundary was greater than judgem ents within 
the mavi or lacivert categories, but only for Turkish speakers. English speakers showed 
no such CP. It was concluded that the results were consistent w ith the Linguistic 
Relativity Hypothesis.
Roberson et al.’s (2000) investigation o f  Berinm o and English colour perception as well 
as investigating m em ory for focals (as outlined earlier) also investigated CP. CP was 
investigated across the English blue-green boundary and the Berinm o nol-wor boundary. 
CP was shown by English and Berinm o speakers, but only at the blue-green boundary for 
the English and at the nol-wor boundary for the Berinmo. Again these results were 
inteipreted as being consistent w ith the Linguistic Relativity Hypothesis.
For all o f  these cross-cultural studies the relationship between language and CP is not 
transparent. For example, it m ay be that the linguistic differences are the cause o f  the 
perceptual differences, or it m ay be that the linguistic differences are the result o f  the 
perceptual differences. Additionally, it is not clear whether the cross-cultural differences 
in the location and extent o f  CP are actually due to perceptual differences between the 
language groups, or whether they are a result o f  direct-naming. Further cross-cultural 
studies are needed to address these issues. Investigating CP cross-culturally and 
developm entally m ay enrich our understanding o f  the relationship betw een linguistic 
categories and CP. For example, i f  differences in the extent and location o f  CP exist
before colour terms axe acquired, this w ould suggest that the differences in CP are 
independent o f  language. This is discussed further in Chapter 4.
Alternative possibilities
Perceptual change and direct-naming theories argue that language is the origin o f  CP. An 
alternative theory is that CP is hardwired, but that language m odulates the size o f  the 
effect. For example, CP m ay be stronger across boundaries that are m arked linguistically 
compared to boundaries that are not marked. Further studies should be conducted to 
investigate whether colour term  acquisition strengthens any CP found in infancy. A  
further possibility is that language actually m odifies the location o f  the effect. CP shown 
in infancy m ay disappear later in  developm ent i f  a language does not m ark the boundary. 
Additionally, CP not shown in infancy m ay be acquired later due to a language m aking a 
distinction between two colours. Therefore, language m ay ‘perceptually reorganise’ the 
location o f  the effect.
There is some evidence for ‘perceptual reorganisation’ in speech perception. W erker and 
colleagues showed that infants younger than ten m onths could discrim inate English, 
Hindi and Salish phonetic contrasts. However, infants aged betw een ten and twelve 
m onths, children and adults could only discrim inate the phonetic contrasts distinguished 
by their native language (W erker & Tees, 1983; W erker & Tees, 1984; W erker & 
Lalonde, 1988). These studies and Goldstone’s (1994) and Ozgen & D avies’ (2002) 
studies suggest that there is a degree o f  plasticity to perceptual discriminations (see also 
Fahle & Poggio, 2002). However, further studies should examine whether there is any 
evidence o f  perceptual re-organisation o f  CP in colour perception. Ideally, to test this, 
cross-cultural infant studies should be conducted and CP should be m onitored in both 
populations at various stages in development. Chapter 3 discusses this further.
1.5.3. Issue 3: Is CP really perceptual?
The term  ‘Categorical Perception’ implies that the category effects found in CP studies 
are perceptual. However, the nature o f  these category effects is under debate. Perceptual
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change theories and naturalistic theories argue that CP is an indication o f  perceptual 
categorisation. On the other hand, labelling theories im ply that CP is not perceptual, but 
rather that it is a result o f  the use o f  a direct-naming strategy. The verbal interference 
studies (eg. Roberson & Davidoff, 2000; Pilling, W iggett, Ozgen & Davies, 2003), show 
that CP in adults on a 2-AFC task can be eliminated by  verbal interference. This suggests 
that CP in adults on 2-AFC tasks is a result o f  direct-naming and is therefore not 
perceptual.
Alternative possibilities
It is possible that all CP is a result o f  direct-naming, although the presence o f  CP in pre- 
linguistic infants w ould be problem atic for this account. A n alternative possibility is that 
that the mechanism s o f  CP at various ages, on various tasks and under various situations 
are not necessarily the same. For example, CP in infants m ay not necessarily be 
equivalent to CP in adults. Therefore, the phenomenon o f  ‘Categorical Perception’ m ay 
actually be a range o f  effects with different underlying mechanisms. Some CP m ay be 
due to direct-naming, other CP m ay be perceptual and other CP m ight even be m em ory or 
attention based.
It is possible that category effects that are classified as CP are actually a result o f  other 
phenomena such as the perceptual magnet effect (PM) (eg. Kuhl, 1991; Lively & Pisoni,
1997) or the shift towards prototype effect (STP) (Huttenlocher, Heges & Vevea, 2000). 
The perceptual magnet effect is when discrim inability o f  stimuli around the prototype is 
low —  stimulus representations are ‘attracted’ to the prototype, thus reducing stimulus 
differences in this area. The shift towards prototype effect is when recall o f  category 
exemplars is biased towards the prototype. The pattern o f  effects for CP, PM  and STP 
are so similar that some have even claimed that they are essentially the same 
phenomenon. For example, Lotto, K luender & Holt (1998) claim that CP and PM  are 
equivalent. However, Iverson & Kuhl (2000) by  m anipulating task demands, have shown 
that PM  and CP are based on different mechanism s and that PM  is m ore m em ory and 
attention based than CP. Huttenlocher et al. (2000) claim that CP and STP are
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equivalent, and that CP is a  m em ory rather than a perceptual effect. For example, the 
category effects on a 2-AFC task m ay actually be due to a shift toward prototype. W hen 
m easuring CP using a 2-AFC task, the participant is shown a target, and after a delay, the 
participant has to identify the target w hen paired w ith a foil. Targets and foils are either 
in the same category or from  different categories. CP is shown when target identification 
is better w hen the target and foil are from different categories. However, it is possible 
that this ‘C P5 effect m ay be due to a shift towards prototype. For example, when the 
target is stimulus ‘A ’ and the foil is stimulus ‘a ’ (see Figure 1.2a), then if  the 
representation o f  ‘A 5 was shifted towards its prototype, the target (‘A ’) would be shifted 
closer to the foil ( ‘a ’), therefore m aking within-category discriminations harder. This 
could explain w hy identification o f  the target is harder w hen paired w ith a within- 
eategory stimulus (same prototypes) than a between-category stimulus (different 
prototypes). This account therefore claims that the ‘CP effect’ on a 2-AFC task is due to a 
shift towards prototype mechanism. However, Pilling et al. (2003) showed that category 
effects do not always fit the predictions o f  STP. For example, when the target is 
stimulus ‘a ’ and the foil is stimulus ‘A ’ (see Figure 1.2b), then i f  the representation o f ‘a ’ 
was shifted towards its prototype, then the target would not be shifted closer to the foil, as 
the target (‘a’) is already closer to the prototype. Therefore, Pilling et al. argued that i f  
the category effect on a 2-AFC task is due to a shift towards prototype, then within- 
category order effects are expected. These within-category order effects predict that 
when the target is the stimulus closer to the boundary than the foil, category effects 
should be found, although when the target is closer to the prototype than the foil, 
category effects should not be found. Pilling et al. (2003) showed that category effects 
could be found that did not show w ithin-category order effects consistent with the shift 
towards prototype model. In fact, Pilling et al. found within-category order effects in  the 
opposite direction to that predicted by a shift toward prototype account. It was concluded 
that not all category effects on a 2-AFC task are due to a shift towards prototype.
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Figure 1.2. Diagrammatic representation o f  the basis for w ithin-category order effects 
expected as a result o f  the STP mechanism, (a) when within-category target is closer to 
the boundary, (b) w hen w ithin-category target is closer to the prototype. Boxes represent 
stimuli, the box outline in bold represents the target stimulus, the dashed line represents 
the category boundary, the circle represents the prototype, and the arrow represents the 
shift towards prototype.
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Iverson & Kuhl, and Pilling et al. show that CP, STP and PM  are not the same 
phenomenon. However, these phenom ena m ay easily be m istaken for each other. It is 
therefore possible that some so-called ‘CP effects’ are actually a result o f  PM  or STP 
mechanisms, and that some ‘CP effects’ are not perceptual but are m em ory or attention 
based. So far, this issue has not received considerable attention in studies o f  Categorical 
Perception. Future investigations o f  CP that manipulate the nature o f  the task are needed 
to establish the nature o f  any CP found. For example, if  CP is shown on a 2-AFC task 
w ith a m em ory component, then this CP could be due to a m em ory based mechanism. If  
the strength o f  the CP is the same when the m em ory component is rem oved from the task 
then this would indicate that the m echanism  responsible for the effect was not m em ory 
based and was potentially perceptual. W ithin-category order effects should also be 
checked to determine whether the category effect is actually a result o f  STP rather than 
CP. I f  within-category accuracy is lower w hen the target stimulus is close to the 
boundaiy than w hen the target stimulus is close to the prototype, then the category effect 
would be consistent w ith a STP account.
The term ‘Categorical Perception’ implies that the mechanism o f  the category effect is 
perceptual. However, category effects classified as CP m ay be due to a range o f  other 
mechanisms. Therefore, throughout the rest o f  the thesis, when it is not clear that the 
category effect is perceptual, the term s ‘category effect’ and ‘categorical responding’ are 
used interchangeably — im plying no theoretical position.
The above discussions o f  the tiiree issues that are core to the debate about the nature and 
origin o f  ‘CP’, have highlighted various alternative possibilities that naturalistic, labelling 
and perceptual change theories do not accoimt for. The current thesis explores the range 
o f  possibilities by  combining developm ental and cross-cultural approaches. This thesis 
presents five experiments that investigate the origin and nature o f  the category effect in 
colour perception. The following section outlines the experimental work o f the thesis and 
explains how these experiments w ill address the three core issues o f  the debate.
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1.6. Outline of Experimental Chapters
Chapter 2 provides a detailed review  o f  Bornstein et al.’s (1976) and Gerhardstein et a l.’s 
(1999) investigation o f  category effects in infant colour perception. The limitations o f  
both experiments are outlined and the impact o f  these limitations is discussed. Chapter 2 
concludes with an outline o f  the requirem ents for a valid investigation o f  category effects 
in infant colour perception.
Chapter 3 presents a new investigation o f  categorical responding in infants. Experiments 
1, 2 and 3 investigated category effects in four-month old infants using a novelty 
preference task. Stimulus separations were equated in M unsell space and a range o f 
boundaries was tested. The effects o f  perceptual distance as well as categorical status 
were investigated. W ithin-category order effects were checked to establish whether any 
category effects could be due to a STP mechanism.
Chapter 4 presents two experiments that assessed the category effect later on in 
development, testing for category effects across the same boundaries as the infant studies. 
Experim ent 4 investigated category effects in two and three year olds using a 2-AFC task. 
In Experim ent 4a, categorical responding was assessed in British two and three year olds. 
The effect o f  colour term  acquisition and linguistic categorisation on the size o f  the 
category effect was investigated. W ithin-category order effects were checked to establish 
whether any category effects could be due to a STP mechanism. In Experim ent 4b, 
categorical responding was assessed in toddlers from a population whose language 
segments the colour space differently to the English language. The size o f the category 
effect was compared across populations. In Experim ent 4c, the nature o f  the category 
effect in toddlers was assessed by  m anipulating the tim ing conditions o f  the 2-AFC task. 
Experim ent 5 investigated category effects in children betw een the ages o f 4 and 8 using 
a visual search task. As in Experim ent 4b, the size o f  the category effect was compared 
for children o f  two populations whose language segments the colour space differently 
from each other. The im pact o f  cross-linguistic differences on the size o f  the category 
effect was assessed.
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1.7. How this thesis aims to contribute to the debate
1.7.1. Issue 1: Are category effects hardwired?
Chapters 2 and 3 address this issue. I f  category effects are found in infants, then this m ay 
suggest that category effects are hardwired. There are alternative possibilities —  for 
example, that the infants have learnt the category effect, and these are discussed further in 
the discussion o f  Chapter 3.
1.7.2. Issue 2: W hat is the effect o f  language on the category effect?
I f  pre-linguistic infants do show category effects, then this m ay suggest that language is 
not the origin o f  the category effect. It is also possible that language m ay m odify the 
extent or location o f  the category effect. This issue is addressed in Experim ents 4 and 5 
by looking at the effects o f  differences in colour nam ing within a language group 
(Experiments 4a & 5) and by  looking at the effects o f  differences in  colour naming across 
language groups (Experiments 4b and 5).
1.7.3. Issue 3: Are category effects perceptual?
This issue is addressed in the infant experiments (Exps. 1 ,2  & 3) b y  examining the effect 
o f perceptual distance on the size o f  the category effect. I f  perceptual distance interacts 
w ith the size o f  the category effect this w ould be consistent w ith a perceptual account o f  
CP. Additionally, this issue is addressed by  the checking o f  w ithin-category order effects 
—  i f  within-category order effects are found this m ay suggest that any category effect is a 
m em ory rather than a perceptual effect. I f  category effects are perceptual then category 
effects should be found w hen there is no m em ory component to the task. Experim ent 4c 
tests this by m anipulating the tim ing conditions o f  the 2-AFC task, and Experim ent 5 
tests this by  using a task that has little or no m em ory component —  a visual search task.
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1. To w hat extent are category effects hardwired?
- Do infants show categorical responding across a range o f  category boundaries?
2. W hat is the effect o f  language on the category effect?
- Do pre-linguistic infants show categorical responding?
- Does colour term  acquisition influence the strength o f the category effect?
- Are there cross-cultural differences in the category effect o f  toddlers and children 
that can be explained by differences in  naming?
3. Are category effects really perceptual?
- Does perceptual distance affect the size o f  the category effect in infants?
- Is there a within-category stim ulus order effect?
Are category effects found even w hen there is no m em ory component to a task?
1.8. Summary of main research questions
CHAPTER 2: A REVIEW OF THE EVIDENCE FOR 
INFANT COLOUR CATEGORIES
2.1. General Introduction
2.1.1. Overview
The m ain aim  o f  Chapter 2 was to outline and review  two studies that have explored 
categorical effects in infant colour perception. As discussed in Chapter 1, there have only 
been two m ajor studies that have system atically addressed this issue (Bornstein et al., 
1976; Gerhardstein et a l ,  1999). Bornstein et al. investigated w hether infants show 
categorical responding and found a categorical effect on dishabituation rates.
Gerhardstein et al. investigated the nature o f  infant colour categories by  investigating the 
role o f  categorical sim ilarity in colour pop-out in infants. It was found that there was no 
effect o f  categorical status on colour pop-out. This Chapter outlines each study in detail. 
Potential lim itations are outlined and evaluated. Outstanding questions about the extent 
and nature o f  categorical responding to colour in infants and requirem ents for a valid 
investigation are outlined.
2.1.2. Summary o f  research questions
1. W hat are the lim itations o f  Bornstein et al. (1976) ?
2. W hat are the lim itations o f  Gerhardstein et al (1999)?
3. W hat are the requirem ents for a valid investigation o f categorical responding to 
colour in  infancy?
4. Are there issues that warrant further investigation?
In order to place Bornstein et a l.’s and Gerhardstein et al.’s studies in context, and to 
provide a fram ework for considering how infant colour perception m ight change and 
develop, a b rie f outline o f  infant colour vision is given before the above research 
questions are addressed.
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2.1.3. Infant colour vision
Colour vision is defined as the discrim ination o f  chromatically different stimuli that are 
m atched in luminance. Infant colour vision has been investigated using a range o f  
techniques: forced-choice preferential looking, habituation and physiological techniques 
such as electroretinograms (ERG) and visual evoked potentials (VEP). The current 
consensus about infant colour vision, is that newborns have limited colour vision (eg. 
Adams & Courage, 1995), and that colour vision develops over the first three m onths (eg. 
Adams, Coinage, M ercer, 1994). A  review  o f  studies examining the extent o f  infant 
colour vision concluded that m ost infants under three weeks do not have colour vision 
(Brown, 1990). A t three to four weeks colour vision is still poor, although infants at two 
months can m ake some reliable chrom atic discrim ination when chrom atic differences are 
large (Hamer, Alexander & Teler, 1982; Packer, Hartm an & Teller, 1984; Varner, Cook, 
Schneck, M cDonald & Teller, 1985). A t three m onths, a range o f  chromatic 
discrim inations can be m ade (Adams, Courage & M ercer, 1994) and some researchers 
have claimed that infants are trichrom atic at this age (Bomstein, 1987a). A t four m onths, 
infants can m ake a range o f  chromatic discriminations, even under challenging 
circumstances (Thomasson & Teller, 2000). Thom asson and Teller (2000) also provide 
evidence that at this age, chrom atic discrim inations are made via the parvocellular 
pathways, as in adults. However, chromatic thresholds in infancy are still a lot higher 
than in adulthood, and thresholds are not at the adult level until the teenage years (Teller,
1998). Therefore, there is evidence that infants do have colour vision. However, do 
infants respond categorically to colour? The next sections review the two studies 
(Bom stein et al., 1976; Gerhardstein et al., 1999) that have addressed this question.
2.2. A review of Bornstein, Kessen & Weiskopf (1976)
The strongest evidence for categorical responding to colour in  infancy comes from 
Bom stein, K essen and W eiskop f s (1976) classic study. Using m onochrom atic lights, 
four-month old infants were habituated to stim uli o f  one wavelength, and dishabituation 
rates to the original stimulus and novel stimuli were compared. The novel stimuli were 
either from a different adult category to the original or from the same category, and the
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stimuli were equated in luminance. The blue-green, green-yellow and yellow-red 
boundaries were investigated. For each category boundary, the w ithin and between pairs 
were separated by  equal differences in wavelength, but the size o f  these separations 
varied w ith category boundary. These separations were 30nm (blue-green boundary), 
lOnm (green-yellow boundary) and 20nm  (yellow-red boundary). In general, looking 
tim es for new category stim uli were longer than for same category stimuli, and than for 
the original stimulus. Looking tim es for the habituated stimulus and novel same category 
stimuli did not differ. Infants showed dishabituation w hen the novel stimulus was from a 
different category but not w hen the novel stimulus was from the same category. In other 
words, w ithin-category stimuli were treated as equivalent and betw een-category stimuli 
were treated as different. There were exceptions to this (one o f  the red-yellow sets), 
nevertheless, Bom stein et al. concluded that infants perceive the colour continuum 
categorically.
2.2.1. Limitations o f  Bom stein et al.’s study
Bom stein et a l’s results are frequently interpreted as evidence that infants perceive colour 
categorically. However, there are various technical problems with the control o f  stimuli 
which m ay provide alternative explanations for the pattern o f results. Firstly, the stimuli 
were equated in adult but not infant luminance. Secondly, residual saturation differences 
betw een the stimuli m ay have existed. Thirdly, stimuli were saturated at artifically high 
levels. Fourthly, stimuli were radiant not reflective. Finally, stimulus differences were 
equated in wavelength and therefore variations in discrimination thresholds were not 
taken into account. The sections below take these limitations in turn and evaluate their 
importance. In addition to these limitations, there are various issues that warrant further 
investigation. First, after converting stimuli to a perceptually uniform  space (CIE, 
L*u*v*), a lack o f  an effect o f  perceptual distance is apparent. The effect o f  perceptual 
distance and categorical status and the interaction o f these needs to be investigated 
further. Second, Bom stein et al. only tested for categorical effects across prim ary hue 
boundaries. However, it w ould be interesting to extend the investigation to other 
boundaries. Again, the sections below  elaborate on these points.
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The issue o f isoluminance. As discussed before, to demonstrate colour vision it 
m ust be proven that discriminations are m ade on the basis o f  chromatic differences and 
not on differences in luminance (brightness or lightness). Therefore, stimuli need to be 
isoluminant. The problem  o f  how to select stimuli that are isolum inant for infants has 
been extensively debated. At the time o f  Bornstein et al.’s study not m uch was known 
about the spectral sensitivity function o f  infants. Therefore, a comm on way o f  producing 
isolum inant stimuli was to use adult isolum inant values as an approxim ation (as in 
Bornstein et al.). A  second technique w as to ‘jitte r’ the luminance levels o f  stimuli from 
trial to trial -  varying levels unsystem atically over a w ide range. Therefore a stimulus 
would sometimes be darker and the same stimulus w ill sometimes be lighter. This 
allowed an investigation o f  whether looking was driven by brightness based or chromatic 
differences. A  third technique was to vary luminance system atically using a staircase 
method, so at least one o f  the levels w ould provide a m atch (Teller & Bornstein, 1987). 
Recent evidence that has shown infant and adult spectral sensitivity functions are sim ilar 
(Knoblauch et al. 2001, Pereverzeva et al, 2002). This therefore suggests that adult 
isolum inance values can be used as a safe estimate o f  infant values, and that Bornstein’s 
stimuli were isolum inant for infants as well as adults. W erner & W ooten (1985) argued 
that as luminance and brightness are not exactly equivalent (see Ayam a & Ikeda, 1998), 
even w hen stimuli are isolum inant, residual differences in brightness m ay still exist. 
However, this is a lim itation that applies to both infant and adult studies o f  colour 
perception, and it seems unlikely that any residual differences betw een brightness and 
luminance could account for Bornstein et al.’s pattern o f  results.
Saturation. Stimuli were produced by  monchrom atic lights. M onochromatic 
lights vary in their saturation levels. Due to this, W em er and W ooten (1985) also argued 
that discrim ination could have been based on residual saturation differences. In addition, 
monochrom atic lights are the m ost saturated possible instances o f  a given hue. These 
high saturation levels do not reflect the levels that normally occur in the natural world o f  
reflecting surfaces. Therefore, categorical effects m ay be found at these high levels but
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not at lower levels o f  saturation. Similarly, stim uli created by  m onochrom atic lights are 
radiant and are composed o f  only one wavelength, whereas natural stimuli are reflective 
and consist o f  a m ixture o f  wavelengths. These limitations are significant, and it is 
im portant to test for category effects in  infants using stimuli that are controlled in 
saturation and stimuli that are m ore typical o f  the natural world.
Equating in wavelength. There is an im portant issue over what the appropriate 
m etric for equating w ithin and betw een-category separations should be. Bom stein et a l.’s 
separations were equal in wavelength for a given boundary. However, wavelength 
discrim ination thresholds vary w ith position in the spectrum (e.g. see Figure 2.1 & 
W yszecki and Stiles, 1982, p .570).
4 0 0 5 0  0  6 0  0  700
W A V E L E N G T H  X (nm)
Fig 2.1. W avelength discrim ination curve based on observations m ade by  W right and 
Pitt, 1934, (W yszecki & Stiles, 1982, p.570).
This means that equal wavelength separations are not necessarily at equal perceptual 
separations, as m easured, for instance, by  num ber o f  HMDs (W yszecki and Stiles, p.572). 
As can be seen on Fig 2.1, there are local m inim a at some category boundaries. For 
example, the blue-purple (around 440nm ), blue-green (around 490nm) and red-yellow 
(around 590nm) boundaries. However, there is no local m inimum  at the green-yellow 
boundary (around 560nm). The CIE L*u*v* (1976) colour space takes these varying 
discrim ination thresholds into account. Equal distances in this colour space represent
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equal perceptual distances. Figure 2.2 plots Bom stein et al.’s stimuli in CIE space. The 
u* axis is the red-green axis and v* is the blue-yellow  axis, L* is lightness although it is 
not shown on the Figure stim uli here were constant in lightness (see appendix A  and 
Hunt, 1987 for m ore on CIE). The separations in  the diagram represent perceptual 
distances (AE) (refer to appendix A  for formula).
U*
Figure 2.2. Location o f  Bom stein et a l.’s stimuli in the CIE colour space (u*,v*), w ith 
stimulus wavelength given. Symbols indicate category, straight lines indicate category 
boundaries, dotted lines indicate stim ulus sets.
It can be seen that separations that are equal in  wavelength are not equal in perceptual 
distance. For example, 20nm  in the red  region o f  the colour space is m ore perceptually 
sim ilar than 20m n in the yellow  region. W hen testing for category effects in  adults, a
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perceptually uniform  m etric system  (eg. the M unsell system) is used to equate stimulus 
separations (eg. Bornstein & Korda, 1984). Therefore, the lack o f  perceptual 
equidistance in Bornstein et a l,’s study is o f  great importance. However, can the lack o f 
perceptual equidistance betw een stimuli explain Bornstein’s pattern o f  results?
CIE distances (AE) and the categorical effect. Having transform ed Bornstein et 
al.’s stimuli into a perceptually uniform  metric, the effects o f  the wavelength m etric and 
the perceptual metric on looking times can be explored. It can be established whether the 
categorical effect is an artifact o f  unequal perceptual distances, or whether the categorical 
effect is equivalent to that o f  adult categorical perception. Table 2.1 shows Bornstein et 
al.’s looking times taken from  the text o f  the paper or from the graph on p i  19. It also 
gives the wavelength o f  each stimulus, and the stimulus separations in  wavelength and 
AE. For each habituated stimulus, there are three test stimuli: the repeated habituated 
stimulus; a novel w ithin-category stimulus; and a novel betw een-category stimulus.
W hat are the effects o f  the wavelength m etric on looking times? W ithin-category novel 
stimuli are looked at no longer than the habituated stimulus (with the exception o f  one 
red-red comparison). A  well above threshold separation (10, 20 or 30nm) leads to no 
m ore looking than a zero separation (thresholds estimated from Knoblauch et al. 2001).
It is also apparent from  com paring the three colour regions tested, that the size o f  the 
separation makes no difference. Looking tim es for novel w ithin-category stimuli are 
shorter than for novel betw een-category stim uli (with exception o f  one red-yellow 
comparison), but the extent o f  this does not vary w ith varying stimulus separations (10, 
20, or 30nm). Similarly, there appears to be no systematic association between looking 
times for novel betw een-category stimuli and the size o f  the separation (again, 10, 20 or 
30mm). The infants behave as though they require a category shift to engage their 
interest, rather than novelty alone. On this basis Bornstein et al. concluded that infants 
perceive colour categorically.
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Table 2.1.
W avelength (X) and adult category o f stim uli used by Bom stein et al., the separation o f 
stimulus pairs in X and CIE (AE), and associated looking times.
Habituated stimulus Test stimulus Distance Looldng time
X nm  category Xnm category X (AE) (secs)
480 blue 480 blue 0 0.0 5.7
450 blue 30 203.5 5.8
510 green 30 243.3 7.3
510 green 510 green 0 0.0 5.0
540 green 30 252.5 4.0
480 blue 30 243.3 7.0
560 green 560 green 0 0.0 3.8
550 green 10 32.7 3.8
570 yellow 10 40.1 6.4
570 yellow 570 yellow 0 0.0 4.3
580 yellow 10 48.6 3.3
560 green 10 40.1 6.2
600 yellow 600 yellow 0 0.0 4.4
580 yellow 20 114.5 4.1
620 red 20 94.7 6.0
620 red 620 red 0 0.0 5.4
640 red 20 50.9 6.0
600 yellow 20 94.7 4.4
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W hat is the relationship between perceptual m etric and looking times? There are still 
differences in the separation sizes for the three regions in AE. However, now, within 
regions, the separations are also not equal. For instance, for the blue-green region, the 
between-category distance (480 blue - 510 green /  510 green - 480 blue = 243.3) is larger 
than one within-category separation (480 blue - 450 blue = 203.5) and smaller than the 
other w ithin-category separation (510 green - 540 green = 252.2), and the latter two are 
not equal. For all the regions, one w ithin-category distance is larger than the between- 
category distance, and one smaller. These inequalities do not appear* to affect looking 
times —  longer looking tim es at novel between-category stimuli are found when the 
perceptual distance (AE) is larger than the distance for within-category stimuli and when 
the distance is smaller. Therefore, it seems that the lack o f  perceptual equidistance 
between stimulus pairs in Bom stein et a l.’s study cannot explain the categorical effect. 
However, to investigate CP appropriately as in the adult studies o f  CP (eg. Bom stein & 
Korda, 1984), a perceptually uniform  m etric should be used.
Lack o f distance effect. Bom stein et al. did not comment on the lack o f  an effect 
o f  wavelength distance on looking time. Converting the stimuli to a perceptually 
uniform  space has also revealed the lack o f  a perceptual distance effect. The lack o f  a 
perceptual distance effect, and the indifference to novel same category stimuli is 
puzzling. It is inconsistent w ith the effects we see when testing adults for categorical 
responding to colour. For adults, the effect o f  perceptual distance and category is 
additive — physical and categorical inform ation about the stimuli is processed (Bom stein 
& Korda, 1984). However, for the infants in Bom stein et al.’s study, looking seems to be 
determined by categorical status alone. This has implications for our understanding o f 
the nature o f  and the developm ent o f  categorical responding to colour. Therefore, this 
issue should be investigated further by  conducting infant studies that explicitly 
m anipulate perceptual distance.
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Only primary hue categories. Colour categories have been ascribed prim ary and 
secondary status. Prim ary categories are those w hich correspond w ith H ering’s (1878, in 
H urvich & Jameson, 1964) imique hues and to the principal directions in  colour space 
(e.g. Kranskopf, W illiams & Heeley, 1982). Secondary categories appear to be a blend 
o f  these prim ary categories (K ay and M cDaniel, 1978). The neurological basis for the 
prim ary-secondary distinction is yet to be uncovered (De Valois & D e Valois, 1990). It 
is o f interest to establish whether infants perceive secondary categories categorically. 
Languages are m ore likely to encode prim ary categories than secondary. For example, 
Berlin & K ay’s (1969) study o f  languages’ colour terms revealed that black, white, red, 
green yellow and blue (primaries) were m ore likely to be encoded in  a language than 
brown, purple, pink, orange or grey (secondaries). Therefore, it is possible that there is a 
hardwired perceptual basis for prim ary categories but no perceptual predisposition for 
secondary. This theory m ay explain the lack o f  linguistic variation in prim ary categories 
and the greater linguistic variation o f  secondary categories, h i the m ain part o f  Bornstein 
et al.’s study they only looked for categorical effects across prim ary boundaries. The 
findings for an additional blue-violet boundary were briefly presented and no category 
effect was found. However, the basic secondary category is purple rather than violet, and 
purple is not a spectral colour — purple consists o f  a m ixture o f  short and long 
wavelengths (blue and red). It is possible, therefore, that infants do have a blue-purple 
boundary, and other secondary category boundaries. Studies that test for categorical 
responding across secondary boundaries w ill resolve this issue.
A  further lim itation is that only hue boundaries were tested. Category boundaries are not 
only defined by differences in hue. For example, category boundaries can be defined by 
differences in lightness and saturation at constant hue (eg. red-pink). Infants m ay show 
CP o f  hue boundaries but not o f  lightness or saturation boundaries. Extending the 
investigation o f  hue boundaries and m anipulating the dimensions o f  colour* will 
determine the contribution o f  all three dimensions to categorical responding in infancy.
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The previous sections have outlined in detail the limitations o f  Bom stein et al.’s study 
and have highlighted the need for further investigations. M ost importantly, future studies 
should have appropriate technical control o f  stimuli and stimulus separations. A  second 
study o f  infant colour categorisation (Gerhardstein, Renner & Rovee-Collier, 1999), 
overcomes some o f  the lim itations in Bom stein et al.’s study. However, as outlined in 
the next section, Gerhardstein et. a l.’s study had technical flaws o f  its own.
2.3. A review of Gerhardstein, Renner & Rovee-Collier (1999)1
Gerhardstein, Renner & Rovee-Collier (1999) investigated the nature o f  colour categories 
in infancy by investigating whether categorical sim ilarity affects colour pop-out in 
infants. Pop-out occurs w hen a target is detected among distractors pre-attentively, 
search is effortless and targets pop-out. One indication o f pop-out is that the reaction 
tim e for target identification is independent o f  the num ber o f  distractors (eg. Catherwood, 
Skoien & Holt, 1996; Treism an & Gelade, 1980). Gerhardstein et al. addressed the 
question o f  whether pop-out in  infants was determined by the perceptual sim ilarity o f  the 
target and distractors, or their categorical relationship, or both. In the m ain study, infants 
viewed a m obile o f  seven coloured discs. The display was linked to the infant’s ankle, 
and they were able to control the position o f  the display by  kicking. Infants were trained 
to this contingency, and then habituated to seven discs o f  the baseline colour. They were 
then tested for pop-out w ith six discs in the habituated colour and one novel colour. 
Infants were deemed to show pop-out i f  they responded less to the test array than at 
baseline. N ot responding left the display unchanged, and allowed the infant to look 
longer at the novel stimulus. Gerhardstein et al., unlike Bom stein et al. used stimuli from 
the M unsell system to equate w ithin and between-category pairs in perceptual distance 
(see appendix B for details o f  M unsell system). The use o f  M unsell is m ore technically 
appropriate than a w avelength based system  — stimuli can be equated in  perceptual 
distance, stimuli are reflective and can be o f  constant saturation and lightness. In the m ain 
study there were four pairs o f  stim uli varying in perceptual distance ( ‘near*’ or ‘far’) and
1 This outline o f  Gerhardstein et al. is given in  Davies & Franklin (2002) ‘Categorical similarity may affect 
colour pop-out in infants after all.’ British Journal o f Developmental Psychology, 20, 185-203.
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categorical status (within or between-category). Far pairs were three M unsell Hue steps 
(each step is 2.5 units) apart and near pairs two steps apart. Figure 2.3 shows 
Gerhardstein et a l.’s stimuli and illustrates the use o f  Munsell distances to balance 
perceptual distances.
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Figure 2.3. M unsell codes, categorical status and M unsell distances for Gerhardstein et 
a l.’s Experiment 2 stimuli. The relative perceptual distance (near/far) and categorical 
relationships (within/between) o f  the experimental pairs are also shown.
Infants showed no pop-out for the near perceptual distance condition but they did for the 
far condition —  a perceptual distance effect. However, there was no categorical effect. 
Infants kicked (or did not) ju st as m uch when the test colour was in a different category 
as when it was from the same category. In a follow up experiment (Experiment 3) using 
only within-category stimuli, infants again showed a perceptual distance effect for the 
pairs 10RP-5R (near, red) and 10R-7.5R (far, orange). Pop-out was found for the far pair 
but not the near pair. Gerhardstein et al. concluded that perceptual similarity but not 
categorical similarity affects colour pop-out in infants.
2.3.1 Problems with Gerhardstein et a l.’s study
If Gerhardstein et a l.’s conclusion is correct then this has implications for our 
understanding o f  the nature o f  infant colour categories. However, Davies & Franklin
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(2002) identified two flaws o f  Gerhardstein et al.’s investigation that can account for their 
pattern o f  results. The first flaw w as that stim uli were illuminated w ith the incorrect 
illuminant. The second flaw was that there m ay have been unintended category boundary 
in an intended within category pair. These flaws are outlined and discussed below.
Incorrect Illuminant
For practical reasons, Gerhardstein et al. tested their infants under normal domestic 
(incandescent) light (see appendix B for details o f  illuminants). Davies and Franklin 
(2002) argued that this was a problem  as M unsell colours are standardised under 
illum inant C (north light) —  i f  they are view ed under any other illuminant, then the 
perceptual uniform ity o f  the m etric breaks down.
Gerhardstein et al. knew that using incandescent lighting weakened the perceptual 
uniform ity o f  the M unsell metric. Accordingly, they ran a prelim inary experiment 
(Experiment 1) to assess the extent o f  the problem  using the stimuli intended for the m ain 
study (Experiment 2) and a follow up study (Experiment 3). Adults rated the similarity 
o f  each pair, and judged whether they were from  the same category or not. Judgements 
were m ade once under ‘natural daylight’, and once under incandescent light. They found 
that, for both illuminants, category judgem ents were in line w ith the experimental 
manipulation. Similarity judgem ents also correlated across the two illuminants (r =  0.82) 
and there were no significant differences betw een judgem ents under the two illuminants. 
There were significant effects o f  perceptual distance, and o f  category membership. Far 
pairs w ere judged as less sim ilar than near pairs, and betw een-category pairs as less 
sim ilar than w ithin-category pairs. They concluded that ‘neither the category 
mem bership nor the perceived sim ilarity o f  the same M unsell stim uli was affected by  the 
artificial light’ (: 407-408).
Davies & Franklin (2002) found this surprising. An analysis o f  the stimulus distances in 
CIE (AE) under both illuminants, showed that the colorimetric distances between stimuli 
were sensitive to the type o f  illum inant used. It was shown that the loci o f  the stimuli in
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CIE (u*v*) colour space shift under incandescent light relative to illuminant C, and it was 
shown that the perceptual distances among the experimental pairs change differentially 
between the two illuminants. U nder illum inant C, the CIE m easures were m ore or less in 
accord w ith the M unsell m etric as expected. The near distances were about the same as 
each other, as were the far distances. The far distances were also greater than the near 
distances. However, under incandescent light, all distances were sm aller than their 
equivalent under C. U nder incandescent light, between-category distances were also 
generally larger than their equivalent w ithin-category distances. In addition, under 
incandescent light the nature o f  the differences between stimuli changed differentially. 
M ost importantly, the w ithin-far pair was no longer balanced in  saturation (Munsell 
Chroma).
Dubious categorical status
The second flaw that Davies & Franklin identified was that stimuli m ay not have had the 
categorical status intended. The stim uli were intended to be either red or orange. 
However, Davies & Franklin argued that one o f  the two within-far stim uli (7.5 RP) 
presum ed to be red seem ed to be pink. As Gerhardstein et al.’s participants did not name 
the stimuli, and no definition o f  same / different category was given, it was not clear what 
the importance o f  a potential nom inal boundary in a within-category pair may be. Davies 
& Franklin argued that i f  nom inal categories do correspond to perceptual categories, then 
the comparison o f  the w ithin-far and betw een-far pairs m ay have been invalid.
An investigation o f these flaws
Davies and Franklin investigated the relevance and impact o f  these two flaws. Firstly, 
they investigated the effect o f  incandescent lighting on adult’s perception o f  the stimuli in 
Gerhardstein et al.’s study. Secondly, they investigated that categorical status o f  the 
intended within-far pair. This was achieved by  replicating and extending Gerhardstein et 
a l.’s first study. U nder both illuminants, adults named each stimulus and judged whether 
stimuli belonged to the same category or not. In addition, judgem ents o f  perceptual
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sim ilarity for each stimulus pair were m ade on a linear analogue scale. Their research 
questions are summarised below.
Summary o f Davies & Franklin’s research questions
1. W hat is the effect o f  lighting on naming, category and sim ilarity judgem ents?
2. Do CIE distances predict sim ilarity judgem ents?
3. W hat is the nam e o f  each stimulus? Is 7.5RP nam ed pink?
4. Do nam ing judgem ents correspond to category judgem ents?
5. Does intended category (within / betw een) predict similarity judgem ents? If  the 
within-far pair (probable red-pink pair) is treated as a betw een pair does this increase 
the predictive power?
The use o f  incandescent light affected the nam ing frequencies, category and similarity 
judgem ents. Additionally, CIE distance was a predictor o f  sim ilarity judgem ents, 
therefore the impact o f  incandescent light on CIE distance was o f  importance. The 7.5RP 
stimulus was nam ed pink by 90%  o f  participants under illuminant C and by 100% o f  
participants under incandescent light. Therefore, it was shown that there was a nominal 
boundary in the within-far* pair. The nam ing judgem ents were not fully consistent with 
the category judgem ents, although 50% o f  participants judged the w ithin-far stimuli to be 
a betw een-category pair. These results confirm ed Davies & Franklin’s suspicions that 
the use o f  incandescent light w ould have affected the perceptual representation o f  the 
stimuli and that the within-far* pair had a dubious categorical status. A  m ore detailed 
analysis o f  the adults’ naming, category and sim ilarity judgem ents under both illuminants 
provided evidence that these two flaws could account for Gerhardstein et al.’s pattern o f  
results.
A third potential flaw
Davies and Franklin also identified a third potential flaw —  some o f  the separation sizes 
m ay have been too small for pop-out in  infants to occur. For adults, a perceptual 
difference o f  more than about twenty CIE units (20 AE) is required for pop-out to occur
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(Calter, 1982). Infant and adult spectral sensitivity functions are parallel (Knoblauch, et 
al., 2001; Pereverzeva et al. 2002), but infant chromatic thresholds are m arkedly lower 
than adults. Therefore, it seems probable that m uch larger CIE distances would be needed 
to produce pop-out in  infants. Gerhardstein et a l.’s perceptual distances ranged from 
about 16 to 30. Therefore, some o f  the perceptual distance effect m ay be due to some 
separation sizes being below  the pop-out threshold. An experiment that investigates 
colour pop-out thresholds in infancy is therefore needed to investigate this issue.
Davies and Franklin argued that these flaws are sufficient for us to pause before 
accepting Gerhardstein et a l.’s conclusions. Given the limitations o f  Bornstein et al.’s 
study and the possibility that category effects m ay not be found w ith a perceptually 
uniform  metric, it seems prem ature to investigate the effect o f  categorical status on colour 
pop-out. First, it is necessary to establish that there are category effects in young infants 
using reflective stimuli and a perceptually uniform  metric. I f  there are such effects, then 
their possible influence on pop-out could be explored using the appropriate stimuli and 
illuminants.
2.4. Conclusions of the Chapter
2.4.1. Summary o f  requirem ents for a valid investigation o f  infant category effects
1. Stimuli should be reflective.
2. Stimuli should be o f  natural saturation levels.
3. I f  hue CP is being investigated, the dimensions o f  lightness and saturation should be 
kept constant.
4. Stimulus pairings should be equated in a colour space that takes accoimt o f  varying 
discrim ination thresholds.
5. The appropriate illum inant should be used.
A  study that uses stimuli from the M unsell system and illuminates stimuli w ith illuminant 
C, fits these requirements.
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2.4.2. Summary o f  issues that w arrant further investigation
1. Are category effects found in infants w hen using a perceptually uniform  metric?
2. W hat is the effect o f  stimulus separation size on dishabituation? Is there an effect o f  
perceptual distance on looking times?
3. W hat is the range o f  categorical responding in infancy? Do infants show category 
effects for secondary boundaries? Do infants show category effects for non-hue 
boundaries —  ie. boundaries defined by differences in lightness and saturation?
4. Is there an effect o f  adult category on colour-pop out in infants?
Chapter 3 presents three experiments that investigate issue 1, 2 and 3 further.
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CHAPTER 3: NEW EVIDENCE FOR 
INFANT COLOUR CATEGORIES1
3.1. General Introduction
Chapter 2 outlined various lim itations o f  Bom stein et a l.’s (1976) investigation into 
whether infants respond to colour categorically. Additionally, various issues that warrant 
further investigation were outlined. It was argued that before the role o f  categorical 
sim ilarity in colour pop-out is investigated (as in  Gerhardstein et al., 1999), that it is first 
necessary to establish that there are category effects in  infants using reflective stimuli and 
the appropriate metric. The m ain aim o f  the experiments in Chapter 3 was to conduct the 
first technically appropriate investigation o f  infant colour categorisation. Experim ent 1 
tested for category effects across a blue-green and a blue-purple hue boundary. The size 
o f  the stimulus separations was also varied. Experim ent 2 re-tested the blue-purple 
boundary and increased the stimulus separations further by including a lightness 
difference. Experim ent 3 tested for category effects across a pink-red boundary defined 
by differences in lightness and saturation rather than hue.
3.2. Experiment 1: Categorical responding across blue-green and 
blue-purple hue boundaries in four-month-old infants
3.2.1. Introduction
Infants were familiarised to stimuli o f  one hue and then tested for novelty preference with 
the original hue and a novel hue simultaneously. Stimulus pairs varied in their 
categorical relationship (between/within-category), and their perceptual distance 
(near/far), as verified by  adult judgem ents. Greater novelty preference for novel new 
category stimuli than for novel same category stimuli was taken as an indicator o f  a 
category effect. Greater novelty preference for far-pairs than near-pairs was taken as an 
indicator o f  a perceptual distance effect. The stimuli were reflective M unsell stimuli, that
1 The experiments o f this Chapter are also presented in Franklin & Davies (2003) N ew  evidence for infant 
colour categories. To appear in the British Journal o f Developmental Psychology.
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varied only in hue and were o f  lower saturation than Bom stein et al.’s lights.
This was to check that Bom stein et al.’s results generalised to these m ore natural stimuli, 
and that Bom stein et a l.’s results were not due to saturation differences. Stimulus 
separations were equated in the perceptually uniform  M unsell m etric w ith appropriate 
illumination (CIE illuminant C). The size o f  the stimulus separations was varied to see i f  
perceptual distance effects and categorical effects were additive. Coloured stimuli that 
are prototypical for adults, have been shown to be prototypical for infants too (Bomstein, 
1975; 1981a; 1981b). Therefore, w ithin-category order effects were checked to establish 
whether any category effects found here were due to a shift towards prototype effect. As 
discussed on p.21, i f  the category effect was due to a shift towards prototype then within- 
category order effects would be expected (see also Figure 1.2). According to the shift 
towards prototype model, i f  the w ithin-category familiarisation stimulus (the first 
stimulus to be seen) is closer to the boundary and further from the prototype than the 
within-category novel stimulus (second stim ulus to be seen), then it would be expected 
that there would be less novelty preference than when within-category stimulus 
presentation is in the opposite order. I f  w ithin-category novelty preference is unaffected 
by the order o f  stimulus presentation (same novelty preference regardless o f  which 
within-category stimulus is the fam iliarisation stimulus), then any category effects could 
not be due to a shift towards prototype.
3.2.2. Summary o f  research questions
1. Do four-month old infants show category effects when stimulus separations are 
equated w ith a perceptually uniform  m etric?
2. Is categorical responding shown for stimuli o f  a lower saturation than Bom stein et 
al.’s stimuli?
3. Do infants show category effects across a prim ary boundary and a secondary 
boundary?
4. W hat is the effect o f  perceptual distance? Are perceptual distance and categorical 
effects additive, as a perceptual account o f  CP would predict?
5. Is there a within-category order effect? Is within-category novelty preference greater
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w hen the familiarisation stimulus is closer to the prototype as predicted by the STP 
model.
3.2.3. M ethod 
Participants
Fifty-five infants were recruited from  baby groups, nurseries and the local area through 
posters, flyers and word-of-mouth. N ineteen infants were not included in the final study, 
15 due to general fussiness, one due to falling asleep during testing, two due to illness 
and one due to their parent reporting a fam ily history o f colour blindness. The m ean age 
o f  the 36 infants in  the final sample was 17 w eeks (range: 16-20 weeks). Twenty-one 
infants in the final sample w ere fem ale and 15 were male.
Ten adults from the University o f  Surrey (five m en and five wom en) took part in the 
nam ing and sim ilarity judgem ents task. All adults had normal colour vision, as indicated 
by  the City University Test (Fletcher, 1981).
Materials and stimuli
Stimuli were glossy squares o f  M unsell paper m ounted on card from the blue-purple and 
the blue-green regions. There were four m ain pairs o f  stimuli varying in categorical 
status (within or between-category) and in perceptual distance (near or far). Near-pairs 
were separated by two steps o f  M unsell hue, far-pairs by  three steps both at constant 
value (lightness) and chrom a (saturation). The hue notations and their relationship are 
shown in Figure 3.1. Two additional w ithin pairs were included to ensure that any 
w ithin-category effects were not colour specific (Figure 3.2). The co-ordinates o f  the 
stimuli in CIE space (L*u*v*) are given in appendix A. Separation sizes were around 30 
AE for the far pairs and 20 AE for the near pairs.
Display
The display is illustrated in Figure 3.3. Infants were seated in a baby car-seat 40cm  away 
from a black screen w ith two 12cm2 (17°) stim ulus ‘w indow s’, 12cm (17°) apart edge to 
edge. A  video camera recorded the infant’s face through a small w indow obscured by
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black gauze, between the two stimulus windows. A small light embedded in the screen 
above the camera window was turned on at the onset o f  a trial to encourage central 
fixation by the infant. This could be assessed by inspecting the video output on a m onitor 
behind the screen. Between trials, the screen was covered by a black curtain. Stimuli 
were illuminated by two projectors placed 95cm behind the car seat at a 45° angle to each 
stimulus window. These provided the only source o f illumination and were fitted with 
Lee Filters to produce illuminant C (6500°K at 1100 lux).
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Figure 3.1. M unsell codes, categorical status and M unsell distances o f  the stimuli o f  the 
four main experimental pairs used in Experim ent 1. The relative perceptual distances
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(near/far) and categorical relationships (within/between) o f  the experimental pairs are 
also shown. The shaded cell indicates an adult category boundary.
10B 2.5PB 5PB 7.5PB P?§Pip 2.5P 5P 7.5P 10P
Within/Near 2 Within/Far 2
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Green ^ --------------------------------------------------- ----------- .............  -> Blue
Munsell Hue
Figure 3.2. M unsell codes, categorical status and Munsell distances o f  the stimuli o f  the 
additional within pairs used in Experim ent 1. The relative perceptual distances (near/far) 
and categorical relationships (within/between) o f  the experimental pairs are also shown.
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F igu re  3.3. Scaled plan and elevation o f  the experimental set up.
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Procedure
Naming and similarity judgements. In the nam ing task, adults were presented 
w ith stimuli individually on a grey cloth under illuminant C, and were asked to name the 
colour. In the sim ilarity judgem ent task, adults were shown each experimental pair o f  
stimuli and they were asked to rate their similarity/dissim ilarity on an analogue scale.
The far right o f  the line indicated high dissimilarity and the far left indicated low 
similarity. The order o f  tasks and the order o f  stimulus presentation were randomised.
Infant procedure. There were six stimulus-pairs for each colour region (Figures 
3.1 and 3.2). Six infants, h a lf  boys and h a lf  girls, were allocated random ly to each pair, 
w ith the constraint that the groups were m atched as closely as possible for age. Each 
infant was tested on one stim ulus-pair for each colour region. Thus, all key comparisons 
(between / w ithin-category; near / far) involved separate groups.
Infants were tested using a paired-com parison, fixed trial, novelty preference method. A  
paired-comparison, novelty preference procedure was used rather than a serial 
habituation procedure, as a paired-com parison procedure is m ore likely to reveal 
discriminative encoding (see Catherwood, Crassini & Frieberg, 1987). Rather than using 
the ‘infant control procedure’ and habituating to a criterion, the duration and amount o f  
trials were fixed. This fixed trial procedure was used as the ‘infant control procedure’ 
requires stimulus presentation to be controlled by  the computer and for coding to be done 
online —  here stimuli were not presented on the computer and looks were coded offline. 
For each stimulus pair, one stimulus was the fam iliarisation stimulus and the other was 
the novel stimulus. The allocation o f  familial* and novel stimulus was split so that for ha lf 
o f  the infants in a  condition one stim ulus in the pair was the fam iliarisation stimulus, and 
for the other h a lf  it was novel. D uring the familiarisation phase, one stimulus from a pair 
(familiarised stimulus) was presented in both stimulus windows for ten eight second trials 
w ith five seconds betw een trials. After a five second delay the test phase followed in 
which the rem aining stimulus from the pair (novel stimulus) was presented alongside the 
familiarised stimulus for five eight second trials w ith five second intervals. The start and 
end o f trials was indicated by  a ‘beep’. The left / right position o f  the novel stimulus
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during the test phase was random ised across trials. At the end o f  the session a small 
rattling toy was w aved in front o f  each stimulus window to encourage fixation which was 
recorded and used as a tem plate when scoring the video images for each trial.
3.2.4. Results
Adult naming and similarity judgements
The pattern o f  nam ing was 90-100%  consistent w ith the intended nom inal categories for 
both sets. Table 3.1 shows across participant m ean dissimilarity judgem ents (measured 
in m m) for each combination o f  categorical status and perceptual distance, for blue-green 
and blue-purple separately. It appears that between-category pairs were judged as m ore 
dissimilar than within-category pairs and that far-pairs were judged as m ore dissimilar 
than near-pairs.
T ab le  3.1. M eans (SD) o f  adult dissim ilarity judgem ents (mm) for the four experimental 
pairs for each colour region.
Blue-Green Blue-Purple
Category Near Far Near Far
W ithin 30.90 (17.92) 36.40 (19.55) 36.70 (24.72) 51.40 (28.40)
Between 43.50 (19.71) 59.50 (16.89) 67.70 (18.40) 73.80 (14.05)
This was supported by  two repeated m easures ANOVAs on dissimilarity ratings (mm) 
with category (between/within) and distance (near/far) as factors. There were significant 
m ain effects o f  category and distance for both sets: category blue-green F  (1,9) = 13.77, 
MSE = 231.34p  <  .005, rj2 =  0.61; category blue-purple F  (1,9) =  14.85, MSE =  480.07, p  
< .005, r f  =  0.62; distance blue-green F  (1,9) = 5.59, MSE =  206.85, p  <  .05, rj1 — 0.38; 
distance blue-purple, F  (1,9) = 8.271 ,M SE  =  130.77,;? < .05, rj1 -  0.48. N o interactions 
were significant (largest F =  3.30, sm allestp  =  0.10).
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Infant data
Fixations were coded blind to the experimental condition. A  second observer coded a 
subset o f  data from six random ly selected coding sessions. Pearson product-moment 
correlations, computed for fixation across the fifteen trials o f  the session, yielded a m ean 
inter-observer reliability o f  r  (15) =  .89,p  <  .001.
To check for any a priori preferences for hue, separate repeated m easures ANOVAs for 
each colour* set were conducted on the fixation times duiing the familiarisation phase 
w ith stimulus (5) and trial (10) as factors. There were no significant effects; largest F  
(4,19) < 1, MSE =  3509427, p  = 0.86, rj2 =  0.13.
Figure 3.4 shows the m ean stim ulus fixation times over the ten trials o f  the 
familiarisation phase, for both stim ulus sets.
F igu re  3.4. M ean stim ulus fixation times during the familiarisation phase for blue-green 
and blue-purple colour sets.
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Looking times tended to decrease across trials from 4-5 seconds to less than 3 seconds. 
This impression was tested form ally w ith repeated measures ANOVAs on trials (10) for 
each color region. There were significant decreasing linear* trends for both regions: blue- 
green F  (1,23) =  14.28, MSE = 2881801, p< .005, =  0.40); blue-purple (1,23) =  
23.00, MSE =  3095887,/? < .001, i f  =  0.50.
Some infants show a bias for fixating one side more than another (Cohen & Gelber,
1975). Therefore, unless the novel stimulus appears equally on both sides it is possible 
that novelty preference m ay be caused by  the novel stimulus appearing m ore on the 
preferred side than the non-preferred side. Here, there were five test trials and therefore, 
the num ber o f  times the novel stim ulus appeared on each side could not be equal. 
Therefore, to guarantee that any side preferences would not bias the fixation times, raw 
test fixation times were w eighted by  side preference (see Appendix C for test fixation 
times). For each infant a preference ratio was calculated. This was the ratio o f  total 
fixation time on each side during the familiarisation phase, w ith the larger score divided 
by the smaller* score. The test fixation scores on each infant’s preferred side were then 
divided by  this ratio and these weighted scores were used to calculate novelty preference.
N ovelty preference was expressed as the percentage o f  total fixation time spent fixating 
the novel stimulus:
N ovelty preference =  (novel fixation /(novel fixation + fam iliar fixation))* 100.
A  score o f  above 50% indicates a novelty preference. Figures 3.5a and 3.5b show the 
novelty preference scores for the four stimulus pair types, for the blue-green set and for 
the blue-purple set respectively. It appears that the scores are all larger than 50% for the 
four between-category conditions, and around 50% for the six within-category 
conditions. One sample two-tailed /-tests support this impression: blue-green: between- 
near t (5) = 3.39, p  < .025; betw een-far t (5) =  5.61,;? <  .005; blue-purple: between-near t 
(5) =  2.801,p  <  .05; betw een-far t (5) =  3.70,;? < .025. A ll within-category scores were 
less than 50% but none significantly so; m axim um  t (5) = -0.64, p  = 0.55.
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Fig 3.5 a.
Fig 3.5 b.
F igu re  3.5. Novelty preference for the four experimental pairs in Experim ent 2: category 
(within/between) and distance (near/far) for the a) blue-green and the b) blue-purple set. 
+ /-1  se is shown.
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A  two way ANOVA on the novelty preference scores2 with perceptual distance (near/far) 
and categorical status (between /  w ithin) as factors revealed a significant m ain effect o f  
category for the blue-green set; F  (1,20) =  25.91, MSE =  145.82,p  < .0001, rj2 = 0.56, 
and for the blue-purple set; F  (1,20) =  10.95, MSE =  132.06, p  <  .005, rj1 =  0.35. M ain 
effects o f  distance and interactions o f  category and distance were not significant: largest 
F  (1,20) < 1, MSE — 132.06,/? =  .51, ?/2 =  0.022. There were no differences (main effects 
or interactions) involving colour set: largest F  (1,40) =1.20, MSE =  125.14,/? = 0.28, rj2 =
0.03. Replacing the original within pair scores (refer to Figure 3.1) w ith the extra within 
pair scores (refer to Figure 3.2), yields the same pattern: blue-green F  (1,20) =  22.72, 
MSE =  111.77,/? < .001, = 0.53; blue-purple F  (1,20) = 11.12, MSE  =  240.74, p  <
.005, rj =  0.36, and the m ain effect o f  distance and the interaction between-category and 
distance rem ain non significant.3
Within-category order effects. The effect o f  the w ithin-category stimulus location 
was analysed for the original within-category novelty preference scores4. W ithin- 
category order effects were not foimd for the blue-purple boundary (m ean novelty 
preference for stimuli closer to prototype =  48.6%  (10.3); for stim uli closer to boundary = 
50.9% (12.6)), t (10) =  0.33,/? =  0.75. W ithin-category order effects were also not found 
for the blue-green boundary (mean novelty preference for stimuli closer to prototype = 
47.7%  (9.3); for stimuli closer to boundary = 47.4%  (9.9)), t (10) =  0.49,/? = 0.96.
2 Calculating novlety preference scores is the standard analysis for a novelty preference technique.
However, the weighted raw scores (see Appendix C) were also analysed using three-way ANOVAs on 
looking times for familiar-novel, categorical status and perceptual distance as factors. Crucially, tire 
interaction between familiar-novel and categorical status was significant; green-blue F  (1,20) = 11.76, p  < 
.05; purple-blue F  (1,20) = 8.46,/? < .01, indicating that infants looked more at novel colours from a 
different adult category than at novel colours fr om the same adult category.
3 Novelty preference scores were also analysed in terms of age in weeks and gender. No significant main 
effects or interactions were found.
4 Position of prototypes was as in Figure 1.2 (Chapter 1), order effects were calculated for within-far and 
within-near pahs combined. For example, for the blue-purple boundary, stimulus 10B (within-far pair) was 
closest to the blue prototype and stimulus 7.5P (within-near pair) was closest to die purple prototype. Mean 
novelty preference scores of these two stimuli were averaged to give a ‘mean novelty preference score for 
stimuli closer to the prototype’. The stimuli closest to the blue-purple boundary were 7.5PB and 2.5P.
Mean novelty preference scores for these two stimuli were averaged to give a ‘mean novelty preference 
score for stimuli closer to die boundary’.
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3.2.5. Discussion
Summary o f results
In the prelim inary study, nam ing by  adults was consistent w ith the intended categorical 
status o f the stimuli. Their sim ilarity judgem ents also showed that far-pairs were judged 
to be more dissimilar than near-pairs, consistent w ith their M unsell separation. 
Additionally, between-category pairs were judged to be more dissimilar than within- 
category pairs, consistent w ith categorical responding.
In the m ain study, infants familiarised to stim uli from the blue-green and blue-purple sets 
as shown by decreasing fixation time across trials. During the subsequent test phase, they 
showed no novelty preference for new  stimuli from the same adult category (novelty 
preference scores not different to 50%) whereas it was shown for all between-category 
pairs (scores all greater then 50%). The size o f  the novelty preference effect did not 
differ betw een the two stimulus sets (blue-green and blue-purple). N or did the perceptual 
distance among pairs (near or far) have any effect. There were no a priori preferences 
that could account for this pattern o f  results.
Do four-month old infants show category effects fo r stimuli equated with a perceptually 
uniform metric? Are category effects shown fo r  stimuli o f a lower saturation than 
Bomstein et al. ’s stimuli?
These data are consistent w ith the operational definition o f  categorical responding given 
in  Chapter 1. Categorical responding is shown for reflective stimuli o f  a natural 
saturation, when stimulus pairs are equated w ith a perceptually uniform  metric.
Do infants show category effects across a primary and a secondary boundary?
Infants show category effects across a prim ary boundary (blue-green) and a secondary 
boundary (blue-purple). These data therefore do not support the hypothesis that prim ary 
categories are present in pre-linguistic infants, whilst secondary categories are not.
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What is the effect o f perceptual distance? Are perceptual distance and categorical effects 
additive?
I f  novelty preference was affected by  perceptual distance, we w ould expect more novelty 
preference for stimulus pairs separated by three steps o f  M unsell hue compared to 
stimulus pairs separated by  two steps o f  M unsell hue. This was not found —  the amount 
o f  novelty preference was the same for far (three steps) and near (two steps) pairs. 
Perceptual distance and categorical effects were not additive —  the only factor that 
affected novelty preference was the categorical status o f  the stimulus pairs. Put simply, 
the infants only showed increased looking in the novel stimulus i f  it crossed a category 
boundary, over and above this, the distance betw een the novel and fam iliar stimulus had 
no effect. This lack o f  distance effect is consistent w ith Bornstein et a l.’s results. In 
Bornstein et al., the amount o f  separation in either wavelength or CIE (AE) had no impact 
on the amount o f  dxshabituation. However, this result is inconsistent with Gerhardstein et 
al. who found an effect o f  distance but no effect o f  category. A  possible explanation for 
the lack o f  distance effect is that the far and near pair distances m ay not have been 
sufficiently different to produce a difference in novelty preference. The near pairs were 
separated by about 20 AE and the far pairs were separated by about 30 AE. Perhaps the 
near-far difference o f  10 AE is not large enough to affect novelty preference. It can be 
estimated from Knoblauch et al. (2001) that the chromatic JND for infants at four-months 
is less than 10 AE units. However, the near-far difference o f 10 AE is close to this 
threshold.
Is there a within-category order effect?
Those infants who were fam iliarised to the w ithin-category stimulus closer to the 
prototype did not show m ore novelty preference than those who were familiarised to the 
within-category stimulus closer to the boundary, for blue-purple or blue-green sets.
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3.2.6. Summary o f  m ain findings
■ Four-m onth old infants categorically respond to stimuli equated w ith a perceptually 
uniform  metric.
■ Category effects were shown for blue-green and blue-purple hue boundaries.
■ There was no significant w ithin-category novelty preference.
■ There was no effect o f  perceptual distance.
■ There was no w ithin-category order effect.
3.2.7. Unanswered questions
There are two m ajor unanswered questions. First, do infants ever show a within-category 
novelty preference? Second, does a larger separation size increase the amount o f  novelty 
preference? Experim ent 2 explores these questions further.
3.3. Experiment 2: Categorical responding across a blue-purple 
boundary with increased stimulus separations.
3.3.1. Introduction
The m ain aim o f  Experim ent 2 was to investigate further the lack o f  an effect o f  distance 
and the lack o f  w ithin-category novelty preference in Experim ent 1. Stimulus separation 
sizes for the blue-purple set w ere increased to see i f  larger separations would trigger a 
w ithin-category novelty preference and w ould increase novelty preference generally.
The blue-purple boundaiy was tested again because the finding o f  a category effect 
across a blue-purple boundaiy was perhaps the m ost novel finding o f  Experim ent 1. 
Increasing hue separation sizes at constant lightness and saturation whilst keeping 
betw een and w ithin-category separations equal is difficult. For example, w ith increasing 
hue separations in the purple region the stimuli rapidly becom e pink. Therefore, to solve 
this problem  the separation sizes were increased by adding a lightness difference. 
Stimulus pairs were separated by  three M unsell hue steps (as in blue-purple far pairs o f  
Experim ent 1) and also by two M unsell value steps. As colour perception is usually
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defined as hue discrim ination at constant lightness, creating lightness differences between 
stimuli is unconventional. However, colour categories are not only defined by  hue. 
Categorical boundaries are defined by  changes in  hue, lightness and saturation. Including 
a lightness difference betw een stim uli in the current experiment is interesting because the 
contribution o f other dimensions to infant colour categorisation can be investigated. It is 
o f  interest to establish whether infants w ould show a novelty preference to a light blue 
when familiarised to a dark blue, or whether novelty preference is only shown when 
novel stimuli cross a category boundary. The size and direction o f  the lightness 
difference was also the same for w ithin and between-category pairs, therefore the 
lightness difference provides no reason other than a categorical effect for greater 
between-category novelty preference (refer to Figure 3.6).
3.3.2. Summary o f research questions
1. Does adding a lighting difference and thereby increasing the stim ulus separation lead 
to a within-category novelty preference?
2. Does adding a lightness difference and thereby increasing the stim ulus separation 
lead to an increase in novelty preference generally?
The method, scoring and data analysis followed the same procedure as Experiment 2.
3.3.3. M ethod 
Participants
Twenty-one infants were recruited from local baby clinics and groups. Three infants 
were excluded from the study due to general fussiness before and during the procedure. 
The age range o f  the final eighteen infants w as 16 to 20 weeks w ith a  m ean age o f  18 
weeks. Eight infants were m ale and ten were female.
Materials and stimuli
The M unsell notations o f  the stimuli are given in Figure 3.6, the co-ordinates o f  the 
stimuli in CIE (L*u*v*) colour space are given in appendix A. There were three stimulus
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pairs (A, B, C on Figure 3.6). Pair A (within hue and value) and C (between hue and 
value) had the same M unsell hues as the blue-purple far-pairs in Experiment 1 (three hue 
steps apart), but two value steps were added. This increased the separations by about 10 
AE m aking the separation about double (40 AE) those o f the near-pairs in Experiment 1. 
Pair B (value) was separated by just two steps o f  Munsell value with no hue separation. 
Six infants were random ly allocated to each experimental condition.
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Figure 3.6. M unsell codes, categorical status and Munsell distances o f  the stimuli o f the 
blue-purple hue and value experimental pairs used in Experiment 2. Pair A = within hue 
and value; pair B = within value; pair C = between hue and value. The shaded cell 
indicates an adult category boundary.
3.3.4. Results
The mean inter-observer reliability was r (15) = 0.84,/? < .001. There were no a priori 
preferences (largest F = 1.23, smallest p  = 0.32).
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Figure 3.7 shows the m ean stim ulus fixation tim es over the ten fam iliarisation trials.
Trial Number
Figure 3.7. M ean stim ulus fixation times during the fam iliarisation phase for the blue- 
purple hue and value colour set in Experim ent 2.
Looking tim es on average decreased from around 6 seconds to around 3 seconds. This 
decreasing linear trend was significant: F  (1,15) =32.23, MSE  =  4787102.78, p  < 0.001, 
=  0.68.
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Novelty preference
Figure 3.8 shows the novelty preference percentages for each pair (see Appendix C for 
test fixation times). One sample /-tests (two-tailed) revealed significant novelty 
preferences for the between-category pair (/ (5) = 3.92,/? <.05), but not for either within 
pair (hue+value: / (5) = 1 2 ,/?  =.90; value: / (5) = 2.43,/? = 0.06). Note, however, that the 
within-category value pair almost showed a significant difference, and the score o f about 
60%  is the highest score for any w ithin-category pair in the two experiments. The 
category effect was also significant (within hue+value compared to between hue+value): 
F ( l , l  1) = 5.519, MSE = 277.19,/? < .04, rj2 = 0.36. However, the two within-category 
pairs did not differ significantly (/ (10) = 0.97, p= 0.36), and the difference between the 
between-category pair and the w ithin-category lightness pair only approached 
significance (/ (10) = 2.046, p  = 0.068).
Pair Type
Figure 3.8. Novelty preference for the three blue-purple experimental pairs in 
Experim ent 2: within hue and value; between hue and value; within value. +/- 1 se is 
shown.
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Comparing the category effect fo r  hue with hue plus lightness boundaries 
The blue-purple far-pairs used in Experim ent 1 had the same hues as the current within 
and between-category pairs, but did not differ in  lightness. Comparing the two novelty 
preference scores thus assesses the im pact o f  adding the lightness difference. The scores 
for Experim ent 1 were: within =  50.46; betw een = 69.13. A n ANOVA on the novelty 
preference scores w ith category (within/between) as a repeated m easures factor and 
boundary type (hue/hue+value) as an independent groups factor revealed a significant 
effect o f  category (F (1,23) =  12.49, MSE = 204.199, p  <.002, rj2 =  0.38), but no 
significant effect o f  boundary type or significant interaction (largest F  =  .17, smallest p  -
0.69).
3.3.5. D iscussion
Does adding a lighting difference and increasing the stimulus separation lead to a 
within-category novelty preference and an increase in novelty preference generally?
As in Experim ent 1, infants only showed novelty preference to a test stimulus from a new 
adult category. Therefore, categorical responding across the blue-purple boundary was 
found again. The degree o f  novelty preference for the new category stimulus was about 
the same as that found in Experim ent 1, even though the difference betw een stimuli in 
each pair had been increased by  adding two value steps (about 10AE). Adding the value 
steps and increasing the separation did not increase within-category preference. On the 
other hand, curiously, the within-category value pair almost produced a significant 
within-category novelty preference. It is possible that w ith larger sample sizes that the 
novelty preference for this value pair m ay becom e significant, and as this is a within- 
category pair it is unclear w hy significant novelty preference w ould be shown here.
W hy was there no effect o f  increased stimulus separation size on novelty preference? 
There are two possible explanations. First, that novelty preference is governed by 
categorical status alone, although it does rem ain possible that greater separation sizes 
w ould increase novelty preference. B y varying hue, lightness and saturation it is
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estimated that the greatest w ithin-category separation size possible would be 60 AE and 
the greatest between-category separation size w ould be about double that. Perhaps 
separation sizes this big w ould induce a significant within-category preference, or lead to 
a general increase in novelty preference. However, this seems unlikely as Bom stein et al. 
found 110 dishabituation to w ithin-category stim uli w ith stimulus pairs that had separation 
sizes m uch larger than the ones here (see Table 2.1). Second, adding two value steps 
m ay not have increased the perceptual distance betw een stimulus pairs for infants. The 
three dimensions o f  colour are integral for adults (Bum s and Shepp, 1998), however, they 
m ay not be for infants. I f  stimuli are integral, distances along each dimension will 
contribute to the overall perceptual distance. I f  the dimensions o f  colour are not integral 
for infants, then adding two value steps m ay not have increased the overall perceptual 
distance —  infants m ay respond to each dim ension separately. Colour integrality has 
never been tested for in  infants, and such studies need to be conducted to test this 
possibility.
3.3.6. Summary o f  m ain findings
■ Adding a lighting difference and thereby increasing the stimulus separation does not 
lead to a significant w ithin-category novelty preference.
■ Adding a lighting difference and thereby increasing the stimulus separation does not 
lead to an increase in  novelty preference generally.
Experiment 3: Categorical responding across a pink-red lightness- 
saturation boundary
3.4.1. Introduction
It was m entioned in Experim ent 2 that colour categories are not only defined by hue 
differences at constant lightness and saturation. The m ain aim o f  Experim ent 3 was to 
test for categorical responding across a non-hue boundary. A  second aim was to test 
another secondary boundary to check that categorical responding across secondary 
boundaries was not restricted to blue-purple. The boundary tested in Experim ent 3 was a
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pink-red boundary defined by differences in  lightness and saturation at constant hue. 
Stimulus pairs were separated by  two value steps and one chroma step. W ithin-category 
order effects were checked as in Experim ent 1.
3.4.2. Summary o f  research questions
1. Is categorical responding shown for a boundary defined by lightness and saturation 
differences at constant hue?
2. Is categorical responding shown for another secondary boundary —  pink-red?
3. Is there a within-category order effect?
M ethods, scoring and analysis followed the same procedure as Experim ents 1 and 2.
3.4.3. M ethod 
Participants
Following Experim ent 2, the same infants took part in Experim ent 35. Ten adult 
participants (mean age 19.6 years) from the U niversity o f  Surrey (five men, five women) 
took part in the nam ing and sim ilarity judgem ents tasks. All adults had normal colour 
vision as indicated by  the City University Test (Fletcher, 1981).
Materials and stimuli
The M unsell notations and their relationships are given in Figure 3.9 and CIE (L*u*v*) 
co-ordinates are given in appendix A.
The stimuli were from the pink-red region o f  the M unsell colour system  and differed only 
in value and chroma. There were three pairs o f  stimuli: w ithin pink; between pink-red; 
w ithin red. The inter-stim ulus distances w ere one M unsell chrom a step plus two value 
steps (about 20 AE). Six infants were random ly allocated to each condition.
5 It is possible that infants might have looked less in Experiment 3 due to tiredness as a result o f  taking part 
in Experiment 2. However, as the results show this does not preclude detection o f novelty preference.
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F igu re  3.9. M unsell codes, categorical status and M unsell distances o f  the stimuli o f  the 
pink-red lightness/saturation experimental pairs used in Experim ent 3. M imsell hue is 
constant at 5R. The dashed line indicates the adult category boundary. The black cells 
w ith a white star are the pink stimuli, white cells w ith a black star are the red stimuli.
3.4.4. Results
Adult naming and similarity judgements
The pattern o f  nam ing was com pletely consistent w ith the intended nom inal category.
The m ean dissimilarity ratings for the pairs were: w ithin pink =  45.7m m  (sd = 17.9); 
betw een pink-red =  55.1mm (sd =  23.6); w ithin red = 40.1m m  (sd = 20.1). W ithin pairs 
were judged as more sim ilar than the betw een pair (F(1,9), = 7.50, MSE = 99.23,p  < .05, 
n2 = 0 .46 ).
Infant data
The m ean inter-observer reliability was r (15) = 0.86, p  <  .001. There were no significant 
a  priori preferences during fam iliarisation (largest F  =  1.85, smallest p  =  0.28). Figure 
3.10 shows the m ean stim ulus fixation times over the ten trials.
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T r i a l  Number
F ig u re  3.10. M ean stimulus fixation tim es during the fam iliarisation phase for the pink- 
red set in Experim ent 3.
There was a significant decreasing linear* trend: looking times on average decrease from 
around 5-6 seconds to around 3 seconds (F  (1,15) = 18.92, MSE =  5634694.36,/? < .001, 
r? = 0.58).
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Novelty preference
Figure 3.11 shows the novelty preference percentages for the three stimulus pairs (see 
Appendix C for test fixation times). The pink-red pair produced novelty preference 
greater than chance (mean =  70.09%; t (5) = 4.28 ,p  <.01) but neither within-category 
pair did so (within pink =  45.29% ; w ithin red = 48.31% ). This was supported by one­
w ay AN O V A  on category (within/between) (F (l,17 ) =  22.79, MSE =  95.21,/? <  ,001, rf 
= 0.59).
Pair Type
F igu re  3.11. N ovelty preference for the three experimental pairs in Experim ent 3: w ithin 
red; betw een pink-red; within pink. +/- 1 se is shown.
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Within-category order effects. The effect o f  the within-category stimulus location 
was analysed for the w ithin-category pink and w ithin-category red novelty preference 
scores combined6. W ithin-category order effects were not found (mean novelty 
preference for stimuli closer to prototype =  45.4%  (7.4); for stimuli closer to boundary = 
47.8%  (10.2)), t (10) =  -4.5,p  = 0.66.
3.4.5. Discussion
Is categorical responding shown fo r another secondary boundary defined by lightness 
and saturation differences at constant hue?
Infants showed novelty preference for betw een-category pink-red pairs, and no novelty 
preference for equally separated w ithin-category pairs. These results extend the evidence 
from Experim ents 1 and 2 to im ply that infants show categorical responding at four- 
m onths to another secondary boundary (pink-red). These results also provide the first 
evidence that a boundary defined by lightness and saturation differences at constant hue 
is responded to categorically in infants. As in Experiments 1 and 2 a category shift is 
required to engage the infant’s attention.
Is there a within-category order effect?
As in Experim ent 1, there was no effect o f  the location o f the w ithin-category 
familiarisation stimulus on novelty preference scores. Therefore, the category effect 
across the pink-red boundary was not due to a STP mechanism.
3.4.6. Summary o f  m ain findings
■ Category effects were shown for another secondary boundary (pink/red) defined by 
differences in lightness and saturation.
■ Category effects were not due to a shift towards prototype effect.
6 Position o f prototypes as in Figure 1.2 (Chapter 1). Stimulus closer to pink prototype = 5R 7/8, closer to 
red prototype = 5R 4/14. Stimuli closer to pink-red boundary = 5R 6/10 and 5R 5/12.
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3.5. General Discussion
3.5.1. Sum mary o f  results
Experim ents 1, 2 and 3 showed that four-month old infants respond to colour 
categorically. Categorical responding was shown for stimulus pairs equated in a 
perceptually uniform  metric. Stimuli were reflective, were at natural levels o f  saturation 
and the dimensions o f  colour were controlled (for example, when studying CP o f  hue, 
lightness and saturation were at constant levels). Categorical responding was foimd 
across prim ary (blue-green) and secondary (blue-purple) hue boundaries. Category 
effects were also found across secondary boundaries defined by differences in hue and 
lightness (blue-purple) and by  differences in  lightness and saturation (pink-red). 
Significant novelty preference was shown for all between-category pairs and no within- 
category pairs. There was no effect o f  stimulus separation size on the size o f  the novelty 
effect. There were no within-category order effects that were consistent w ith the STP 
model. The extent to which these experiments contribute to the three issues that are core 
to the debate about the origin and nature o f  the category effect is discussed below.
3.5.2. Issue 1: Are category effects hardwired?
Does the finding o f  category effects across a range o f boundaries in infants necessarily 
m ean that category effects are hardwired? It m ay be that there is a ‘natural disposition’ to 
respond to colour categorically and that as w ell as acquired category effects (as in Ozgen 
& Davies, 2002) that category effects at certain locations are hardwired. However, there 
is an alternative possibility —  that all category effects, even those in infants are acquired. 
For example, it could be argued that infants at four-months have ‘learnt’ to perceive 
colour categorically due to the structure o f  their visual environment. The ‘visual diet’ o f  
the four-month old infant m ay have structured the infant’s cognitive and perceptual 
representation o f  colour. For example, it m ay be that in an environment w ith m any 
highly saturated artifacts that are good examples o f  colours (focals), that these focals 
‘flag up ’ the key positions w ithin colour space, and that this leads to colour being 
represented categorically. The tim e frame for this acquisition w ould need to be less than 
a month, as infants are only trichrom atic at three-m onths (Bom stein, 1987a) and infants
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respond categorically to colour at four months. Additionally, there is no direct evidence 
to support such a position, although there is evidence that colour opponency m ay in part 
be due to interactions w ith the environm ent (Lee, W achtler, Sejonowski, 2002). To test 
the ‘visual diet hypothesis’ in relation to infant colour categories, cross-cultural studies 
need to be conducted. I f  infant colour categories are a result o f  the infant’s visual 
environment, then infants w ith different visual environments should show different 
category effects. For example, infants reared in the desert, where the range o f  colours is 
different and where m anufactured colours are scarce, m ay show less categorical 
responding than infants reared in industrial regions, where toys and other artifacts are in a 
range o f  bright and focal colours. A nother possibility that is sim ilar to the visual diet 
hypothesis is that category effects are a result perceptual change caused by  infants’ 
sensitivity to their linguistic environment. This possibility is discussed further when 
discussing issue 2: the effect o f  language on the category effect.
3.5.3. Issue 2: W hat is the effect o f  language on the category effect?
I f  language is the origin o f  the category effect, then pre-linguistic infants should not 
perceive colour categorically. Experim ents 1-3 provide evidence that four-month old 
infants show category effects for a range o f  boundaries. However, can it be safely 
assumed that infants at this age are pre-linguistic? Although infants at four-months are 
pre-linguistic in the sense that they do not m ake verbalisations, is it possible that they 
have an implicit knowledge o f  colour term s acquired from interactions (eg. look at the 
yellow ball!) and that this has led to perceptual change? This linguistic diet theory m akes 
several assumptions. First, that colour term s are m entioned during interactions with four- 
m onth old infants. Second, that this is done w ith sufficient frequency and for the entire 
range o f  category exemplars. Third, that infants would pay attention to this information. 
Fourth, that infants w ould retain this information. Fifth, that when infants see colour they 
retrieve this implicit linguistic code. Finally, that this implicit linguistic code is strong 
enough to induce perceptual change. There is no evidence to support any o f  these 
assumptions. Cross-cultural studies o f  category effects in infants reared in different 
linguistic environments w ould help establish w hether language is the origin o f  the effect
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in infants. However, as there is no current evidence to support any o f  the assumptions o f  
the language model, it is assum ed here that the infant’s linguistic environm ent was not 
the origin o f  the category effect.
W hat are the implications o f  this for studies that have examined the relationship between 
language and categorical responding? Cross-cultural studies have found that cross- 
cultural differences in colour nam ing are paralleled by  cross-cultural differences in the 
location o f  the category effect (Kay & Kem pton, 1984; Ozgen, 2000; Roberson, Davies 
& Davidoff, 2000). For example, K ay & K em pton showed that Tarahum ara speakers 
who do not linguistically m ark the blue-green boundary, also do not show category 
effects for this boundary. It is claim ed in these studies that language creates CP —  either 
strategically or by  perceptual change. Categorical responding in pre-linguistic infants 
testifies against this argument. I f  language is not the origin o f  categorical responding, 
then w hy are cross-cultural differences in the location and extent o f  the category effect 
found? W hy do the Tarahum ara not show categorical responding across the blue-green 
boundary i f  infants do? There are three possibilities. First, that category effects in 
infants are not universal. Second, that infant category effects are universal, but the 
location is later m odified by language. Third, that category effects in  infants as evidenced 
by habituation studies and in adults as evidenced by tasks such a 2-AFC tasks are not 
equivalent. The following sections explore each o f  these possibilities.
Universal categorical responding in infants?
Category effects in infants m ay not be universal. I f  infants colour categories are acquired 
from their visual or linguistic diets then the location and extent o f  the category effect 
would not be universal. Additionally, there m ay be physiological reasons for non- 
universal categorical responding in infants. Theoretically, variations in  colour perception 
m ay be found due to variations in  m acula pigm entation (Bornstein, 1973), lens 
brunescence (Davies, Laws, Corbett & Jerrett, 1998; Lindsey & Brown, 2002) or even 
cone photopigm ent variation (Jameson, H ighnote & W asserman, 2001). For example, 
Bornstein (1973) provides a physiological account for cross-cultural differences in  colour
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m atching and colour naming. Specifically, that w hen levels o f  ultra-violet are high —  in 
parts o f  the world that are near to the equator, due to evolutionary adaptation, m acular 
pigm entation is o f  high density, and this m akes blue-green distinctions difficult. This is 
cited as a reason w hy some languages near the equator do not m ark the blue-green 
boundary. Davies et al. (1998) provide evidence that the incidence o f  tritan errors is 
higher in southern and central Africa com pared to Europe. Tritanopia is a yellow-blue 
defect and m akes it harder to discrim inate blues from greens. Davies et al. suggest that 
this high incidence o f  tritanopia in central and southern Africa m ay contribute to the 
languages o f  these areas being less likely to m ark the blue-green distinction. Lindsey & 
Brown (2002) m ake a sim ilar argument and claim  that accelerated lens brunescence 
caused by high UV radiation is responsible for some languages not having a blue term. 
Jam eson et al. (2001) show that there are genetic differences in retinal photopigm ent 
types that are paralleled by  differences in colour* perception. Some w om en possess four 
retinal photopigm ents rather than the usual three. These w om en partition the colour 
spectrum  into an average o f  10 segments, w hereas trichromatic m en and wom en partition 
the spectrum into an average o f  7 segments. These studies suggest that physiological 
differences can lead to differences in  the w ay colour is perceived and suggest that colour 
perception is not universal. However, there is no direct evidence to suggest that 
physiological differences m ay lead to variations in the location and extent o f  category 
effects. In summary, it is possible that categorical responding m ay not be universal, and 
further studies are needed that explore this. For example, it w ould be interesting to see 
whether those females with four retinal photopigm ents show categorical responding in 
the areas o f  the colour space that they segmented but that those w ith three retinal 
photopigm ents did not.
Changeable category effects?
Category effects in infants m ay be universal, although the developm ent o f  categorical 
responding m ay be m odified by  language. For example, Tarahum ara infants m ay show 
categorical responding across the blue-green boundary, but these category effects m ay be 
lost i f  the boundary is not marked. The Tarahum ara child learns to use one term  for blue
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and green stimuli and therefore leam s to h ea t blue and green stimuli as equivalent. This 
m ay attenuate or rem ove the category effect. This suggests that there is a degree o f 
‘plasticity’ to categorical responding. As discussed in Chapter 1, Goldstone (1994) and 
Ozgen and Davies, (2002) provided evidence that w ith category training within-category 
discrim ination can be reduced (learned equivalence), and there is also evidence to suggest 
that betw een-category discrim inations can be enhanced (learned distiiictiveness). This 
supports the idea that perceptual categories m ay be plastic. However, there is no direct 
evidence that colour categories in infancy are m odified later in life. There is however 
such evidence in the dom ain o f  speech perception. For example, as discussed in Chapter 
1, W erker and colleagues showed that infants younger than ten m onths could 
discrim inate English, Hindi and Salish phonetic contrasts. However, infants aged 
between ten and twelve m onths, children and adults could only discrim inate the phonetic 
contrasts distinguished by their native language (W erker & Tees, 1983; W erker & Tees, 
1984; W erker & Lalonde, 1988). To test w hether this applies to category effects in 
colour perception, equivalent studies should be conducted in the dom ain o f  colour 
perception.
Infant and adult category effects not equivalent?
It is possible that infant category effects as evidenced by preferential looking, and adult 
category effects, as evidenced by  m easures such as RTs in same-different tasks (eg. 
Bornstein & Korda, 1984), triadic judgem ents (eg. K ay & Kem pton, 1984), and 
successive recognition (2-AFC) tasks (eg. Pilling et al., 2003) are not the same 
phenomena. The novelty preference task is logically equivalent to the 2-AFC task in 
adults, h i both tasks there is presentation o f  one stimulus (target in  2-AFC, familiar 
stimulus in novelty preference), followed by  a delay, followed by  presentation o f  the 
original stimulus alongside a new  stimulus (foil in  2-AFC, novel stimulus in novelty 
preference). However, the unit o f  m easurem ent on the novelty preference task is looking 
time, whereas the unit o f  m easurem ent on the 2-AFC task is reaction tim e or accuracy o f 
target identification. To ensure that the adult and infant category effects are equivalent, 
the infant category effect should be investigated using a range o f  tasks as in the adult
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studies. W hether infants discriminate w ithin-category stimuli under different 
circumstances should be investigated.
Is perceptual or cognitive categorisation the origin o f  linguistic categorisation? 
Pre-linguistic categorical responding testifies against the argument that categorical 
responding is created by language. Is there any evidence that the location o f colour terms 
is decided by cognitive or perceptual categories? Berlin & K ay (1969) claim  that there is 
a universal order o f  colour term  acquisition and that this universal order is underpinned 
by  perceptual mechanisms. They claim ed that colour terms that are higher on the 
hierarchy (primary terms) are m ore frequently present in languages than colour term s 
lower on the hierarchy (secondary terms). This theory therefore suggests that the prim ary 
categories will be more perceptually fundamental than the secondary categories. 
Experim ents 1, 2 and 3 provide no evidence to support this argument. Category effects 
were shown for both prim ary and secondary boundaries, and the size o f  the effect was not 
stronger for the prim ary boundaries. As long as these effects are universal, the relative 
infrequency o f  languages m arking secondary boundaries cannot be attributed to the lack 
o f  perceptual or cognitive predisposition. Cognitive or perceptual boundaries m ay be 
necessary, but not sufficient, for linguistic category formation; there m ay be other factors 
such as cultural-need that determ ine the colour term inology o f  a language.
3.5.4. Issue 3: Are category effects perceptual?
Category effects are evidenced by  infants at four-months. However, we cannot assume 
that these effects are perceptual. There are a  w ide range o f  m echanism s that m ay be 
responsible for categorical responding. For example, as discussed in Chapter 1, category 
effects could be due to direct-naming, or could be based on a m em ory mechanism  such as 
the shift towards prototype, or could be perceptual. Here, the nature o f  the category 
effect was investigated in  two ways: by checking for w ithin-category order effects that 
would be consistent w ith the STP m odel; and by investigating the effect o f  perceptual 
distance on the size o f  the category effect.
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Within-category order effects
The novelty preference task has a  m em ory component —  there was a five-second delay 
betw een the fam iliarisation phase and the test phase, and m em ory o f  the familiarised 
stim ulus m ay determine the amount o f  novelty preference. It is therefore possible that the 
category effect was due to the w ay in w hich stim uli are encoded, stored or retrieved. For 
example, the recall o f  the fam iliarised stim ulus m ay be shifted towards the prototype.
This w ould explain w hy w ithin-category novelty preference was less than between- 
category novelty preference —  w ithin-category stimuli have the same prototype and 
betw een-category stim uli have different prototypes. However, w hen the stimulus to be 
rem em bered (shown during the fam iliarisation phase) was further from the prototype than 
the novel stimulus (shown during the test phase), the shift should decrease stimulus 
separation. W hen the stim ulus to be rem em bered was closer to the prototype than the 
novel stimulus, the shift w ould increase the stimulus separation (see Figure 1.2).
Therefore, the STP m odel predicts that w hen the boundary stimulus is shown first then 
within-category novelty preference should be lower than w hen the boundary stimulus is 
shown second. There were no such significant within-category order effects. Therefore, 
the category effect was due to a m echanism  that is not based on the shift towards 
prototype model.
The effects o f perceptual distance
In adults, both perceptual distance and categorical similarity affect colour judgem ents 
(Bom stein & Korda, 1984). U sing a same-different judgem ents task, Bom stein and 
K orda assessed category effects across the blue-green boundary. Judgements were m ade 
about stimuli that were physically identical (A-A), categorically identical but physically v 
different (A-a) and categorically and physically different (A-B). The stimuli that were 
categorically different were either separated by 2, 4 or 6 M unsell hue steps. It was found 
that reaction tim es for a ‘sam e’ response w ere faster for the ‘A -A ’ stimulus pairs than for 
the ‘A -a’ stimulus pairs. Reaction tim es for a ‘different’ response were faster for the ‘A- 
B ’ stimulus pairs that were separated by  6 M unsell hue steps com pared to those separated 
by  2 or 4 M unsell hue steps. It was argued that i f  adults were only responding
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categorically then there w ould be no difference in RTs for £A -A ’ and ‘A -a’ pairs as these 
are identical in categorical status. Additionally, i f  adults were only responding 
categorically, there w ould be no difference in RTs for CA -B ’ pairs separated by 6 and 2 
hue steps. One conclusion o f  the study was that adults use qualitative categorical codes 
and quantitative physical codes w hen processing colour. A  sim ilar pattern o f  effects was 
found in Experim ents 1 and 3, where adult sim ilarity judgem ents were affected both by 
categorical status and perceptual distance —  between-category pairs were rated as more 
dissimilar than w ithin-category pairs and far pairs were rated as m ore dissimilar than 
betw een pairs.
The infants however, did not show such a pattern o f  results. There was no effect o f  
separation size on the amount o f  novelty preference. Additionally, infants showed no 
significant novelty preference for any o f  the within-category pairs. Therefore, the only 
factor that affected novelty preference w as the categorical relationship o f  the fam iliar and 
novel stimulus, h i the term s o f  Bornstein & K orda’s model, the infants’ judgem ents were 
driven by qualitative categorical codes, but not by  quantitative physical codes. The same 
pattern o f  effects can be found in  other studies o f  category effects in  infants. For 
example, as discussed in Chapter 2, in  Bornstein, et al.’s (1976) study the amount o f 
dishabituation was not affected by stim ulus separation size in wavelength or CIE (AE). 
Only a shift in the categorical status affected dishabituation rates. In studies o f category 
effects in  other domains there are also sim ilar results. For example, there was no 
significant novelty preference for within-category: facial expressions (Kotsoni, deHaan & 
Johnson, 2001); facial orientations (Cahson, Cohen & Gora, 2003) and grating 
orientations (Bomba, 1984). In the habituation studies, there was also no significant 
dishabituation for within-category: vowels (Swoboda, Kass, M orse & Leavitt, 1978); stop 
consonants (Eimas, Siqueland, Jussczyk & Vigorito, 1971; Eimas, 1975) and nonspeech 
sounds (Jusczyk, Rosener, Cutting, Foard & Smith, 1977). Additionally, Eimas et al. 
m anipulated the difference in phonem e sim ilarity and found that dishabituation rates 
were not significantly different whether the difference was 20, 60 or 100 msec. The
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results o f  all these studies suggest that at least on these tasks, infants do not respond to 
the physical code o f  stimuli, but rather to the categorical code.
In summary, adult studies o f  category effects have revealed an effect o f  categorical status 
and perceptual similarity, w hereas infant studies o f  categorical responding have revealed 
an effect o f  categorical status but no effect o f  perceptual similarity. The effect o f 
perceptual distance in the adult studies is consistent w ith the perceptual w arping account 
o f  CP, as outlined in  Chapter 1, section 1.4.3. Does the lack o f  an effect o f  perceptual 
distance in infants suggest that category effects in  infants are not perceptual? In other 
words, are the category effects in infants and in adults based on different mechanisms?
It is possible that the category effects in infants and the category effects in adults are not 
based on the same mechanism. On the other hand it could be that the differences are due 
to the different ways in w hich category effects are investigated in infants and adults and 
the different demands o f  the various tasks. There is some evidence that the demands o f 
the task affect the nature o f  the response. For example, Bom stein (1976) show that the 
category effect in infants is very sensitive to the tim ing conditions o f  the task.
Categorical responding across the green-yellow boundary was tested in  infants, as in 
Bornstein et al. (1976). However, the trial length, ISI length and the delay before the test 
phase were all manipulated. Table 3,2 gives details o f  the conditions and the size o f  the 
categorical effect.
W hen the trial length, ISI length and delay were the same as the original investigation 
(condition 1), the categorical effect was the m ost significant. Introducing a 5 m inute 
delay reduced the significance o f  the categorical effect the m ost (condition 2), slightly 
altering the trial length and ISI length slightly reduced the categorical effect, and altering 
the trial length, ISI length and introducing a 3 m inute delay reduced the categorical effect 
even more.
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Table 3.2. Details o f  conditions and size o f  categorical effect in B om stein (1976). D ata 
in table taken from text 011 page 188.
Condition Group name Trial length 
(secs)
IS I length 
(secs)
Delay 
before test 
(mins)
Categorical 
effect (580 
V 560)
1 A 15 7.5 0 /?< .0 0 1
2 B 15 7.5 5 P <. 1
3 1 10 5 0 p  <  .005
4 2 10 5 3 p< . 05
Just as task demands influence the strength o f  the categorical code, they m ay also 
influence the strength o f  the physical code. Therefore, it is possible that a categorical 
code dominates the infant’s response only on some tasks in some conditions. Perhaps 
infants use a combination o f  categorical and physical codes w hen tasks do not involve a 
mem ory component —  for example, on a preferential looking task. It is possible that the 
novelty preference and habituation technique is only sensitive to the categorical code and 
that on other m easures (such as threshold m easures) the physical code would also be 
used. In fact, studies on infant colour vision (eg. Knoblauch et al. 2001) do suggest that 
infants can m ake some w ithin-category discriminations. Gerhardstein et a l.’s (1999) 
study also raises the possibility that there m ay be situations w hen only a physical code is 
used —  for example, for parallel processing. Future studies o f  infant category effects 
need to vary the types o f  tasks and the levels o f  task demands to establish the nature o f  
categorical and physical codes in infancy.
To summarise, the category effects shown by  the infants were not due to the STP 
mechanism. As infants were pre-linguistic, the effects were not due to a direct-naming 
strategy. The infant’s response does seem to be different to that o f  the adult’s in that 
categorical codes but not physical codes affect novelty preference. This m ay not m ean 
that the category effects in adults and infants are not equivalent -  it m ay ju st be due to
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differences in tasks and task demands. Category effects in infants m ay be perceptual, 
although further studies investigating the category effects using a range o f  tasks are 
needed to establish the exact nature o f  categorical responding in infants.
3.6. Conclusions of the Chapter
Four-m onth old infants showed category effects across a range o f  boundaries. This can 
be taken as evidence that categorical responding appears once reliable colour vision 
appeal's. However, m ore extreme hypotheses such as the visual diet hypothesis cannot be 
ruled out and therefore it m ay be that these category effects are acquired. The nature o f  
the category effect in  infants is unclear, although it is clear that it is not due to a STP 
mechanism. Unlike in adults, the infant’s response is driven by  a categorical code alone. 
This m ay m ean that adult and infant category effects are not equivalent. Further studies 
that m anipulate the task used and the demands o f  the task are needed to establish the 
nature o f  the category effect in infants.
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CHAPTER 4: CATEGORICAL RESPONDING IN 
TODDLERS AND CHILDREN
4.1. General Introduction
4.1.1. Overview
Chapter 3 established that four-month old infants perceive colour categorically. Using a 
classic CP design (equidistant within and between-category stimulus pairs), categorical 
responding was shown across prim ary and secondary hue boundaries (blue-green and 
blue-purple) across a hue and lightness boim dary (blue-purple) and across a secondary 
boundary defined by  differences in  brightness and saturation (pink-red). The experiments 
in Chapter 4 investigated categorical responding in toddlers and in children across the 
blue-purple, blue-green and pink-red boundaries.
One aim o f  the current chapter was to investigate the effect o f  language on categorical 
responding. The findings o f  Chapter 3 suggest that language is not the origin o f 
categorical responding, although it rem ains possible that the acquisition and use o f  colour 
terms m ay m odulate the location o f  the category effect seen in infancy. Developmental 
and cross-cultural approaches are combined to address this issue. Categorical responding 
was tested at various stages o f  colour term  acquisition, and categorical responding was 
tested in  populations that differ in the w ay their language categorises the colour space. 
There are various benefits to this approach. First, as well as between language group 
comparisons, comparisons can be m ade within a language group by  comparing those 
toddlers or children who have and who have not acquired colour terms. Second, there are 
cross-cultural differences in the num ber o f  colour terms as well as the age o f  acquisition 
(Boyles, 2001; in preparation). A ll these differences can be exploited to investigate the 
impact o f  language on the extent o f  the category effect.
A  second aim o f  the Chapter was to investigate whether any category effects are 
perceptual. This issue was addressed using a range o f  tasks, m anipulating the conditions
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o f  the task and checking for within-category order effects that are consistent w ith the STP 
model.
The following section summarises studies that have investigated the development o f  
colour categorisation, and outlines studies that have looked at the effect o f  language on 
colour cognition in children by  talcing cross-cultural approaches. The extent to which 
these studies inform us about the developm ent o f  category effects in colour perception 
and the effect o f  language on categorical responding is assessed.
4.1.2. Developmental studies o f  colour categorisation
M eivis, Catlin and Rosch (1975) examined the development o f  the structure o f  colour 
categories in Am ericans at three ages —  around 6 years, around 9 years and in adults. In 
Experim ent 1, they were asked to find the best example (focus) o f  each o f  the eleven 
colour term s out o f  an array o f  320 M unsell colour stimuli. It was found that the foci 
were the same for all age groups, and that foci had been established even for the youngest 
age group. In Experim ent 2, they were asked to identify the stimuli that could be called 
by  a given colour term, for all eleven basic terms. Judgements m ade by  the children 
showed m ore variability than adult judgem ents. M ervis et al. concluded that the foci o f 
colour categories are learnt first, and that the boundaries o f  colour categories are leam t 
later.
hi a sim ilar study, Raskin, M aital and Bornstein, (1983) investigated the developm ent o f 
colour categories at four ages —  3 years, 4 years, yoimg adulthood and in the elderly. To 
identify the boundary positions and the boundary widths for blue-green and yellow-green 
regions o f  the spectrum, participants were asked to identify stimuli using a forced-choice 
design. For example, i f  a stim ulus from the blue-green region w as presented, participants 
were asked to identify the stimulus as either blue or green. The percentage o f  times a 
stim ulus was named blue or green (for the blue-green region) or green or yellow (for the 
green-yellow region) was plotted for each observer. It was found that the colour-nam ing 
functions for children, adults and the elderly indicated sim ilar average boundary
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positions. However, it was also found that the w idth o f these boundaries became 
narrower and categories becam e wider w ith age. It was concluded that category 
boundaries become m ore fine-timed with age.
N either o f  these studies specifically address the issue o f  categorical responding using the 
classic CP design w ith equally spaced w ithin and between-category stimulus pairs. 
Additionally, M ervis et al. and Raskin et al. established category boundaries using a 
colour naming linguistic task, and therefore m apped linguistic boundaries, but not 
necessarily cognitive or perceptual boundaries. Therefore, neither o f  these studies 
specifically investigate how the category effect develops. Developmental studies o f  
categorical responding that use the classic CP design are needed. Studies o f categorical 
responding in toddlers and children (with equally spaced within and between-category 
stimuli) are needed to bridge the gap betw een the infant and adult studies.
Developmental studies o f  categorical responding have been conducted in other domains. 
For example, W olf (1973) investigated categorical responding to stop consonants in 
children at around 5.4 years, 7.5 years and in adulthood. It was found that there was no 
difference in the extent o f  the category effect across the ages tested. It was concluded that 
the phonem e boundaries were the same for children and adults. Zlatin & ICoenigsnecht 
(1975) also investigated categorical responding to stop consonants, but in children at two 
years and at six years. It w as found that the category effect was significantly stronger in 
the six year olds compared to the two year olds. De Gelder, Teunisee & Benson (1997) 
assessed categorical responding to facial expressions in adults and in 9-10 year old 
children, and a category effect was foimd at all ages. Equivalent studies need to be 
conducted in the dom ain o f  colour perception.
4.1.3. The effects o f  nam ing on children’s colour cognition and perception 
Dale (1969) investigated the effects o f  colour nam ing on children’s performance on 
m atching and recognition m em ory tasks. Twenty-four children betw een the ages o f  3:9 
and 5:1 years took part in  the study. Fourteen stimuli were taken from the M unsell
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system that differed in  hue but that were constant in  lightness and saturation. On the 
nam ing task, children were asked to nam e each o f  the fourteen stimuli. On the matching 
task, children were given a single stimulus and were asked to find another colour ‘just 
like this one’ out o f the full stimulus array. This was repeated for each stimulus. On the 
recognition m em ory task, children were shown a single stimulus, this stimulus was 
hidden and after a delay o f  five seconds the child was asked to find ‘a colour ju st like the 
one you saw before’ out o f  the full stimulus array. Again, this was repeated for each 
stimulus. The types o f  errors on both tasks were analysed. For both tasks, it was found 
that w hen errors were m ade, there was a significant tendency for children to choose a 
stimulus that had been given the same nam e as the target stimulus. It was recognised that 
colours w ith the same nam e w ould also be perceptually closer, and that this was a 
potential reason for the pattern o f  errors. However, even w hen this was statistically 
controlled for, children were still more likely to choose a stimulus w ith the same name as 
the target. A ll children showed the effect on the matching task, although on the 
recognition m em ory task the effect was only shown by  children who nam ed aloud 
(spontaneous namers) whilst doing the task. Kim ball and Dale (1972) conducted the 
recognition m em ory and nam ing tasks again on thirty-three children between the ages o f  
3:5 and 5:2 year's. Unlike Dale (1969), all children when m aking errors were m ore likely 
to choose a stimulus w ith the same nam e as the target, regardless o f  spontaneous naming.
Boyles (2001; in preparation) also investigated the impact o f  nam ing on children’s colour 
cognition, although B oyles’ study was conducted cross-culturally. Differences in the 
colour term  vocabularies o f  N donga1 and British children betw een the ages o f  4 years and 
7 years were investigated using list, nam ing and comprehension tasks. It was found that 
British children had eleven basic colour term s corresponding to the eleven basic colour 
categories, whilst Ndonga children had six basic colour terms. The impact o f  these 
linguistic differences on aspects o f  the children’s colour cognition was assessed using 
four tasks: a recognition m em ory task; a grouping task; a triads (odd-one-out) task; and a 
visual search task. On all tasks, there was an overall similarity in children’s responses,
1 The Ndonga people are from Northern Namibia.
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although there were some differences that were consistent with the linguistic differences 
o f  the two languages. For example, on the recognition m em ory task there was no 
difference in the m ean num ber o f  tiles recognised, although there were differences in the 
types o f  m em ory confusions. For the grouping task, there was an overall similarity in the 
grouping m atrices o f  the two languages, although there were also localised differences 
that were consistent with differences in naming. For the triads task, i f  a stimulus was 
nom inally the odd-one-out, children were m ore likely to choose this stimulus. 
Consequently when there were linguistic differences on a triad, there were also 
differences in  stimulus choice. For the visual search task, cross-cultural differences in 
search times were found that were consistent w ith differences in the nom inal relationship 
between targets and distractors.
Roberson, Davidoff, Davies and Shapiro (in preparation) also explored the impact o f 
naming on children’s colour cognition cross-culturally. The set o f  stimuli were the same 
as those in B oyle’s study, and four o f  the same tasks (list, naming, comprehension and 
recognition m emory) were used. However, the study was conducted longitudinally 
(testing every 6 months, for 3 years) as well as cross-sectionally (sample o f  2 and 3 year 
olds). The N am ibian children were also H im ba2 rather than Ndonga and were from a 
m ore rural area. The list, nam ing and comprehension tasks revealed that Him ba children, 
over testing, acquired five basic colour terms, whilst British children acquired eleven, 
relatively slowly and in a random  order for both languages. The recognition m em ory 
task explored the effect o f  differences in  linguistic categorisation on colour memory. The 
child was shown a stimulus, the stimulus was hidden, and im m ediately after this the child 
was asked to identify the stimulus out o f  a 22-stimulus array. The stimulus array was the 
same as B oyles’ study and the procedure w as the same except B oyles’ task included a 
five second delay betw een target presentation and stimulus choice. Performance on the 
task was analysed for those children who had not yet acquired colour terms, for the cross- 
sectional sample o f  3 and 4 year olds and for the longitudinal sample.
2 The Himba people are from rural areas in  North-W estern Namibia.
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The m ost compelling finding that testifies to the effect o f  nam ing on colour cognition and 
perception was that the pattern o f  m em ory confusions was different across language 
groups. W hen children m ade errors they more frequently chose a stim ulus with the same 
name as the target (as in  Dale; Dale & Kimball). Therefore, cross-cultural differences in 
the type o f  m em ory confusions that were consistent with linguistic differences were 
found (as in  Boyles). For the Hirnba children, this tendency significantly increased as the 
children got older, and for the British children this age trend approached significance.
The type o f  m em ory confusions m ade on one tile (the navy blue tile) were particularly 
interesting. The stim ulus closest to the navy blue tile was a purple tile and both the 
Him ba and British younger children w hen m aking errors on the navy blue tile more 
frequently chose this. However, the older British children when m aking errors m ost 
frequently chose a focal blue tile and the H im ba children m ost frequently chose a black 
tile. The older children’s responses were consistent w ith the colour terms o f  their native 
language as focal blue and navy blue have the same basic name in British, and black and 
navy blue have the same basic nam e in H im ba (zoozu). The interpretation o f these results 
was that the younger children m ade m em ory confusions on the basis o f  perceptual 
similarity, whereas the older children m ade m em ory confusions on the basis o f 
categorical similarity — as dictated by  their colour terms.
Do these studies inform us about the influence o f  naming on categorical responding?
Dale (1969), K im ball and Dale (1972), and Boyles (2001; in preparation) inteipreted their 
results as evidence that nam ing influences children’s performance on a recognition 
m em ory task, although no inferences about categorisation were made. However, 
Roberson et al. did m ake inferences about colour categorisation. It was claimed that the 
type o f  m em ory confusions m ade by  a child revealed the nature o f  that child’s cognitive 
organisation o f  colour. Therefore, i f  a child’s m em ory confusions were based on 
perceptual distance, then this child has an uncategorised organisation o f  colour. On the 
other hand, i f  a child’s m em ory confusions were m ade on the basis o f  colour terms, then 
this child has a categorised organisation o f  colour. However, the inteipretation o f  these 
findings m ay not be so clear cut. It is unclear whether m em ory confusions were a result
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o f  a direct-naming effect or whether they reflect cognitive or perceptual categorisation o f 
colour. Additionally, a ‘non categorical’ stimulus choice —  such as choosing the purple 
stimulus w hen m em orising the navy blue target, does not necessarily indicate that there is 
no category boundary between blue and purple. In adults, even w hen there is a category 
boundary, perceptual distance still contributes to the perception o f  colour —  categorical 
and perceptual codes interact (Bom stein & Korda, 1984). Stimuli w ithin the same 
category are not always treated equivalently —  a lime green and a yellow  m ay be 
confused m ore often than a lime green and a dark green, but this does not m ean that there 
is not a green-yellow perceptual boundary. Therefore, on the recognition m emory task, 
the category choice (focal blue) m ay ju st have been too far from the navy blue target for 
the confusion to be made —  perceptual distance m ay have overridden the categorical 
code. I f  the non-categorical choice (ie. the purple stimulus) was equally close in CIE to 
the target as the categorical choice (ie. the focal blue stimulus), then inferences about 
categorical responding could be m ore reliably made. The design o f  the stimulus array 
would therefore become equivalent to that o f  the studies o f category effects in adults and 
infants —  w ith within and betw een-category stimuli equally spaced.
This review o f  studies that have investigated the development o f  colour categorisation 
and the influence o f  nam ing has shown the need for more research. There has been no 
study that has directly explored categorical responding in children using the classic CP 
design as in the infant and adult studies. Infant and adult studies o f  category effects have 
compared discrim ination (as indicated by novelty preference, dishabituation, reaction 
times or accuracy) for equally spaced w ithin and between-category stimuli. Equivalent 
studies o f  category effects in toddlers and children are needed to help bridge the gap 
between the infant and adult studies. Exploring the effects o f language in such studies 
will also m ake the relationship betw een linguistic and perceptual categories m ore 
transparent.
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This Chapter explores the effect o f  language on the category effect and the nature o f  CP 
effects in two experiments: Experim ent 4 investigates categorical responding in toddlers; 
Experim ent 5 investigates categorical responding in children.
4.1.4. Overview o f  Experim ent 4: Categorical responding in toddlers on a 2-AFC task 
Experim ent 4a tested for a category effect in British 2 and 3 year olds —  the age period at 
which basic colour term  acquisition is reported to begin and becom es reliable (Pitchford 
and M ullen, 2002). The three boundaries tested in the infant experiments o f  Chapter 3 
were tested. The first aim was to see whether categorical responding across these three 
boundaries was present in toddlers as well as infants. The second aim was to examine the 
effect o f correct linguistic categorisation on the extent o f the category effect. I f  linguistic 
categorisation affects categorical responding, then changes in  the extent o f  the category 
effect should be seen as colour term s are acquired. Additionally, the impact o f  age and 
general colour term  fluency were investigated.
Experim ent 4b, using the same technique as Experim ent 4a, tested for categorical 
responding across the blue-purple boundary in H im ba toddlers. H im ba toddlers have 
little knowledge o f  colour' terms, and the H im ba language does not distinguish between 
blue and purple (Androulaki, 2003). Therefore, the m ain aim o f  this experiment was to 
examine whether the category effect w ould be shown before language acquisition, when 
the language does not m ark the boundary. This allowed a test o f  the extent o f  the 
category effect w hen children know no colour terms, and when a language does not m ark 
a perceptual boundary. The extent o f  the category effect for British toddlers in 
Experim ent 4a and for H im ba toddlers in Experim ent 4b was also compared.
Experim ent 4c, examined the nature o f  the category effect across the pink-red boundary 
by m anipulating the conditions o f  the 2-AFC task. The strength o f  the category effect 
was compared under three conditions: w ith a  five-second delay; w ith no delay; and with 
simultaneous presentation o f  the target and the target and the foil. Inferences about the 
nature o f  the category effect were made.
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4.1.5. Overview o f Experiment 5: Categorical responding in children on a visual search
task.
Experim ent 5, using a visual search task, tested for categorical responding across the 
three boundaries, in British children and children from another rural tribe in Nam ibia (the 
Ovakwanyama). The first aim  was to establish whether children betw een the ages o f  4 
years and 8 years would show categorical responding for the three boundaries, and 
whether there w ould be an effect o f  age or differences in the extent o f  the category effect 
for each boundary. The second aim  was to investigate the effect o f  the differences in 
linguistic categorisation on the size o f  the category effect, by  comparing language groups, 
and by comparing the performance o f  those children who had a linguistic boundary and 
those who didn’t.
4.1.6. Summary o f  M ain Research Questions
1. On tasks that use a classic CP design, do toddlers and children show categorical 
responding to colour?
2. W hat is the impact o f  linguistic categorisation on the extent o f  the category effect?
3. W hat is the nature o f  any category effects?
4.2. Experiment 4a: The effect of colour term acquisition on categorical 
responding at two and three years.
4.2.1. Introduction
Early studies o f  colour term  knowledge in children report that colour terms are not 
reliably acquired until around 4-7 years (see Bom stein, 1985). However, m ore recent 
studies have shown that colour terms can be reliably acquired at as young as 2 years old 
(eg. Andrick & Tager-Flusberg, 1986; Shatz, Behrend, Gelman & Ebeling, 1996). 
Pitchford & M ullen (2002) investigated the developmental tim e course o f  the acquisition 
o f  colour terms, and investigated the order o f  acquisition. Forty-three Canadian 2 to 5 
year olds completed a naming and a comprehension task. In the nam ing task, children
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were asked to nam e the colour o f  a garm ent o f  clothing that a cartoon character was 
wearing. In the comprehension task, children w ere shown three garments o f  clothing 
each o f  a different colour. The child was asked to identify the garm ent that was a 
particular- colour and the cartoon character was then dressed in this gannent. The colour 
o f  the garments corresponded to the eleven focal colours —  the ‘best exam ples’ o f  each 
colour term. The acquisition o f  colour term s did not follow a systematic order, and 
therefore did not support Berlin & K ay’s (1969) hierarchy. Colour term  knowledge was 
found to vary with language age and w ith task. Reliable knowledge o f  the first nine basic 
colour terms was established around 3 years, and the terms brown and grey were acquired 
around 6 to 9 m onths later. Therefore, the onset o f  colour term  acquisition occurred 
around two years o f  age, and this developed betw een two and three years o f  age, w ith 
acquisition o f  all eleven basic term s betw een the ages o f  3 and 4. The m ain aim o f  
Experim ent 4a was to investigate categorical responding during this stage in 
development. First, do children o f  this age show category effects across the same 
boundaries as the infants in Chapter 3 and is there an effect o f  age? Second, is there an 
effect o f  linguistic categorisation and colour term  acquisition?
Category effects across blue-green, blue-purple and pink-red boundaries in two and 
three year olds?
One m ethod comm only used to explore categorical responding in adults (eg. Pilling, 
W igget, Ozgen & Davies, 2003), is a successive 2-AFC task. This involves a target 
colour being shown followed by  two colour choices — one the same as the target and one 
different (foil). The participant m ust rem em ber the target, and after a delay identify the 
target from the target-foil pair. The foil can be the same category as the target or from a 
different category. A  category effect is evidenced by  m ore accurate or faster 
identification o f  the target w hen paired w ith a between-category foil than a within- 
category foil. However, the adult version o f  this task would not be suitable for young 
children — toddlers w ould find it difficult to understand the task, and would find it hard 
to sustain m otivation and concentration over several trials. Therefore, the adult 2-AFC 
task was m odified for use w ith young children. The task was m ade into a game about
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‘finding the right jum per for the bear’. The first phase o f  the game was a training phase 
in which the child was trained to recognise that two cardboard bears (bear A  and bear B) 
always w ear the same jum per3. The second phase was the test phase in which the 
m em ory o f  bear A ’s jum per was tested by covering up bear A and inviting the child to 
pick the correct jum per for bear B out o f  a choice o f  two colours. The jum per on bear A 
was presented for five seconds and after a five second delay the child was asked to 
identify the correct jum per for bear B out o f  a pair o f  jumpers. One jum per in the pair 
was the target and the other jum per (the foil) belonged to either the same category 
(within-category pair) or a different category (between-category pair). The M unsell codes 
o f  the jum pers were taken from Experim ents 1, 2 and 3 that investigated the category 
effect in infants. Stimuli were the betw een-far and within-far stimulus pairs from within 
and across the blue-green and blue-purple hue boundaries. From  the pink-red brightness- 
saturation boundary, the w ithin red pair and the between pink-red pair were used. 
Accuracy for between and within-category pairs was assessed. H igher accuracy for 
between-category pairs was taken as an index o f  categorical responding. The extent o f 
the category effect at two and three years and the size o f  the category effect for each 
boundary was assessed.
The effect o f colour term acquisition
The specific impact o f  linguistic categorisation on the extent o f  the category effect was 
also investigated. Each child nam ed the stimuli and individual nam ing patterns were 
classified as showing no linguistic boundary, a between-category linguistic boundary 
(within-category stimuli given same name, betw een-category stimuli given different 
names) or a w ithin-category linguistic boundary (between-category stimuli given same 
name, within-category stim uli given different names). The size o f  the category effect for 
each linguistic type was assessed. I f  linguistic categorisation amplifies the category 
effect, w e would expect those w ith no boundary to show a weaker category effect, those 
w ith a between-category linguistic boundary to show betw een-category facilitation, and
3 Glucksberg, Hay and Danks (1976) show that two and a half year olds can understand the terms ‘sam e’ 
and ‘different.’ The term  ‘different’ was not used in the procedure at all, and the training phase ensured 
that the child understood the m eaning o f  the work ‘sam e.’
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those w ith a within-category linguistic boundary to show within-category facilitation. 
Additionally, the general developm ent o f  colour term  acquisition between two and four 
years o f  age was assessed w ith a nam ing and a comprehension task. The naming task was 
repeated w ith jum pers in  each o f  the eleven focal colours. In a comprehension task, the 
child was asked to pick out a certain colour from a set o f focals and place it on the 
cardboard bear. The num ber o f  correctly nam ed and identified jum pers becam e an index 
o f  the extent o f colour term  acquisition. The relationship betw een the num ber o f  colour 
terms acquired and the strength o f  the categorical effect was explored. For each child a 
categorical effect index was calculated and this was correlated w ith the average num ber 
o f  colour terms correctly nam ed and identified.
STP mechanism?
Each child made four identifications for the within-category stimulus pair — two when 
the stimulus closest to the prototype was the target and two w hen the stimulus closet to 
the boundary was the target. The accuracy for targets closer to the prototype was 
compared to accuracy for targets closer to the boundary, to determine whether the STP 
m echanism  was responsible for any category effects.
4.2.2. Summary o f  research questions
1. Do toddlers show categorical responding on a 2-AFC task?
2. Do toddlers respond categorically for all thr ee boundaries?
3. Does the extent o f  the category effect change with age?
4. I f  a boundary is marked, is the category effect stronger?
5. Is greater colour term  knowledge related to stronger categorical responding?
6. Is there a w ithin-category order effect as predicted by  the STP model?
4.2.3. M ethod 
Participants
Sixty English speaking children betw een the ages o f  26 and 47 m onths (mean age = 36 
months) were recruited from local nurseries. Thirty children were 2 years, 30 w ere 3 
years. Thirty-three children in the sample were male, 27 were female.
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Stimuli and Design
Two identical bear figures (bear A and bear B) (see Figure 4.1a) were cut out o f  white 
card, with the bear outline and facial features drawn with black pen. Coloured stimuli 
were cut out in the shape o f  a jum per that could be placed on the bears (see Figure 4.1b). 
All jum pers were the same shape and were mounted on card.
F igu re  4.1. Cardboard bear figure on black background without jum per (Fig 4.1 a) and 
w ith jum per placed on top (Fig 4.1 b.).
Two types o f  jum pers were made:
Type 1. The jum pers were made from M unsell Glossy paper, two instances for 
each colour used. The M unsell codes and categorical status o f  stimulus pairs are shown
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in Figure 4.2 The pairs from the blue-green and blue-purple sets were the far pairs from 
Experiment 1. The pairs from the pink-red set were two o f  the pairs from Experiment 3. 
Blue-green and blue-purple separations were around 30 AE and pink-red separations were 
around 20 AE.
Fig. 4.2 a.
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Within/Far Between/Far
Purple
Fig. 4.2 b.
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F igure  4.2. M unsell codes, categorical status and M unsell distances o f  the stimuli o f  the 
experimental pairs used in  Experim ent 4. The categorical relationships (within/between) 
o f  the experimental pairs are shown for: blue-purple (Fig 4.2 a); blue-green (Fig 4.2 b) 
hue boundaries and a pink-red lightness-saturation boundary (Fig 4.2 c). In Figure 4.2 a, 
chrom a =  3 and value = 10. In Figure 4.2 b, chrom a = 5 and value =  10. In Figure 4.2 c, 
hue =  5R.
Type 2. Jumpers were m ade from Color-Aid paper that were good examples o f 
the the eleven focal colours: BLACK, W HITE, RO Hue, G Hue, Y  Hue, B Hue, O S3, R  
T4, V Hue, YO Hue, GRAY 4. Two jum pers were m ade o f  each colour. The co­
ordinates o f  these stimuli in CIE L*u*v* colour space are given in  appendix A.
The procedure was conducted under standardised lighting conditions that simulate natural 
daylight (D65, temp: 6500°K, lux =  810-1880), w ith the use o f  a GretagM acbeth lamp 
(approximately the same as the illum inant used in Experiments 1-3).
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Procedure
All children completed the training, comprehension and naming task using the focal 
jum pers. For the two-alternative-forced choice task (2-AFC) children were only tested 
on one o f  the three type 2 sets (blue-green, blue-purple, pink-red). Ten two year olds and 
ten three year olds were random ly allocated to each o f  these sets. All children completed 
the 2-AFC task using the w ithin and betw een pairs o f  their allocated set.
Training. The aim o f  the training session was to show the child that when bear A 
wore a particular jum per, bear- B also wore the identically coloured jum per. The two card 
bears were placed flat on the table in front o f  the child who was encouraged to give each 
bear a name. The child was told that bear A  has lots o f  coloured jum pers, and the eleven 
focal jum pers were random ly laid out above bear A. The child was then told that bear B 
also has lots o f coloured jum pers, and the other set o f  eleven focal jum pers were 
random ly laid out above this bear. A  jum per from bear A ’s set was random ly chosen and 
was placed on bear A. The child was told that i f  bear A  wears this jum per then bear B 
also wears this jum per and the corresponding jum per was picked out o f  bear B ’s set and 
was placed on bear B. This was repeated three times with different coloured jum pers. 
Another jum per was chosen and placed on bear A, but this time bear B ’s set o f jum pers 
was covered with white card. The child was allowed to inspect the jum per and after five 
seconds o f  stimulus presentation, bear A  and his jum per were covered. After a further 
five second delay bear B ’s set o f  jum pers w ere uncovered and the child was asked to find 
the same jum per for bear B out o f  the set o f  eleven jum pers. Once the child had made a 
choice, bear A  was uncovered and the child was encouraged to evaluate their response. If  
their choice was correct, the child was praised, i f  the choice was incorrect, the child was 
encouraged to amend their choice. This was repeated until a correct response was given 
and until the task was understood.
Two-Alternative-Forced Choice. Type 1 jum pers were used in a 2-AFC task.
The procedure and goal o f finding the m atching jum per for the other bear* was the same 
as in the training task except that the child was only given a choice o f  two jum pers (an 
incorrect choice (foil) and a correct choice (target) identical to bear A ’s jum per). The
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categorical relationship (between-category /  within-category) o f the incorrect and correct 
choice was manipulated (see Figure 4.2 for stimulus pairs). The procedure was 
conducted for both w ithin and betw een-category stimulus pairs four times each. For two 
o f  these four trials one stimulus was the target and one stimulus was the foil, and this 
allocation was reversed for the rem aining two trials. Therefore, in total the child m ade 
eight judgem ents, and the order was random ised for each child. The child was then 
presented w ith each o f  the stimuli individually and was asked to name the colour o f the 
jum per.
Comprehension and naming o f focals. The focal jum pers were laid out above 
bear A  and the child was asked to put a specified coloured jum per on bear A. The colour 
o f  the chosen jum per was recorded and the jum per was taken o ff the bear. This was 
repeated until the child had been asked to place all o f  the coloured jum pers on the bear. 
Each o f  the focal jum pers were then presented individually and the child was asked to 
name the colour o f  the jum per.
4.2.4. Results
A category effect fo r  the three boundaries? Effects o f age?
For each child the num ber o f  correct identifications 011 the 2-AFC task was calculated 
w hen the choice was between two stimuli o f  the same category (within-category pairs) 
and w hen the choice was between stimuli o f  different categories (between-category 
pairs). The m aximum  num ber o f  correct identifications was 4 for within-category pairs 
and 4 for between-category pairs. The table below  gives the accuracy scores for within 
and betw een pairs for the blue-purple, blue-green and pink-red set for two and three year 
olds.
A n ANOVA looking at the effects o f  category (Between / W ithin), set (blue-purple / 
blue-green /  pink-red) and age ( 2 / 3  years) was conducted on the accuracy scores. 
Participants were m ore accurate for betw een-category pairs (mean =  2.95 (0.91)) than 
w ithin-category pairs (mean = 2.25 (1.23)), F  (1, 54) = 22.61, MSE =  0.65,/? <.001, rj2 =  
0.30. Overall accuracy varied across set type: blue-purple set m ean =  3.10 (0.85); blue-
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green set m ean = 2.40 (0.75) and pinlc-red set m ean =  2.27 (0.85), F  (2,54) =  5.90, MSE -  
1.31,/? <.005, r}2 =  0.18.
T ab le  4.1. M ean accuracy (SD) for w ithin and between-category pairs, for the blue- 
purple, blue-green and pinlc-red sets, for two and three year olds. A  score o f  2 indicates 
chance performance.
M ean accuracy (standard deviation)
Set Category 2 years 3 years Overall
Blue-Purple W ithin 2.3 (1.25) 3.1 (1.29) 2.7 (1.30)
Between 3.7 (0.48) 3.3 (0.82) 3.5 (0.69)
Blue-Green W ithin 1.8(1.03) 2.5 (0.97) 2.2 (1.04)
Between 2.8 (0.79) 2.6 (0.97) 2.7 (0.86)
Pink-Red W ithin 1.2 (1.10) 2.6 (1.26) 1.9 (1.25)
Between 2.6 (0.84) 2.7 (1.06) 2.6 (0.93)
Bonferroni post hoc tests revealed significant differences in accuracy4 betw een the blue- 
green set and the blue-purple set, / (18) = -2.64,/? <.05, and the blue-purple set and the 
pink-red set, / (18) = 3.22,/? <.01, but not the blue-green and pink-red set, t — 0.59,/? = 1. 
Overall accuracy did not vary w ith age, F  (1,54) =  3.37,/? =  0.06, rj2 =  0.06. There was a 
significant interaction between category and age, F  (1,54) =  14.82, MSE =  0.65,/? < .001, 
f  =  0.22. All other interactions were not significant (largest F  =  0.7, sm allest/? = 0.50). 
In particular, the category by  set interaction was not significant, implying that the size o f  
the category effect was constant across sets. The figure below shows the interaction 
betw een category and age.
4 NB. Accuracy was higher for the blue-purple set (separations around 30 AE) than the blue-green set (30 
AE) or the pinlc-red set (20 AE). Accuracy for the blue-green set (30 AE) and pink-red set (20 AE) did not 
differ. Therefore, accuracy was not based entirely on perceptual similarity.
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F igu re  4.3. W ithin-category and betw een-category accuracy at two and three years. An 
accuracy score o f  two indicates chance performance (50% correct). +/- Ise  is shown.
Paired comparison t-tests (bonferroni corrected significance level <.025) revealed a 
significant effect o f  category at 2 years, t (29) =  6.84,/? <.001, but not at 3 years, t (29) =  
0.61,/? =  0.55.
Effect o f naming on the size o f  the category effect
Table 4.1 gives the naming frequencies for each o f  the 2-AFC stimuli, for all three sets. 
Overall, the m ajority name is 70-80% in agreement w ith the intended linguistic boundary, 
for the blue-green and blue-purple set. Agreement for these sets was lower for the two- 
year olds with only 50-70% agreeing on the m ajority name. However, the linguistic 
boundary was refined by  the age o f  three w ith 90-100% o f  children nam ing the stimuli in 
accord w ith the intended boundary. Therefore, for the three year olds, linguistically both 
AB pairs are within-category (both stimuli in pair given same name) and both BC pairs 
are between-category (stimuli in pair given different name). For the pink-red set overall 
agreement was lower. Agreem ent on a term  for stimulus A was high at both ages, and 
there was 60-70% agreement on the term  for stimulus C. However, agreement for 
stimulus B was low, w ith only 50% o f  two year olds calling the stimulus red and 50% o f  
three year olds calling the stim ulus pink. Therefore this linguistic boundary had lower 
consensus compared to the blue-green and blue-purple boundaries.
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Table 4.2. Frequencies (%) of the colour terms offered for the stimuli of each set. IDK
indicates an T don’t know response’.
Set and stimulus Colour Term 2 years
Age 
3 years Overall
Blue-Purple
A: 10B 3/10 Blue 70 100 85
IDK 30 0 15
B: 7.5PB 3/10 Blue 50 90 70
Purple 20 10 15
IDK 30 0 15
C: 5P 3/10 Purple 70 100 85
IDK 20 0 10
Green 10 0 5
Blue-Green
A: 7 .5G 5/10 Green 60 100 80
IDK 40 0 20
B: 5BG 5/10 Green 50 90 70
Blue 10 10 10
Purple 10 0 5
Red 10 0 5
IDIC 20 0 10
C: 2.5B 5/10 Blue 60 100 80
Purple 10 0 5
Red 10 0 5
IDK 20 0 10
Pink-Red
A: 5R 4/14 Red 80 90 85
Pink 0 10 5
IDK 20 0 10
B: 5R 5/12 Red 50 40 45
Pink 20 50 35
IDK 30 10 20
C: 5R 6/10 Pink 60 70 65
IDK 30 10 20
Red 10 10 10
Orange 0 10 5
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The accuracy scores for all sets were combined for an investigation o f  the effects o f 
language, as the sample sizes were not sufficient to look at the effect o f  language for each 
boundary separately. Individual’s nam ing patterns were analysed to investigate the 
effect o f  linguistic categorisation on the category effect. I f  an individual gave A  and B 
the same term  and C a different term, they were classified as having a between-category 
linguistic boundaiy (boundary). A n ‘I don’t know ’ response was also counted as a term 5. 
Therefore, two patterns o f  naming qualified: (A: name 1, B: name 1, C: name 2); (A: 
name 1, B: nam e 1, C: IDK). I f  an individual gave B and C the same term  and A  a 
different term, they were classified as having a w ithin-category linguistic boundary 
(reverse boundary). Again, an ‘I don’t know ’ response was counted as a term. Therefore 
two patterns o f naming qualified: (A: name 2, B: name 1, C: name 1); (A: IDK, B: name 
1, C: nam e 1). I f  an individual gave A, B and C the same tenn, they were classified as 
having no linguistic boundary. Again, T don’t know ’ was counted as a term. Therefore, 
two patterns o f  nam ing qualified: (A: nam e 1, B: name 1, C: name 1); (A: IDK, B: IDK, 
C: IDIC).
Thirty-seven children had a boundary, 14 had a reverse boundary and 9 had no boundary. 
Table 4.3 gives the m ean w ithin and betw een-category accuracy scores (combined across 
sets and age group), for the three linguistic types.
Table 4.3. M ean accuracy scores (SD) for w ithin and between-category choices for 
participants w ith and without a linguistic boimdary. A  score o f  2 indicates chance.
Linguistic categorisation
Category Boundary Reverse boundary No boundary
W ithin 2 .3(1 .19) 2.2 (1.05) 1.9 (1.51)
Between 3.0 (0.91) 2.9 (0.91) 2.8 (0.97)
5 An ‘I don’t know’ response was counted as a term because it indicates that the stimulus is not regarded as 
belonging to a linguistic category, and therefore has implications for the location o f the linguistic category 
boundary.
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An ANCOVA was conducted on accuracy scores w ith category (within / between) and 
linguistic categorisation (boundary / reverse boundary / no boundary) as factors and age 
in months as a covariate. The overall m ean accuracy scores did not differ with linguistic 
categorisation, F  (2,56) = 0.40, MSE -  1.49, p  =  0.67, = 0.01. The category effect also
did not vary w ith linguistic categorisation, F  (2,56) =  0.06, MSE =  0.69, p  =  0.94, tf  =
0.002. The covariate o f  age in m onths was not significant, F  (1,56) =  3.38, MSE = 1.49, 
p  =  0.07, ?/2 = 0.06. However, this covariate did significantly interact w ith the category 
effect, F  (1,56) = 7.74, MSE =  0.69, p  <  .01, t f -  0.12. The reason for this interaction was 
that the size o f the category effect (between accuracy -  within accuracy) negatively 
correlated with age in m onths, r =  -0.39, p  <  .005; the size o f the effect decreased with 
age.
Colour term acquisition
Colour term  acquisition was analysed at four stages: between 2 and 2.5 years; 2.5 and 3 
years; 3 and 3.5 years and 4 and 4.5 years. Eleven children were aged betw een 2 and 2.5 
years, 19 between 2.5 and 3 years, 17 betw een 3 and 3.5 year's and 13 between 3.5 and 4 
years. Tables in appendix D give the frequencies o f  responses on the nam ing and 
comprehension tasks for children in each age band. The percentage o f  children correctly 
naming and identifying each focal can also be fomid in appendix D. Figure 4.4 shows the 
m ean num ber o f  correct names given on the naming task and the m ean num ber o f 
correctly identified stimuli on the comprehension task for the four age bands. It can be 
seen that children’s nam ing and comprehension o f  the eleven focal colours improves 
from a m ean o f  around 6 terms at 2 -  2.5 years to a m ean o f  around 10.5 terms at 3 years, 
and there was no difference between nam ing and comprehension.
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M i d  v a l u e  o f  a g e  g r o u p  ( y e a r s )
F igure  4.4. M ean num ber correct on naming and comprehension task for each age band. 
+/- 1 standard error is shown.
The relationship between general colour term fluency and the extent o f  the category 
effect was explored. A general colour term fluency index was calculated by averaging 
the mean number o f  colour terms named and the mean number o f  colour terms identified. 
A categorical effect index was calculated by subtracting the within-category score from 
the between-category score for each child. A score higher than 0 indicates a categorical 
effect — between-category accuracy is greater than within-category accuracy. A score o f 
0 indicates no categorical effect — within-category and between-category accuracy is 
equal. A score lower than 0 indicates a reversed categorical effect — within-category 
accuracy is higher than between-category accuracy. The relationship between the general 
colour term fluency and categorical effect indices was significant but negative, although 
the r was only -0.30 (p <.05). However, when age (in months) is partialled out, the 
correlation is not significant, r = -0.10,/? = 0.45. The figure below shows the 
relationship.
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Figure 4.5. The relationship between general colour term fluency and the size o f  the 
categorical effect.
The relationship betw een colour term  fluency and the strength o f  the categorical effect 
was not direct. The participants who showed the stronger categorical effect (strongest = 
4) were not necessarily those who had acquired m ore colour terms. There was no pattern 
in the num ber o f  colour term s acquired for those who show no categorical effect (no 
effect =  0) either. However, those who showed a reverse categorical effect had all 
acquired a large num ber o f  colour term s (between 8 and 11).
Within-category order effects
The w ithin-category scores for each set were combined. Accuracy was not higher w hen 
the target stimulus was closer to the prototype than when the target stimulus was closer to 
the boundary: (mean accuracy w hen target closer to prototype = 1 .1 2  (0.80); m ean 
accuracy when target closer to the boundary = 1 .13  (0.81)), / (10) =  0.12,/? = 0.90.
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4.2.5. D iscussion
Categorical responding fo r the three boundaries?
On the 2-AFC task, between-category accuracy was significantly higher than within- 
category accuracy for each o f  the three boundaries. For the toddlers as a group, 
categorical responding w as found for the blue-green, blue-purple and pink-red 
boundaries. The strength o f  the category effect did not vary according to boundary, 
although overall accuracy was higher for the blue-purple boundary.
Effects o f age on the category effect?
Categorical responding was shown at 2 years, but not at 3 years. A t 2 years, within- 
category accuracy was not above chance, w hilst between-category accuracy was around 
75%. At 3 years, both within and betw een-category accuracy were around 75%. It is 
possible that this lack o f  a category effect at 3 years is due to ceiling effects for some o f  
the children. The lack o f  categorical responding at 3 years is discussed further in section
4.5.3 o f  the general discussion o f  Experim ent 4.
Effects o f linguistic categorisation?
There was no effect o f  linguistic categorisation on the strength o f the category effect. 
Accuracy was higher for the betw een-category pair regardless o f  whether there was a 
between-category linguistic boundary, a w ithin-category linguistic boundary or no 
boundary at all.
Effects o f general colour term Imowledge?
Acquisition o f  focal terms progressed betw een the ages o f  2 and 4. On the nam ing and 
comprehension tasks, the m ean num ber o f  focals correctly nam ed or identified between 
the ages o f  2 and 2.5 o f  age was 6. This increased to around 10 betw een the ages o f  3 
and 3.5, and this num ber rem ained stable betw een the ages o f  3.5 and 4 years old. 
Therefore, focal colour term  acquisition appears to start even younger than 2 and is 
almost complete at the age o f  4. These results are sim ilar to those found by  Pitchford & 
M ullen, (2002). The relationship betw een colour term fluency and the strength o f  the
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categorical effect was not straightforward. Greater focal term knowledge was not related 
to a stronger categorical effect. However, all o f  those who showed a reversed categorical 
effect (within-category accuracy higher) had acquired more than eight colour terms —  no 
participant with little colour term  acquisition found within-category pairs easier.
Within-category order effects?
There was no difference in accuracy w hen the within-category target was closer to the 
prototype compared to when the w ithin-category target was closer to the boundary. 
Therefore, the category effects found are not consistent w ith an STP account.
4.2.6. Summary o f  m ain findings
■ The strength o f  the category effect w as the same for all three boundaries.
■ Categorical responding was shown at 2 years but not at 3 years.
■ The age effects were due to w ithin-category accuracy improving with age, and 
between-category accuracy rem aining stable.
■ The extent o f the category effect was not affected by linguistic categorisation or 
related to general colour term  knowledge.
■ The category effects were not due to a STP mechanism.
4.3. Experiment 4b: Categorical responding in British and Himba 
toddlers
4.3.1. Introduction
Experim ent 4a investigated categorical responding in British toddlers. There were age 
differences in the extent o f  the category effect, but the group showed a category effect for 
blue-green, blue-purple and pink-red boundaries. Experiment 4b investigates CP effects 
in toddlers in a different population —  the Himba.
The H im ba live in the Kaokoveld region o f  north-western Nam ibia (see Figure 4.6), 
which is remote, mountainous, sparsely vegetated and arid.
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F igu re  4.6. Outline map o f  Namibia. The Kaokoveld region is shaded black.
The H im ba lead a traditional, pastoral, nom adic life and make up less than 1% o f  the 
Nam ibian population (Malan, 1995). They are related to the Herero and speak the same 
language, however, the Herero m oved out o f Kakoveld to less rem ote regions, and have 
therefore been subjected m ore to European influences. The language has five basic 
colour terms: oshiserandu (denotes English red and some pinks and oranges); oshidumbu 
(denotes English beige and yellow); oshizoozu (denotes English black and other darker 
colours); oshivcipa (denotes English white and some lighter colours); oshiburou (denotes 
English blue and green). Herero speakers also have adapted colour terms from other 
languages such as oshigirine for green and oshipinge for pink. However, the H im ba’s 
language has generally been preserved from outside influences, and an inventory o f 
colour term  use in H im ba adults suggests that only the five traditional basic terms are 
frequently used by  the H im ba (Androulaki, 2003).
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Roberson, et al.’s (in preparation) investigation o f  colour cognition in H im ba and British 
children suggests that reliable colour' term  acquisition in the H im ba children is 
considerably delayed compared to the English children. It was also claimed that the 
cognitive organisation o f  colour for H im ba and British children is not categorical imtil 
some colour terms are leam t. However, in Experim ent 4a, British children who did not 
yet m ark a boundary linguistically showed a category effect for three boundaries. The 
first aim o f  the current experiment was to test whether this also applies to Him ba 
children. The same task as in Experim ent 4a was used, although a cardboard cut out o f  a 
H im ba boy was used instead o f  a bear, as the H im ba do not have teddy bears (refer to 
Figure 4.8 for a diagram o f  the boy cut out). H im ba children who had not yet acquired 
colour term s were tested. A n initial check on nam ing confirmed that the children tested 
had not yet acquired colour terms, and therefore naming and comprehension data was not 
collected. Categorical responding across the blue-purple boundary was investigated.
In Experim ent 4a there was a group o f  British children with no explicit linguistic 
boimdary, although it is still possible that they had some implicit language knowledge. 
For example, even i f  children cannot explicitly name colours, these children m ay have an 
implicit awareness o f  the colour term s due to exposure to colour’ term s in their daily life. 
Similarly, these British children m ay have an implicit awareness o f  colour categories due 
to the colour o f  artifacts in their environment. However, the H im ba children in the 
current experiment did not have explicit colour term  knowledge and their implicit colour 
term  knowledge would not facilitate them  on the task. For example, the H im ba language 
does not have a purple term, therefore it could not be argued that H im ba children have an 
implicit linguistic awareness o f  the blue-purple boimdary. Additionally, the structure o f 
the colour environment for the H im ba children is unlikely to include good examples o f  
purple, therefore reducing the chance that any blue-purple category effect in H im ba 
children is somehow acquired from  the children’s ‘visual diet’. Another aim o f the 
current experiment was to compare the extent o f  the category effect for the Himba 
toddlers with the British toddlers. This addresses the issue o f  the universality o f
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categorical responding and will establish whether cross-cultural differences are seen at 
such a young age.
Constraints
Links had to be established w ith H im ba villages that were in remote, rural areas. Due to 
the difficulties o f  conducting research under these conditions, the potential sample size o f 
H im ba toddlers was small. In Experim ent 4a, sixty British toddlers were tested, twenty 
children were tested for each boundary. Only thirty-two Him ba toddlers were available 
to take part in Experim ent 4b, and therefore, it was decided that for Experim ent 4b only 
one boundary (blue-purple) w ould be tested. The Him ba keep no record o f  birth dates, 
therefore the age o f  children had to be estimated. All children were probably under 5 as 
no child could touch their ear w ith their hand w hilst reaching across their head (refer to 
Figure 4.7). Children under 5 do not pass this ‘ear-touching’ test because o f the size o f  
the head relative to the lim bs under the age o f  5 (Gabriel, 2001).
F igu re  4.7. Line drawing o f  a 3-year old boy who fails the ear-touching task.
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Other physical characteristics (such as height) suggested that no child was under the age 
o f  2. Additional information was obtained from discussions with the children’s mothers, 
using landmark events such as N am ibian independence to establish a time frame. The 
m ean age o f  the children as a group was estimated as 3 years. Consequently, the ages o f 
the British and H im ba sample were not m atched exactly, although both groups were 
toddlers.
4.3.2. Summary o f  research questions
1. Do Him ba toddlers show a category effect across the blue-purple boundary?
2. Is there a difference in the extent o f  categorical responding for British and Him ba 
toddlers?
4.3.3. M ethod 
Participants
Thirty-two Him ba speaking children betw een the ages o f  2 and 5, w ith a m ean estimated 
age o f  3, were recruited from H im ba villages in  rural Namibia. Eighteen o f the children 
were boys, fourteen were girls.
Stimuli, Design and Procedure
The stimuli were identical to the blue-purple stimuli used in the 2-AFC task o f 
Experim ent 4a. The procedure rem ained as in  Experiment 4a, although a cardboard boy 
figure was used instead o f  a bear (see Figure 4.8). The task was completed outside, not in 
direct sunlight or deep shade (colour temp: 5500 -  7000°K as indicated by a Gossen 
colorm aster 3F). The task was conducted by  a British fieldworker, and instructions were 
given to the children through a N am ibian translator.
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F igure  4.8. Cardboard boy figure on black background.
4.3.4. Results 
2-AFC accuracy scores
Table 4.4 gives the Himba m ean accuracy scores for within and between-category pairs 
from the current experiment and the British scores from Experiment 4a, for the blue- 
purple boundary.
I l l
Table 4.4. Within and between mean accuracy scores (SD) for blue-purple boundary, for
English and Himba children. A score o f 2 represents chance performance.
Language Category M ean accuracy (standard deviation)
Him ba W ithin 2.3 (0.92)
Between 2.8 (0.95)
British W ithin 2.7 (1.30)
Between 3.5 (0.69)
An AN OV A looking at the effects o f  category (Between /  W ithin) and language (Himba / 
British) was conducted on the accuracy scores. Participants were m ore accurate for 
between-category pairs (mean = 3.1 (1.09)) than within-category pairs (mean = 2.5 
(0.93)), F  (1,50) = 15.95, MSE =  0.65, p  <.001, rf =  0.24. Accuracy was higher for 
British toddlers (mean =  3.1 (0.85)) than H im ba (mean = 2.5 (0.75)), F  (1,50) = 7.08, 
MSE =  1.25, p  <.05, i f  =  0.12. There was no significant interaction between category 
and language, F  (1,50) = 0.85, MSE — 0.65,/? =  0.36, rf = 0.02.
4.3.5. Discussion
Category effect across blue-purple fo r  Himba?
The Him ba toddlers showed a significant category effect across the blue-purple 
boundary. Performance was around chance for within-category pairs and around 70% for 
between-category pairs. Therefore, toddlers w ith no implicit or explicit colour term  
knowledge at all showed categorical responding on a 2-AFC task.
Comparisons o f  British and Himba
The Him ba participants were less accurate than the British. This m ay be due to various 
factors such as familiarity w ith m em ory tasks. However, there was no interaction o f 
category and language — the strength o f  the categorical effect was not significantly
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different for British compared to H im ba toddlers. Therefore, the strength o f  the 
categorical effect did not differ according to the different populations.
4.3.6. Summary o f  m ain findings
■ Him ba toddlers w ith no explicit or implicit knowledge o f  the blue-purple linguistic 
boundary show a categoiy effect across this boundary.
■ There was no significant difference in  the extent o f  the categorical responding o f  
Him ba and British toddlers.
4.4. Experiment 4c: The nature of the category effect in toddlers
4.4.1. Introduction
The nature o f  the categoiy effects in Experim ents 4a and 4b is unclear. Experim ent 4c 
investigated the nature o f  the category effect across the pinlc-red boundary further by 
m anipulating the conditions o f  the 2-AFC task.
In order to understand w hy two-year olds show a category effect but three-year olds do 
not, the nature o f  the category effects needs to be investigated. There are various 
questions that need to be asked w hen considering the nature o f the category effect. For 
example, was the poor w ithin-category perform ance in two-year olds due to an inability 
to discriminate the stimuli?; the w ay the task was conceptualised?; the way the stimuli 
were memorised?; or the w ay the stimuli were represented perceptually? It seems 
unlikely that the children could not discriminate the w ithin-category stimuli —  
Knoblauch, et al. (2001) show that infants can discriminate separations that are around 10 
AE, and the separations here were m uch larger —  between 20 -  30 AE and the 
participants were toddlers not infants. The categoiy effect m ay be due to the way in 
which the toddlers conceptualised the task. For example, children were trained to 
recognise that both bears w ore the same jum per. However, it is possible that those 
children who showed a category effect did so because they interpreted the aim o f  the task 
as finding a jum per with the same nam e as the target rather than finding a jum per that is
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an exact m atch with the target. I f  the task was interpreted this way, then within-category 
performance would be poor because within-category jum pers have the same nam e and 
therefore either stimulus w ould m atch the target. It m ay be that those children who 
showed a category effect conceptualised the task in this way, whereas those children who 
did not show CP effects understood that the aim o f  the task was to find the stimulus that 
was an exact m atch for the target. However, i f  the category effect was due to children 
choosing a stimulus with the same name as the target then we would expect only those 
children w ith names for the stimuli to show a category effect. The results o f Experiments 
4a and 4b are not consistent w ith this argument, as in Experim ent 4a there was no 
relationship between nam ing and the size o f  the category effect and in Experim ent 4b 
H im ba children with no colour term s also showed a category effect. Therefore, perhaps 
the category effect is due to the w ay in  w hich the toddlers m em orised the stimuli? The 
lack o f  a within-category order effect in  Experim ent 4a does not support the idea that the 
category effect is due to a shift towards prototype effect. However, it is possible that 
other mechanisms in m em ory are responsible for the effect. Alternatively, perhaps the 
category effect is due to die w ay in  which the stimuli are represented in perceptual space.
Experim ent 4c investigated the nature o f  the category effect further by  m anipulating the 
conditions o f the 2-AFC task. In addition to the five-second delay condition (data taken 
from Experim ent 4a), there were two new  conditions: a no delay condition; and a 
simultaneous presentation condition. For the five-second delay condition, there was a 
five second delay betw een the offset o f  target presentation and the onset o f  stimulus 
choice (as in Experim ent 4a). For the no delay condition, there was no delay betw een the 
offset o f  target presentation and the onset o f  stimulus choice, although the original target 
was covered during the stimulus choice phase. For the simultaneous condition, the 
original target stimulus could be view ed during the stimulus choice phase. The delay and 
no delay conditions have m em ory components to the task —  toddlers had to rem ember 
the target as the target was covered during the stimulus choice phase. However, the 
simultaneous condition does not have a m em ory component as the target was uncovered 
during the stimulus choice phase, and direct comparisons o f stimuli could be made. I f
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the category effect is a m em ory effect, then w hen the m em ory component o f the task is 
reduced (no delay condition) or rem oved (simultaneous condition), the category effect 
w ould weaken or disappear. I f  the category effect is perceptual, then the category effect 
should rem ain even w hen the m em ory component is rem oved (simultaneous condition).
4.4.2. Summary o f  research questions
1. W hat are the effects o f  task condition on accuracy and the category effect?
2. Are category effects found under all task conditions?
4.4.3. M ethod 
Participants
Thirty 2 year olds took part in the experiment (age range = 25 to 35 m onths, m ean =  29.5 
m onths). Fifteen were male, 15 were female. There were ten children in each condition.
Stimuli, Design and Procedure
The stimuli were identical to the pink-red stimuli used in the 2-AFC task o f  Experiment 
4a. There were three different task procedures. The delay procedure was the same as in 
Experim ent 4a, therefore the accuracy data o f  the two-year olds in Experim ent 4a was 
used for the current experiment. The no delay procedure was the same as in Experiment 
4a, although there was no five-second delay before stimulus choice. Therefore the target 
was presented on bear A  for five seconds, bear A  and bear A ’s jum pers were covered and 
imm ediately afterwards the target and foil for bear B were presented. For the 
simultaneous procedure, the target jum per on bear A  was shown sim ultaneously with the 
target and foil jum pers o f  bear B.
4.4.4. Results 
2-AFC accuracy scores
Table 4.5 gives the m ean accuracy scores for within and between-category pairs under 
the three conditions. The accuracy scores for the five-second delay condition are taken 
from Experim ent 4a.
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Table 4.5. Within and between mean accuracy scores (SD) for the pink-red boundary. A
score of 2 represents chance performance.
Condition M ean accuracy (standard deviation)
Five-second delay W ithin 1.2 (1.10)
Between 2.6 (0.84)
No delay W ithin 3.1 (1.10)
Between 3.5 (0.71)
Simultaneous W itiiin 3.8 (0.42)
Between 4.0 (0.00)
A n ANOVA looking at the effects o f  category (Between / W ithin) and task condition 
(five-second delay / no delay /  simultaneous) was conducted on the accuracy scores. 
Participants were m ore accurate for between-category pairs (mean =  3.37 (0.85)) than 
within-category pairs (mean =  2.70 (1.37)), F  (1,27) =  21.95, MSE = 0.30, p< .000, =
0.45.
There was a m ain effect o f  task condition on accuracy, F  (2,27) =  27.35, MSE = 0.77, p< 
.000, rj2 =  0.34. Bonferroni post hoc tests revealed significant differences in accuracy 
between the five second delay (mean = 1 .9  (0.66)) and the no delay condition (mean =
3.3 (0.82)), / (18) =  5.0,p  <  .001; and betw een the five second delay (mean = 1 .9  (0.66)) 
and the simultaneous condition (mean = 3.9 (0.21)), / (18) = 7.14,/? <  .001; but not 
between the simultaneous (mean =  3.9 (0.21)) and no delay conditions (mean = 3.3 
(0.82)), t = 2.14,/? = 0.12.
There was a significant interaction betw een task condition and category, F  (2,27) = 6.80, 
MSE — 0.30,/?< .005, rf =  0.67. To investigate this further, a category score (between 
accuracy -  within accuracy) was calculated for each individual, and a one-way ANOVA 
on these category scores w ith task condition (five-second delay / no delay / simultaneous) 
as a  factor was conducted. The size o f  the category effect for different task conditions
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differed significantly: (mean category score for five-second delay condition = 1 .4  (0.97)), 
(mean category score for no delay condition =  0.4 (0.84)), (mean category score for 
simultaneous condition = 0.2 (0.42)), F (2,29) = 6.81, M SE =  4.13,/? <  .005. Bonferroni 
post hoc tests revealed significant differences between the category effect of: the five- 
second delay and the no delay condition, t = 2.81,p  < .05; the five-second delay and the 
simultaneous condition, t =  3.44,/? < .01; but not between the simultaneous and no delay 
conditions, t =  0.57,/? = 1.
To see i f  a significant category effect was found for each condition, one sample t-tests 
were conducted on the category score for each condition (test value = 0). A category 
score o f 0 indicates no category effect, therefore i f  a category score deviates significantly 
from 0 this indicates a significant category effect. A  significant category effect was only 
found for the five-second delay condition, t (9) = 4.58,/? < .001 (result reported in  Exp. 
5a), but not for the no delay condition, (t (9) = 1.5,/? = 0.17), or the simultaneous 
condition, (t (9) = 1.5,/? = 0.17), (same t test result for no delay and simultaneous 
conditions).
4.4.5. Discussion
What are the effects o f task condition on accuracy and the category effect?
Accuracy was worse w hen there was a five-second delay than w hen there was no delay 
and than when the presentation o f  stimuli was simultaneous. However, there was no 
difference in  accuracy between the no delay and simultaneous conditions. Under all 
conditions the within-category accuracy score was lower than the between-category 
accuracy score. However, the size o f  the category effect significantly differed between 
the five-second delay condition and the simultaneous / no delay conditions. The category 
effect was only significant under the five-second delay condition. The only within- 
category score that was not above chance w as for the five-second delay condition. W hat 
are the implications o f  this for our understanding o f  the nature o f  the category effect?
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The nature o f the category effect
U nder the no delay and simultaneous conditions, within-category accuracy was above 
chance, therefore this is extra evidence that the children could discrim inate within- 
category stimuli and had not m isunderstood the task instructions. Does the lack o f  a 
significant category effect under no delay and simultaneous conditions indicate that the 
category effect is due to the w ay in which stimuli are memorised? This is one 
interpretation o f  the findings —  w hen there is little or no m em ory component there is no 
category effect. However, the lack o f  significant category effects in  the no delay and 
simultaneous condition m ay also be due to m any toddlers performing at ceiling on these 
conditions. For example, for the between-category stimuli on the simultaneous condition, 
all children scored the m axim um  possible score o f  4, and on the no delay condition, 6 
children scored the m axim um  possible score. It m ay therefore, be that the task does not 
allow the ‘h u e ’ size o f  the category effect to be realised due to this ceiling effect. 
M easuring reaction times w ould provide another index for categorical responding —  
w ithin and between-category accuracy did not differ significantly, although the time 
taken to locate the target m ay be faster for between-category trials than within. Another 
possibility is that the size o f  the category effect interacts w ith accuracy. For example, 
Bialstock and Olson (1987) suggest that as discrim ination gets easier the need for 
categorisation decreases. This idea could be tested by measuring reaction times, and 
seeing whether those children w ith  faster tim es overall show smaller category effects, or 
by increasing AE or decreasing the length o f  the delay. In summary, the lack o f a 
significant category effect on the no delay and simultaneous condition m ay be due to 
there being little or no m em ory component, or it m ay be due to ceiling performance 
m asking the effect, or it m ay be due to category effects weakening w ith greater accuracy. 
Experim ent 4c has established that the category effects in Experim ent 4a and 4b were not 
due to toddlers’ inability to discrim inate the stimuli or due to toddlers’ m isunderstanding 
o f  the task. However, it is still not clear w hether the category effects are m em ory effects 
or whether the category effects are perceptual.
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4.4.6. Summary o f  m ain findings
■ The size o f the category effect interacted w ith the conditions o f  the task.
■ The category score was significantly larger for the five-second delay condition 
compared to the no delay or simultaneous conditions.
■ No significant category effects were found on the no delay and simultaneous task 
conditions.
■ This m ay be due to m any toddlers perform ing at ceiling on these conditions, or m ay 
be due to the category effect weakening w ith greater accuracy, or m ay indicate that 
the category effect is a m em ory effect.
4.5. Discussion of Experiment 4
4.5.1. Summary o f the m ain findings
Categorical responding was shown on a 2-AFC task at 2 years but not at 3 years. The 
extent o f  the category effect was not affected by  linguistic categorisation or related to 
general colour term knowledge. H im ba toddlers w ith no explicit or im plicit knowledge o f  
the blue-purple linguistic boundary also showed a category effect across the blue-purple 
boundary. There was no significant difference in the extent o f  the categorical responding 
o f H im ba and British toddlers. W ithin-category order effects that are consistent w ith a 
STP m odel were not found. The size o f  the categoiy effect interacted w ith task condition 
— no significant categoiy effects were found w hen there was no delay betw een target 
presentation offset and stim ulus choice onset or w hen target presentation and stimulus 
choice were simultaneous.
4.5.2. W hat is the effect o f  language?
There were no effects o f linguistic categorisation on the extent o f  the category effect 
shown by British toddlers. The size and direction o f the category effect did not vary with 
differences in naming. The strength o f  the category effect did not increase w ith greater 
colour term  knowledge. Additionally, H im ba toddlers who knew no colour term s and 
whose language does not m ark the blue-purple boundaiy linguistically, showed a 
category effect across the blue-purple boundary. The extent o f  the category effect for
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British and H im ba toddlers did not vary despite differences in linguistic environment. 
Therefore, Experim ent 4 provides no evidence that language amplifies or modifies 
categorical responding.
4.5.3. Are category effects perceptual? W hy no category effect at 3 years?
Based on the current evidence it is difficult to answer both o f  these questions. It is clear 
that the category effect is not due to a shift towards prototype effect. It is also clear that 
the category effect in two-year olds is not due to the stimuli being indiscriminable or due 
to a m isunderstanding o f  the task. However, it is unclear whether the category effect is a 
m em ory or perceptual effect. The category effect reduces when the m em ory component 
o f  the task is reduced or removed. This m ay indicate that the category effect is based on 
a m em ory mechanism. Alternatively, the reduction in  category effect m ay be due to 
ceiling effects or m ay be due to an interaction o f  category and accuracy. Therefore, 
category effects m ay be m em ory based or m ay be perceptual. The lack o f  a significant 
category effect at three years m ay therefore reflect differences in the w ay two and three 
year olds mem orise colom* or m ay reflect differences in the w ay two and three year olds 
perceive colour. A n alternative possibility is that the lack o f  a significant category effect 
at three years was due to the task demands. A  sim ilar age effect was found in B om ba’s 
(1984) investigation o f  CP o f  orientation in three and four-month old infants. Significant 
category effects were foimd at three m onths but not at four months. Eimas, M iller & 
Jusczyk (1987) comm ented that the lack o f  the category effect at four-months m ay have 
been due to task demands, and that w ith sm aller separation sizes or w ith greater demands 
on processing, the older infants m ay also show CP. This argument m ay also apply to the 
lack o f a category effect in three-year olds here, and is easily testable either by  increasing 
the delay or by decreasing stimulus separations in AE. Another alternative is that there 
are differences in  the w ay two and three year olds complete the task —  three-year olds 
m ay show category effects on other tasks under other conditions. Further studies need to 
be conducted that investigate the underlying mechanisms o f  the category effects further.
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4.6. Experiment 5: Categorical responding in British and 
Ovakwanyama children on a visual search task
4.6.1. Introduction
Boyles (2001; in  preparation) investigated the impact o f  cross-cultural differences in 
colour naming on colour cognition. As outlined in section 4.1.3. it was found that 
differences in the colour terms o f  British and N am ibian Ndonga speaking children were 
paralleled by  differences in colour cognition. Differences in search times on a visual 
search task were paralleled by  differences in  colour naming. Inferences about the effect 
o f language on perceptual categorisation can be m ade from this study, although CP was 
not tested directly. Experim ent 5 also investigated the impact o f  cross-cultural linguistic 
differences using a visual search task, although the impact o f  language on categorical 
responding was investigated directly. B ritish and Ovakwanyama children between the 
ages o f  4 and 8 took part in the study.
The Ovakwanyama people, like the N donga, live in Ovamboland in Northern Nam ibia 
near the border o f  Angola (refer to Figure 4.9).
There are eight tribes that live in this area and collectively they are called the Ovambo. 
The Ovakwanyama m ake up 36% o f  the N am ibian population (Malan, 1995). Each 
Ovambo tribe has its own language, although the languages are very sim ilar to each 
other. The Ovakwanyama language — Oshikwanyama has five basic colour terms: 
oshitoka (denotes English white); oshilaula (denotes English black); oshitilyana (denotes 
English red and also includes some darker pinks and oranges); ohsunga shei (denotes 
English yellow and some oranges) and oshitwima (blue or green). The basic term  for 
blue or green is also sometimes qualified by  references to specific items to differentiate 
between blue and green. For example, eulu which translates as ‘sky’ m ay be added to 
denote English blue, and omafo which translates as ‘grass’ m ay be added to denote 
English green.
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ANGOLA
F igu re  4.9. Outline map o f  Namibia. Ovam boland is the area shaded black.
The Ovakwanyama are from a less rem ote area than the H im ba and school is available 
for m ost children from six years and onwards, although it is often not taken up at this age 
and attendance is sporadic. Due to the influence o f  schooling and the influence o f  other 
languages, the Ovakwanyam a use some borrow ed colour terms (eg. oshiorange) although 
the frequency o f  these borrow ed term s is low. Table E l in appendix E gives colour 
naming frequencies for Ovakwanyam a adults (Davies, unpublished).
Cross-cultural differences in the category effect in children?
Possible category effects were investigated using a visual search task that varied the 
categorical relationship o f  target and distractors. Studies o f  visual search have shown that 
the perceptual sim ilarity o f  the target and the distractors affects the tim e taken to search 
for target. The greater the target-distractor similarity, the slower the search (eg. Duncan 
& Humphreys, 1989). There have been some studies o f visual search in  infants and 
children (eg. Colombo, Ryther, Frick & Gifford, 1995; Gerhardstein & Rovee-Collier, 
2002), although visual search studies have m ainly been conducted on adults. Visual 
search studies are also usually computerised and reaction tim es are m easured in
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m illiseconds. However, using a computerised task was not practical in  rural Namibia.
For instance, the rural areas o f  N am ibia where testing took place do not have electricity, 
and the children tested do not have fam iliarity w ith computers. Therefore, as in Boyles 
(2001; in preparation), a ‘paper and pen ’ version o f  the task was used. The task involved 
scanning an array o f  colours and m arking targets as they were found. There were 
m ultiple targets to ensure that search was long enough to be tim ed accurately. The 
stimuli consisted o f  a matrix o f  64 stimuli, m ade up o f  one third targets and two-thirds 
distractors. All targets were the sam e colour, and all distractors were the same colour. 
Targets and distractors were either from the same English category (within-category 
array) or from different categories (between-category array), (see Table 4.6 for 
Ovalcwanyama category membership). The betw een and w ithin-category target- 
distractor stimuli were the same as the stimulus pairs o f  Experim ent 4 (blue-green, blue- 
purple and red pink boundaries), where target-distractor separations on w ithin and 
between-category arrays were equal in  M unsell imits. The tim e taken to detect (mark) all 
targets was measured. Categorical responding is evidenced on this task i f  between- 
category arrays are completed faster than within-category arrays. The effect o f category 
(within / between), language group (British / Ovalcwanyama), age (4 / 5 / 6 / 7) and 
boundary (blue-green /  blue-purple / pink-red) on search times was analysed.
Effects o f linguistic categorisation?
It was expected that British children would have a linguistic boundary for blue-green, 
blue-purple and pink-red boundaries. Oshiwkanyama has no basic colour term for purple 
and the equivalent colour term  for blue (oshitwima) does not include purple, so it was 
expected that the blue-puiple boundary w ould be defined as oshitwima—*1 don’t know ’. 
Oshikwanyama has a term  —  oshitilyana w hich incorporates reds, oranges and darker 
pinks, although some lighter pinks are not included in this term. The pink stimuli used in 
the task were o f  high M unsell lightness, therefore it was expected that the boundary 
would be defined as oshitilyana- ‘I don’t know ’. The predicted pattern o f  naming for the 
blue-green boimdary was less clear. Oshikwyanama has one basic colour term that 
includes blue and green (oshitwima). This can also be qualified with a specific reference
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to distinguish between blue and green. A  study investigating colour integrality in 
Ovakwanyama and British children that also included a nam ing task, suggests that these 
qualifiers are used infrequently by  children (Franklin & Davies, in preparation). Eight 
stimuli that British children called blue and green, were m ost frequently called oshitwima 
by Ovakwanyam a children. Less than lA o f  Ovakwanyam a children used a specific 
reference to qualify oshitwima. Therefore, it was expected that the m ajority o f  children 
would name the blue-green stimuli w ith the basic term oshitwima and without a qualifier. 
Table 4.6 gives the M unsell codes o f  the stimuli in  each set and the predicted patterns o f 
naming. It was also expected that nam ing consensus would be higher for the British 
children.
T ab le  4.6. M unsell codes o f  stimuli in each set and the predicted patterns o f naming.
M unsell Codes English Oshikwanyama
Set o f  stimulus pairs Nam e Nam e
Blue-Purple A: 10B 3/10 Blue Oshitwima
B: 7.5PB 3/10 Blue Oshitwima
C: 5P 3/10 Purple I don’t know
Blue-Green A: 7 .5G 5/10 Green Oshitwim a
B: 5BG 5/10 Green Oshitwima
C: 2.5B 5/10 Blue Oshitwima
Pink-red A: 5R 4/14 Red Oshitilyana
B: 5R 5/12 Red Oshitilyana
C: 5R 6 /10 Pink I don’t know
If  linguistic categorisation modifies perceptual categorisation then the Ovakwanyama 
should not show a category effect for the blue-green boundary. The influence o f  a  name- 
‘I don’t know ’ boundary as opposed to an absolute name-nam e boundary is uncertain. 
Boyles (2001; in preparation) found that a nom inal similarity m easure that included an 
DDK response as a colour term predicted performance on triads and grouping tasks. This 
suggests that a nam e-ID K boundary m ay have an influence on the size o f  the category
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effect. To check these predicted patterns o f  naming, participants also completed a 
naming task in which stimuli from the visual search task were presented individually.
The m ajority nam e for each stim ulus was recorded for both language groups.
4.6.2. Summary o f research questions
1. Do children show categorical responding on a visual search task?
2. Does the strength o f  the category effect differ across language groups?
3. Does the strength o f  the category effect vary for different boundaries? Does this differ 
for different language groups?
4. Does the strength o f  the category effect change w ith age? Does this differ for 
different language groups?
5. Do cross-cultural differences in nam ing explain any cross-cultural differences in  the 
size o f the category effect?
4.6.3. Tests o f research questions
Research questions will be addressed w ith an ANOVA on search times with category 
(within /  between), language (Ovakwanyama /  British), age (4 / 5 /  6 / 7) and set (blue- 
green / blue-purple /  pink-red) as factors. The m ain effects o f  language, age and set are 
not directly related to the research questions. However, as it is expected that children 
w ill get faster w ith age, noting the m ain effect o f  age provides a useful check on the 
reliability /  validity o f  the task. In addition, the research questions are not concerned w ith 
overall differences between British and Ovakwanyam a —  the m ain effect o f  language. 
However, there is a general problem  w ith some cross-cultural tasks that tribal people 
generally do less w ell (as seen in  Experim ent 4b); i f  there were big differences between 
language groups this w ould m ake interpreting interactions difficult. Therefore, noting the 
m ain effect o f language provides a check on this.
The m ain test o f  research question 1 is the m ain effect o f  category. The m ain test o f  
research question 2 is the interaction betw een category and language. This interaction is 
crucial to the experiment, h i addition, the interaction between category, language and set
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is o f importance to research question 2. The m ain test o f  research question 3 is the 
interaction betw een age, category and language. Conducting the ANOVAs again on each 
language group separately will reveal the reason for any significant interactions involving 
language. Research question 4 w ill be addressed by analysing patterns o f  naming, to see 
whether differences in linguistic categorisation can explain differences in the category 
effect (this will be clarified later).
4.6.4. M ethod 
Participants
Sixty-four British children and 45 Ovalcwanyama children took part in the study. The 
age range o f  the participants was 4 years to 8 years (mean age for the British sample was 
5.50 (1.13) and for the Ovakwanyam a sample was 5.53 (1.16)). In the Ovalcwanyama 
sample there were 12 four year olds, 9 five year olds, 12 six year olds, and 12 seven year 
olds. For the British sample there w ere sixteen children in each year. There were equal 
numbers o f  boys and girls in the British sample, and 40% o f  the Ovalcwanyama sample 
were male. The British participants were sampled from schools in Surrey, England and 
the Nam ibian participants were sampled from Ovakwanyama speaking villages in 
Namibia.
Stimuli and Design
Visual search task. V isual search arrays consisted o f an A4 sheet o f  card with 48 
circles m easuring 2cm  in diameter. The circles were arranged in an equally spaced grid 
o f  6 columns and 8 rows (refer to Figure 4.10). At the top centre o f  the page was a single 
target circle. Sixteen circles were the same colour as the target. The rem aining 32 
distractor circles were another colour, giving a distractor: target ratio o f  2:1. This total 
num ber o f  circles and ratio was chosen because a previous study o f  visual search in 
children (Boyles, 2001; in preparation) showed this array size was a suitable compromise 
betw een fatigue versus tim ing accuracy.
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oStimuli were produced by a Hewlett Packard colour proofer controlled to produce 
M unsell equivalents, checked by a M inolta-CS-100 colorimeter.
For the British participants, the tasks were completed under lighting conditions that 
approximated natural daylight (colour temp: 6500°K, lux = 810 - 1880). For the 
Nam ibian participants the tasks were completed outside, not in direct sunlight or deep 
shade (temp: 5500 -  7000°K as indicated by a Gossen colormaster 3F). For the Namibian 
data, the experimenter was a student nurse at the University o f  Namibia, W indhoek. Her 
native language was Oshikwanyama, and the data was collected in and near to her hom e 
village. Training on the task procedure was provided and translations o f  the task 
instructions were discussed to ensure that they were satisfactory.
Each participant completed six arrays each made up o f  two colours. For each set (blue- 
purple, blue-green & pink-red) there were two arrays: within-category (stimuli A & B) 
and between-category (stimuli B & C) (refer to Table 4.6 for M unsell codes and stimulus 
pairings). For each array there were two versions, with the allocation o f  target and
Fig 4.10. Example o f  search array, not to scale.
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distractor reversed for each version. For example, in version 1 o f a within-category array 
stimulus A  was the target and B was the distractor. In version 2 o f  a within-category 
array stimulus B was the target and A  was the distractor. H alf o f  the participants in each 
language and age group were given one version and the other h a lf were given the other.
Naming task. Two cm2 coloured squares o f  each stimulus were m ounted on 4cm2 
squares o f  white coloured card. These were used for individual stimulus naming.
Procedure
Visual search task The participant was given a practice array (which was 
composed o f  focal green and yellow targets and distractors), covered w ith a transparent 
acetate6. British participants were then told: “In this game you have to find all the dots 
that are the same colour as this dot at the top. So when I say ‘go’ can you m ark all the 
dots that are the same colour as this dot at the top. W hen you have finished put your pen 
in the empty circle on the bottom  o f  the page. Can you do it as fast as you can.” 
Ovakwanyama participants were told a translation o f  these instructions, administered by a 
native speaker. Once it was clear that the participant understood the task, the six 
experimental arrays were completed in a random  order. The tim e taken to complete the 
array was measured w ith a stop watch.
Naming task. After completing the visual search task, the participants were asked 
to name each stimulus presented individually. The order o f stimulus presentation was 
randomised.
4.6.5. Results 
Visual Search
Few eiTors (false alarms or m isses) were m ade by  either language group (for both British 
and Ovakwanyama less than 1% o f  responses were errors), therefore the task was only 
analysed in  term s o f  the tim e taken to complete the array. Table 4.7. gives the m ean times 
in seconds taken to find the targets in  each array.
6 The transparency did not alter the CIE co-ordinates o f the stimuli.
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Table 4.7. M ean search times (secs) for B ritish and Nam ibian participants, for blue- 
purple, blue-green and pink-red set arrays, for each age group separately and overall,
British Ovakwanyama
Age W ithin Between W ithin Between
Blue-Purple
4 35.9 (12.8) 30.7 (12.3) 27.4 (9.6) 26.0 (11.8)
5 32.4 (5.2) 27.9 (5.3) 35.2(11.5) 30.8 (6.3)
6 28.8 (8.5) 24.6 (7.8) 22.5 (10.5) 20.4 (7.2)
7 19.0 (4.3) 16.4 (3.2) 19.0 (4.9) 17.4 (5.1)
All 29 .0(10.3) 24.9 (9.4) 25.4 (10.7) 23.2 (9.3)
Blue-Green
4 35.1 (13.3) 34.4 (14.6) 24.7 (5.9) 23.1 (4.4)
5 32.9 (4.2) 28.3 (8.5) 28.1 (12.9) 32.8 (14.0)
6 28.1 (9.2) 25.1 (6.8) 21.7 (7.0) 20.1 (5.3)
7 20.0 (6.5) 16.8 (4.1) 20.0 (5.7) 19.2 (4.2)
All 29.0 (10.5) 26.2 (11.2) 23.3 (8.3) 23.2 (8.8)
Pink-red
4 43.5 (9.2) 34.3 (8.3) 24.6 (7.2) 25.1 (11.6)
5 39.3 (12.1) 29,0 (9.5) 35.2 (9.1) 33.8 (9.3)
6 38.5 (9.0) 30.0 (9.3) 22.9 (8.8) 22.6 (10.9)
7 30.1 (11.1) 20.7 (5.1) 22.5 (7.8) 17.5 (3.4)
All 37.8 (11.3) 28.5 (9.4) 25.7 (9.3) 24.1 (10.7)
A n ANOVA looking at the effects o f  category (Between /  W ithin), language (British / 
Oshikwanyama), set (blue-purple /  blue-green /  pink-red) and age (4 /  5 / 6 /  7) was 
conducted on the tim e taken to com plete the arrays. Significant interactions involving 
language were explored w ith separate ANOVAs for each language group.
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Main effects
Category, (relevant to research question 1) Participants were slower on within- 
category arrays (mean =  32.8 secs (12.06)) than betw een (mean = 26.7 secs (10.16)), F  
(1, 101) = 57.62 , MSE =  30.26 , p<  .001, q2 =  0.36 .
Language group. British were slower than Ovakwanyama participants: (British 
m ean tim e =  29.2 secs (8.72); Ovalcwanyama m ean time = 24.1 secs (8.23)), F  (1, 101) =
11.48, MSE =  284.56,/? < .001, q2 =  0.10.
Age. There was a significant difference in speed across the ages: (4 years =  31.1 
secs (10.4), 5 years =  32.1 secs (6.9), 6 years =  26.0 secs (7.5), 7 years = 20.0 secs (3.8)), 
F  (3,101) =  16.65, MSE =  284.56,/? < .001, q2 — 0.33. Bonferroni post hoc tests 
comparing consecutive ages revealed significant differences in speed between 5 and 6 
year olds, t (51) =  3.45,/? <  .005 and betw een 6 and 7 year olds, t (54) = 2.98, p  < .05, but 
not betw een 4 and 5 year olds, t (51) =  0.90,/? =  1.0.
Set. There was a significant difference in speed across different sets: (blue-purple 
=  26.0 secs (9.4), blue-green = 25.8 sees (9.4), pink-red =  29.8 secs (10.3)), F  (2,202) = 
20.11, MSE = 44.36,/? < .001, q2 =  0.17. Bonferroni post hoc tests revealed significant 
differences in speed7 between the blue-purple set and the pink-red set, t (108) =  4.87,/? < 
.001, and between the blue-green set and the pink-red set, t (108) =  5.16, p  <  .001, but not 
the blue-purple set and the blue-green set, t (108) =  0.48,/? =  1).
Interactions
Significant interactions betw een language and category (F (1, 101) = 22.85, MSE =  
30.26,/? <  .001, q2 =  0.18), language and age (F  (3,101) =  3.89, MSE =  284.56,/? <  .05, 
q2 =  0.10), and language and set (F (2,202) = 9.40, MSE =  44.36,/? <  .001, q2 =  0.09) 
were found. There were also significant interactions between category and set (F  (2,202)
7 NB. Search on pink-red arrays (stimuli separated by 20 AE) was slower than on blue-purple and blue- 
green arrays (stimuli separated by 30 AE). This is consistent with Duncan & Humphrey’s (1989) claim that 
perceptual similarity affects search times.
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= 8.32, MSE =  26.56, p  < .001, rj2 -  0.08), and category, set and language (F (6,202) =
5.01, MSE = 26.56,p  <  .01, rj2 -  0.05). No further significant interactions were found 
(largest F =  1.24, smallest p =  0.29).
The significant interactions betw een language and category and betw een language, 
category and set are o f  relevance to research question 2. To explore the reasons for these 
interactions, the ANOVA w as repeated but for each language separately. The interaction 
betw een language, category and age was not significant and this is o f  relevance to 
research question 3.
Categoiy by language interaction (relevant to research question 2)
Figure 4.11 gives the m ean within and between-category search times for the 
Ovakwanyama and the British children.
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F igu re  4.11. M ean within and betw een-category search times for British and 
Ovakwanyam a children. +/- lse  is shown.
The separate language ANOVAs revealed a significant category effect for the British 
children, F  (1,60) =  87.9, MSE =  32.21 ,p  <  .001, rj2 =  0.59. However, the category 
effect for the Ovakwanyama children was not quite significant8, F  (1,41) =  3.69, MSE -
8 Category effect close to significance, but note that the effect size is much smaller than effect size for 
English.
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27.41,/? =  0.06, rj1 =  0.08. Therefore, the reason for the interaction betw een language 
and category in the m ain ANOVA was that the British children show a m uch larger 
category effect than the Ovakwanyam a children.
Category by language by set interaction (relevant to research question 2)
Figure 4.12 gives the m ean within and between-category search tim es for the British 
children (a) and the Ovakwanyam a children (b) for each set.
Fig 4.12a.
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F igu re  4.12. M ean within and betw een-category search times for the British children (a) 
and the Ovakwanyama children (b), for each set. +/- lse  is shown.
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The separate language ANOVAs revealed a significant interaction between category and 
set for the British children, F  (2,120) = 12.38, MSE =  30.62,/? <  .001, q2 =  0.17, but not 
for the Ovakwanyam a children, (F = 1.80,/? = 0.17). Therefore, the reason for the 
interaction betw een language, category and set in the m ain ANOVA was that there was a 
significant interaction o f  category and set for the British but not for the Ovakwanyama. 
Further exploration o f  the British category b y  set interaction, w ith paired comparison t 
tests (bonferroni corrected significance level <  .016), revealed that there was a significant 
category effect for each set: blue-purple, t (63) =  4.62,/? < .001; blue-green, t (63) = 2.63, 
/? <  .016; and the pink-red set, t (63) = 9.96, p  <  .001.
The significant interactions o f  language and age and o f  language and set are not crucial to 
the any o f  the research questions outlined in the introduction. However, as these 
interactions involve comparisons o f  each language group’s search times, these 
interactions m ay be important for understanding cross-cultural differences. Therefore, 
these interactions are explored below.
Language by age interaction
Figure 4.13 gives the m ean search times for each age, for each language group.
B r i t i s h  
O v a k w a n y a m a
A g e  ( y e a r s )
F igu re  4.13. M ean search times for each age group, for British and Ovakwanyam a 
children.
V
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The separate ANOVAs on each language group revealed a significant difference in speed 
across the ages for Ovakwanyama search times, F  (3,41) = 7.06, MSE = 287.66,/? < .001, 
rf = 0.34, and for British search times, F  (3,60) = 13.94, MSE = 282.44,/? < .001, rf =  
0.41. For the Ovakwanyama search times, Bonferroni post hoes comparing consecutive 
ages revealed significant differences in speed between 5 and 6 year olds, t (19) = 3.58,/? 
< .005, but not between 6 and 7 year olds, t (22) = 0.86, /? = 1, and not between 4 and 5 
year olds, t (19) = 2.46,/? =  0.11. For the British search times, Bonferroni post hoes 
comparing consecutive ages revealed significant differences in speed between 6 and 7 
year olds, t (30) = 3.57, /? < .005, but not between 4 and 5 year olds, / (30) = 1.64, /? = 
0.63, and not between 5 and 6 year olds, t (30) = 1.02,/? = 1. Therefore, the reason for 
the interaction between language and age, was that the developmental pattern o f  search 
times differed for the British and the Ovakwanyama.
Language and set
Figure 4.14 gives the m ean search times for each set, for each language group.
B l u e - p u r p l e  B l u e - g r e e n  P i n k - r e d  
S e t  t y p e
F igure 4.14. M ean search times for each set, for each language group. +/- lse  is shown.
The separate ANOVAs for each group revealed a significant difference in search times 
for each set for the British, F  (2,60) = 29.5, MSE = 50.66,/? < .001, rf = 0.33, but not for 
the Ovakwanyama, F = 2.07, p  — 0.13. For the British search times, Bonferroni post
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hoes revealed significant differences in speed betw een the blue-purple set and the pink- 
red set, t (63) =  5.70,/? <  .001, and betw een the blue-green set and the pink-red set, t (63) 
=  6.04, /? < .001, but not betw een the blue-purple set and the blue-green set, t (63) = - 
1.13,/? = 0.78). Therefore, the reason for the interaction betw een language and set, was 
that search times varied w ith set type for the British but not for the Ovakwanyama.
Effects o f naming on search (relevant to research question 4)
Naming frequencies. Table 4.8. gives the naming frequencies (%) for each set.
For the British participants there was high consistency in the nam ing o f  the stimuli. The 
m ajority term was 96 -  100% in agreement w ith the intended linguistic boundary. For 
example, 100% o f  the British participants assigned the same term  (blue) to stimuli 10B 
3/10 and 7.5PB 3/10, therefore this pair was in the same linguistic category (within- 
category pair). N inety-six point nine percent nam ed 5P 3/10 as purple, therefore 7.5PB 
3/10 and 5P 3/10 belonged to different linguistic categories (between-category pair). The 
same pattern was found for the blue-green and pink-red pairs w ith A  and B being given 
the same colour term  (within-category) and B and C being given different colour terms 
(between-category).
For the Ovakwanyma participants there was lower agreement, w ith only 39 -  61% 
agreeing on the m ajority colour term. The m ajority term  for all the stimuli o f  the blue- 
green and blue-purple sets except 5P 3/10 was oshitwima. However, this was sometimes 
qualified by  adding either eulu ( ‘sky’) or omafo ( ‘grass’). For example, o f  the 60.9% 
who nam ed 10B 3/10 as oshitwima, 41%  added the word eulu (oshitwima eulu) and 10% 
added the word omafo (oshitwima omafo), 49% added no extra word. For all the stimuli 
o f  the blue-green, blue-purple sets the frequencies o f  adding omafo or eulu were smaller 
than the frequency o f  giving oshitwima alone. The use o f  omafo or eulu was also 
sporadic and was not restricted to a certain subset o f  individuals. The m ajority name for 
stimuli A  and B o f  the pink-red set was oshitilyana.
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Table 4.8. Frequencies (%) o f  term s given for British and Ovakwanyam a participants. 
The m ajority term  is in bold, ID K  = T don’t know ’. The data in brackets is the % o f
children who offer oshitwima and who also clarify this with a specific reference.
Set British Naming Oshikwanyama Naming
Blue-Purple
A: 10B 3/10 Blue 100 Oshitwima
( -e u lu  41.0) 
(-om afo  10.0) 
Specific reference 
IDK
60.9
23.9 
15.2
B: 7.5PB 3/10 Blue 100 Oshitwima
( -e u lu  33.0) 
( - omafo 5.6) 
Specific reference 
IDK
39.1
37.0
23.9
C: 5P 3/10 Purple 96.9 IDK 50.0
Blue 3.1 Specific reference 
Oshitwima
28.3
21.7
( -  omafo 5.0)
( -  eulu_______ 2.0)
Green-Blue
A: 7.5G 5/10 
B: 5BG 5/10 
C: 2.5B 5/10
Green 100 Oshitwima
(-om afo  31.2) 
( -  eulu 9.4) 
Specific reference 
IDK
69.5
17.4
13.0
Green
Blue
98.4
1.6
Oshitwima
( - e u lu  16.1) 
( - omafo 12.9) 
IDK
Specific reference
67.4
13.0
19.5
Blue
Green
98.4
1.6
Oshitwima
( - eulu 16.0) 
IDK
Specific reference
52.2
28.3
17.4
Pink-Red
A: 5R4/14 Red 100 Oshitilyana 82.6
IDK 13.1
Specific reference 4.3
B: 5R 5/12 Red 92.2 Oshitilyana 47.8
Pink 7.8 IDK 38.0
Specific reference 15.2
C: 5R 6/10 Pink 100 IDK 58.6
Specific reference 30.4
Oshitilyana 10.9
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The Ovakwanyama also offered references to specific items as names for the stimuli. For 
example, for the stimuli from the blue-green and blue-purple sets the w ord omufyaati was 
offered which translates as ‘the leaves o f  m opane trees’, and ombidi w hich translates as 
Tike traditional spinach’. The words onyango ( ‘bile’), omeva ( ‘w ater’), ongobe ediya 
( ‘brown ox’) and elolo ( ‘species o f  tick ’) were also offered. For the stimuli from the 
pink-red set the word oshiolaole ( ‘earthworm ’) was offered as a name. The frequencies 
for all o f  these terms were grouped together to form a ‘specific reference’ category. The 
use o f  these specific references was sporadic and was not restricted to a certain subset o f  
individuals.
Several Ovakwanyam a participants did not nam e the stimulus and these responses were 
classified as ‘I don’t know ’ (IDK). This response was the m ajority response for the 
stimulus 5P 3/10 from the blue-purple set and 5R 6/10 from the pink-red set. The low 
level o f  nam ing agreement m eant that there w as no clear name-nam e boundary for the 
blue-purple and pink-red sets. However, i f  ‘I don’t know ’ is treated as indicating non­
membership in  a category, then the position o f  linguistic boundary shows higher 
consensus. Based on the m ajority response, the pair 10B 3/10 and 7.5PB 3/10 was a 
within-category pair (oshitwima, oshitwima). The pair 7.5PB 3/10 and 5P 3/10 was a 
between-category pair (oshitwima, T don’t know ’). The same pattern was found for the 
pink-red set, the pair 5R 4/14 and 5R 5/12 are nam ed as a within-category pair 
(ioshitilyana, ohsitilyand). The pair 5R 5/12 and 5R 6/10 were nam ed as a between- 
category pair (oshitilyana, ‘I don’t  know ’). A  different pattern w as found for the blue- 
green boundary pairs w ith 7.5G 5/10 and 5BG 5/10 being nam ed as within-category 
(<oshitwima, oshitwima) and 5BG 5/10 and 2.5B 5/10 being nam ed as within (oshitwima, 
oshitwima).
I f  the category effect in  the British children is only due to nam ing then the Ovakwanyama 
children who show the same pattern o f  nam ing as the British should show a category 
effect too. The size o f  the category effect was investigated for those Ovakwanyama 
children who gave the within-category. stim uli the same name and the between-category
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stimuli different names. There were 15 children showing this pattern o f  naming across 
the blue-purple boundary, 10 across the blue-green boundary and 17 across the pink-red 
boundary9. Table 4.9 gives the m ean search times o f these children for within and 
between arrays.
T ab le  4.9. M ean search tim es (SD) for w ithin and between-category arrays, for each set.
Set type
Category Blue-purple Blue-green Pink-red
W ithin 28.7 (11.1) 21.8(4 .9) 26.4(10.1)
Between 25.5 (7.9) 21.1 (5.3) 27.7 (11.8)
Paired comparison t tests revealed no significant category effect for these children on any 
set: blue-purple, t (14) = 1.84,/? =  0.09; blue-green set, t (13) = 0.95,/? = 0.36; pink-red, t 
(15) =  0.96,/? =  0.35.
4.6.6. D iscussion 
Cross-cultural differences
The Ovakwanyama children were faster than the British. Additionally, there were cross- 
cultural differences in the speed o f  search at different ages and the speed o f  search on 
different sets. There were two interactions key to the research questions —  an interaction 
between category and language and an interaction between category, language and set. 
Firstly, the category effect (faster between-category search than within) for the 
Ovakwanyama, although approaching significance was small in comparison to the highly 
significant and large category effect for the British (refer to Figure 4.11). Secondly, the 
category effect did not vary w ith age or w ith set type for the Ovakwanyama, whereas for 
the British the size o f  the category effect varied across sets, and not across age.
9 The relationship between naming patterns and the category effect was analysed in various ways, on no 
occasion did the naming pattern for die Ovakwanyama predict the category effect.
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Cross-cultural differences due to language?
British nam ing revealed highly consistent linguistic boundaries for blue-purple, blue- 
green and pinlc-red sets. For the Ovakwanyma, naming consensus was low, but based on 
the m ajority response, there were nam e-ID K boundaries for the blue-purple and pink-red 
set and no boundary for the blue-green set. It is possible that the British children showed 
a m uch stronger category effect than the Ovakwanyama because o f  the differences in 
naming. Firstly, agreement on the linguistic boundaries was stronger for the British than 
the Ovakwanyama, therefore it could be argued that the British showed a larger category 
effect because the linguistic boundaries w ere m ore clearly defined. However, w hen the 
Ovakwanyama children who have the same pattern o f  nam ing as the m ajority o f  the 
British are analysed separately, a category effect was still not shown. A  second potential 
explanation is that a name-nam e boundary induces a stronger category effect than a 
nam e-IDK boundary. This w ould explain w hy British children showed a stronger 
category effect as for the British there w as a name-nam e boundary for all three sets, 
whereas for the Ovakwanyam a there were nam e-ID K boundaries for blue-purple and 
pinlc-red sets. To test this conjecture, categorical responding across a name-nam e 
boundary for the Ovakwanyam a (such as green-yellow) should be investigated.
However, i f  nam ing affects the size o f  the category effect, we w ould also expect intra­
language linguistic differences across sets to impact on the category effect —  they don’t. 
For example, the Ovakwanyam a have nam e-ID K boundaries for blue-purple and pink-red 
and no linguistic boundary for green-blue, yet the strength o f  the category effect does not 
vary across set. Additionally, all sets have name-nam e boundaries for the British and 
there is no difference in  the amount o f  nam ing agreement across sets, yet the category 
effect does vary across set. Consequently, a language account o f  categorical responding 
cannot fully explain the pattern o f  category effects found here.
Cross-cultural differences in strategy? Are the category effects perceptual?
A n alternative explanation for the cross-cultural differences in  the category effect is that 
the British and Ovakwanyam a m ay use different strategies w hen completing the visual
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search task. It is possible that the British children m ake use o f  their colour names when 
searching for the target, but the Ovakwanyam a children do not. For example, the British 
children m ake note o f  the name o f  the target and then search for all stimuli w ith the same 
name. This w ould explain w hy search on within-category arrays was slower for the 
British children, as this nam ing strategy w ould only facilitate search on arrays where 
targets and distractors had different names. This would also explain w hy the British were 
slower in searching for targets than the Ovakwanyama, as nam ing stimuli during the task 
would slow the search down. The implications o f  this conjecture are that the category 
effect shown by  the British children is not truly perceptual —  rather it is a result o f  direct 
naming. On average the British children take less than 0.5 seconds to search for each 
item (overall search tim e / 64 items). It needs to be investigated whether a child could 
name a colour in this amount o f  tim e and at the same time tick any targets. There are 
other various ways o f  testing the idea that search was conducted using a direct-naming 
strategy. First, the visual search task could be completed alongside a verbal interference 
task such as saying nonsense syllables (eg. bla-bla) whilst searching. I f  the category 
effect in British participants is due to direct nam ing then it should disappear when a 
verbal strategy is blocked. Second, i f  the category effect is truly perceptual, then it 
should affect perceptual processes such as pop-out. Pop-out could be investigated by 
varying the num ber o f  distractors. I f  a target pops-out then the speed o f  search w ould not 
be affected by  the num ber o f  distractors. Therefore, the num ber o f  distractors on within 
and between-category arrays could be varied, and i f  the task is being completed 
perceptually then search times should not vary according to the num ber o f  distractors. 
However, i f  search is completed using a nam ing strategy search should get slower as the 
num ber o f  distractors increases due to the num ber o f  stimuli to be nam ed increasing.
Other potential reasons fo r  cross-cultural differences
The cross-cultural differences in the size o f  the category effect could not easily be 
explained in  terms o f  language. Therefore, alternative reasons for cross-cultural 
differences also need to be considered. There are various other reasons for the cross- 
cultural differences in the size o f  the category effect. For example, as discussed in
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Chapter 3, it is possible that perceptual colour space is not universal due to variations in 
physiology (eg: m acula pigm entation (Bornstein, 1973); lens bunescence (Davies, Laws, 
Corbett & Jerrett, 1998; Lindsey & Brown, 2002; cone photopigm ent types (Jameson, 
Highnote & W asserman, 2001)). A lternatively, perceptual colour space m ay not be 
universal due to variations in the structure o f  the colour environment and ‘visual diet’. 
There is however, currently no direct evidence that any o f  these factors can account for 
the differences in  the size o f  the category effect o f  British and Ovakwanyam a children.
4.6.7. Summary o f  m ain findings
■ Ovakwanyam a children w ere faster at locating targets, they do not show a category 
effect and this lack o f  a category effect does not change with set type.
■ British children were slow er at locating targets, they do show a category effect, and 
the size o f the category effect varies w ith set type.
■ The category effect did not vary w ith age and this did not vary w ith language group.
■ These cross-cultural differences could not be easily explained in  term s o f  linguistic 
categorisation. For example, Ovakwanyam a children w ith between-category 
linguistic boundaries also did not show a category effect.
■ The category effects shown by  the British m ay not be perceptual —  rather they m ay 
be a result o f  direct-naming.
4.7. General Discussion
The two m ain aims o f  Chapter 4 were to assess the effect o f  language on categorical 
responding in toddlers and children, and to establish whether category effects in  toddlers 
and children are perceptual. The issues o f  the effect o f language on the category effect, 
and the nature o f  the category effect have been discussed for each experiment. The 
following section compares the findings o f  Experim ent 4 w ith Experim ent 5 on these two 
issues.
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4.7.1. Issue 2: W hat is the effect o f  language on the category effect?
In Experim ent 4 there was no effect o f  linguistic categorisation on the size o f  the 
category effect, the category effect was not stronger for those children who knew more 
colour term s and there were no differences in the size o f  the category effect between 
different language groups (British, Himba). In Experiment 5 (British, Ovakwanyama) 
there were differences in the size o f  the category effect betw een different language 
groups. On first appearances, this category difference looks like an effect o f language. 
However, a sub group o f  Ovakwanyam a children who had the same pattern o f  naming as 
the English children also did not show a category effect. Therefore, these differences 
could not easily be explained by differences in  naming and m ay be due to cross-cultural 
differences in  the use o f  task strategy. Therefore, both experiments found no strong 
evidence that language m odifies the extent o f  the category effect.
4.7.2. Issue 3: Are the category effects perceptual?
In Experiment 4, the category effects shown by  the British two year olds and H im ba 
toddlers were not due to direct-naming, a shift towards prototype, an inability to 
discriminate within-category stim uli o f  those separation sizes, or a m isunderstanding o f  
the task instructions. Category effects were reduced when the m em ory component o f  the 
task was weakened or removed. However, this m ay be due to ceiling effects or due to an 
interaction o f  the category effect w ith task accuracy. Therefore, for Experim ent 4, it is 
unclear whether category effects are m em ory or perceptual effects. In Experim ent 5, the 
category effect shown by  the British children is unlikely to be a due to a m em ory 
m echanism  as the visual search task had no obvious m em ory component. However, it is 
unclear whether the category effect was perceptual or whether it was due to the British 
children using a direct-naming strategy when completing the task.
Are the underlying m echanism s o f  the category effects in Experiments 4 and 5 the same? 
One possibility is that both the category effects on the 2-AFC task and the visual search 
task are perceptual. I f  this is so, then an explanation is needed for w hy a perceptual 
category effect in British children was present at 2 years, absent at 3 years and back again
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between the ages o f  4 and 8. Does the lack o f  a perceptual effect at 3 years represent a 
distinct stage in perceptual developm ent? A n explanation is also needed for w hy the 
perceptual effect is absent in Ovakwanyam a children. At what age do these perceptual 
differences between Ovakwanyam a and British children arise and what is the cause o f  
these differences? A  second explanation is that neither the category effects in 
Experim ent 4 or 5 are perceptual. For example, the category effect in younger 
participants (eg. infants and toddlers) m ay be due to the w ay in which colour is 
m emorised, whilst the category effect in older participants (eg. children and adults) m ay 
be due to the use o f  a direct-nam ing strategy. How does this account for the lack o f  a 
category effect in British 3 year olds and Ovakwanyam a children? It could be argued 
that 3 year olds show no category effect because they no longer m em orise colour in  the 
same w ay as infants and younger toddlers, but have not yet learnt to use a direct-naming 
strategy when completing tasks. It could also be argued that the Ovakwanyama children 
do not use a direct-naming strategy due to cultural factors such as differences in 
schooling. Both o f  these possibilities are speculative and further studies are needed to 
directly test them. It is possible that the underlying m echanism  o f  the category effect and 
the extent o f  the category effect m ay vary according to the nature and demands o f  the 
task, and the cognitive and perceptual abilities o f  the participant, and additionally that 
these factors m ay interact. Therefore, future studies that investigate the nature o f  the ‘CP 
effect’ need to take these factors into account.
4.8. Conclusions of the Chapter
Using the classic CP design, category effects across blue-purple and blue-green hue 
boundaries and across a pink-red lightness-saturation boundary were shown by 2 year old 
British children on a 2-AFC task and by  British children betw een the ages o f  4 and 8 on a 
visual search task. H im ba toddlers also showed categorical responding across the blue- 
purple boundary on a 2-AFC task. British 3 year olds did not show a category effect on a 
2-AFC task and Ovakwanyam a 4-8 year olds did not show a category effect on a visual 
search task. The age differences in the category effects could not be explained by 
differences in naming, and the cross-cultural differences could not easily explained by
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differences in naming. The underlying m echanism  and nature o f  the categoiy effects is 
also unclear. It is proposed that the nature and size o f  the category effect m ay be 
influenced by  the nature and demands o f  the task and by  other factors such as the 
perceptual and cognitive abilities o f  the participant. Further studies are needed to test this 
hypothesis directly.
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLICATIONS FOR THE DEBATE 
AND FUTURE RESEARCH
5.1. Overview
In Chapter 1 three questions that are core to the debate about the nature and origin o f  the 
categorical responding were identified. The three questions were: is the category effect 
hardwired?; what is the effect o f  language on the category effect?; and is the category 
effect perceptual? Throughout this thesis the findings o f each experiment have been 
discussed in  term s o f  these three core questions. The m ain aims o f  Chapter 5 are to 
discuss the cumulative impact o f  the findings o f  the thesis, to outline unresolved issues 
and to suggest future research. Firstly, a sum m ary o f  the m ain findings is given.
5.2. Summary of the main findings
Chapter 2 reviewed the existing studies that have investigated category effects in infant 
colour perception. Limitations o f  the studies o f  Bornstein, Kessen & W eiskopf (1976) 
and Gerhardstein, Renner & Rovee-Collier, (1999) were outlined. The overall conclusion 
o f  Chapter 2 was that m ore studies investigating category effects in infant colour 
perception were needed. The requirem ents for a valid investigation and issues that 
warranted further investigation were outlined.
Chapter 3 presented new evidence for infant colour categories. Using a novelty 
preference task, Experiments 1, 2 and 3 indicated that four-month old infants respond to 
colour categorically. Significant novelty preference was only shown w hen novel and 
familiar stimuli were from different categories. W hen novel and fam iliar stimuli were 
from the same category, preference for the novel stimulus was at chance. The size o f the 
stimulus separation had no effect on the amount o f  novelty preference. Category effects 
were shown for prim ary (blue-green) and secondary (blue purple) hue boundaries, for a 
blue-purple hue and lightness boundary, and for a pink-red boundary defined by 
differences in lightness and saturation. The category effects were not due to a shift
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towards prototype effect. It was suggested that the presence o f  category effects in 
infancy m ay im ply that the category effect is hardwired and that language is not the 
origin o f  the category effect, although it was also acknowledged that the visual diet and 
linguistic diet hypotheses cannot be ruled out. It was also suggested that the underlying 
m echanism  o f  the category effect in infants and adults might not be the same. However, 
it was acknowledged that differences in the category effect o f  adults and infants could be 
due to differences in the types o f  tasks, task demands and task conditions.
Chapter 4 tested for categorical responding across the blue-green and blue-purple hue 
boundaries and the pink-red lightness saturation boundary in toddlers and children. The 
two m ain aims o f  Chapter 4 were to establish whether language affects the category 
effect and to investigate whether the category effect is perceptual. Experim ent 4 
investigated category effects in toddlers using a 2-AFC task that was m odified for use 
w ith young children. Experim ent 4a tested for category effects across the three 
boundaries in British 2 and 3 year olds. Overall, target identification was more accurate 
w hen targets and foils were from different categories than from the same category. This 
was found for blue-green, blue-purple and pink-red boundaries. However, the category 
effect varied w ith age —  a significant effect o f  category was found at 2 years but not at 3 
years. The extent o f  the category effect did not vary with patterns o f  linguistic 
categorisation and it was not related to the extent o f colour term  knowledge. The 
category effects were not due to a shift towards prototype. Experim ent 4b, using the 
same task as Experim ent 4a, investigated category effects across the blue-purple 
boundary in H im ba toddlers. These H im ba toddlers had no explicit or implicit linguistic 
knowledge o f  the blue-purple boundary yet they were also m ore accurate at target 
identification when targets and foils were from  different rather than same categories. The 
extent o f  the category effect did not differ for Him ba and British toddlers. Experim ent 4c 
investigated the nature o f  the category effect. Categorical responding across the pink-red 
boundary in British 2-year olds w as assessed under various task conditions. The size o f  
the category effect interacted w ith task condition. W hen there was no delay on the 2- 
AFC task and w hen target presentation and stimulus choice were simultaneous, no
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significant category effects w ere found. It was suggested that the reduction in category 
effect w hen the m em ory component o f  the task was reduced or rem oved m ight indicate 
that the category effect is a m em ory effect rather than a perceptual effect. However, it 
was also acknowledged that the reduction in the category effect m ight have been due to 
ceiling effects or due to an interaction o f  the category effect w ith accuracy.
Experim ent 5 investigated category effects in children from two populations whose 
language segments the colour space differently. British children showed category effects 
across the three boundaries on a visual search task, although the Ovakwanyama children 
did not. For the British children, visual search for targets was faster amongst different 
category distractors than amongst same category distractors, for blue-green, blue-purple 
and pink-red boundaries. The strength o f  the category effect did not vary with age, but 
did vary across different boundaries. For the Ovakwanyama children there was no 
significant difference in the tim e taken to complete within and between-category arrays 
and this did not vary with age or across different boundaries. British children had 
linguistic boundaries for all three boundaries, and consensus was high. Ovakwanyama 
children had Cnam e-I don’t know ’ boundaries for blue-purple and pink-red and no 
linguistic boundary for blue-green, although nam ing consensus was low for all three 
boundaries. However, a language accoimt could not fully explain the cross-cultural 
differences in the category effect. For example, even those Ovakwanyama children who 
had the same pattern o f  nam ing as the British (those who did have a between-category 
linguistic boundary) did not show a category effect. It was suggested that the cross- 
cultural differences in the category effect m ight have been due to cross-cultural 
differences in the strategy used to complete the task. It was suggested that the British 
m ay have been using a direct-nam ing strategy and the implications o f  this are that the 
category effect was not perceptual. There was no direct evidence to support this 
conjecture and alternative reasons for the cross-cultural differences were also outlined. 
The overall conclusion o f  Chapter 4 was that the size and nature o f  the category effect 
m ight vary according to the demands and nature o f  the task and the perceptual and 
cognitive abilities o f  the participant.
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5.3. Relating the findings to the main research questions
The following section discusses how these findings answer the research questions 
outlined at the end o f  Chapter 1.
5.3.1. To w hat extent are category effects hardwired?
As outlined in Chapter 1, naturalist theories o f  CP maintain that category effects are 
hardwired (eg. Bom stein, 1987b), w hereas labelling theories (eg. Roberson & Davidoff, 
2000) and perceptual change theories (eg. Ozgen & Davies, 2003) m aintain that category 
effects are acquired. Chapter 1 acknowledged the alternative possibility that some 
category effects could be hardw ired (ie. across prim ary boundaries or across hue 
boundaries), whilst other category effects could be acquired (ie. across secondary 
boundaries or across lightness/saturation boundaries).
This thesis addressed the question ‘to what extent are category effects hardw ired?’ in 
Experim ents 1, 2 and 3 by investigating category effects in four-month old infants, across 
a range o f  boundaries (primary & secondary, hue & lightness/saturation based). Due to 
the colour space and illuminant used, these experiments overcame the limitations o f  
Bom stein et a l.’s and Gerhardstein et a l.’s investigations. Category effects were found 
for both prim ary and secondary boundaries. Category effects were also found across hue 
boundaries and across a boundary defined by  differences in lightness and saturation.
The discussion o f  Chapter 3 considered whether these findings indicate that category 
effects are hardwired. Two possibilities were considered. One possibility is that even 
though category effects can be induced, category effects at certain locations are 
hardwired. A n alternative possibility is that categorical responding even in infants is 
acquired — due the infant’s ‘visual d ie f . This latter possibility cannot be m led out, 
although there is no evidence to directly support it. One w ay o f  testing whether 
categorical responding is hardw ired w ould be to test newborns. However, categorical 
responding to colour in newborns cannot be tested as newborns can m ake a very limited 
num ber o f  chrom atic discriminations. Cross-cultural infant studies m ay help distinguish
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whether category effects are acquired or hardwired (this is discussed later in section 5.4). 
Therefore, in response to the question ‘are categoiy effects hardw ired?’, this thesis 
concludes that categorical responding is shown by  infants, although whether this effect is 
hardwired or acquired rem ains to be tested.
5.3.2. W hat is the effect o f  language on the category effect?
As outlined in  Chapter 1, labelling theories (eg. Roberson & Davidoff, 2000) maintain 
that language is the origin o f  the category effect, and that the category effect is a result o f  
a direct-naming strategy. Perceptual change theories (eg. Ozgen & Davies, 2002) also 
argue that language can lead to the category effect, although it is argued that language 
actually alters the perceptual representation. Chapter 1 acknowledged the alternative 
possibility that language is not the origin o f  categorical responding, but that language 
m ay m odify the location or extent o f  the category effect.
This thesis addressed the question ‘what is the effect o f language on the category effect?’ 
by asking three other questions. First, do pre-linguistic infants show categorical 
responding? Second, does colour term  acquisition influence the strength o f  the category 
effect? Third, are there cross-cultural differences in the category effect o f  toddlers and 
children that can be explained by  differences in  naming? Experiments, 1, 2 and 3 
addressed the first question —  category effects were investigated in pre-linguistic infants. 
The discussion o f  Chapter 3 considered whether it was possible that language was the 
origin o f  the effect in infants, and that the infants had acquired the category effect from 
their ‘linguistic diet’. It was acknowledged that there was no evidence to directly support 
this position. Therefore, it was tentatively concluded that the presence o f  categorical 
responding in infancy suggests that language is not the origin o f  the categoiy effect.
The second question ‘does colour term  acquisition influence the strength o f  the category 
effect?’ was addressed in Experim ent 4a. Experim ent 4a addressed this question by 
investigating categorical responding at the age when basic colour term s are acquired.
The effect o f  colour term  acquisition was assessed by  comparing the size o f  the category
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effect for those children w ith a linguistic boundary, for those w ith a reverse linguistic 
boundary and for those w ith no linguistic boundary. There was no difference in the size 
o f  the category effect for the different patterns o f  naming. The effect o f  colour term 
acquisition was also assessed by  correlating the num ber o f colour term s known w ith the 
size o f  the category effect. There was no direct relationship betw een colour term 
knowledge and the size o f  the category effect. It was therefore concluded that colour 
term  acquisition does not influence the size o f  the category effect.
The third question ‘are there cross-cultural differences in  the category effect o f  toddlers 
and children that can be explained by  differences in nam ing?’ was addressed in 
Experiments 4b and 5. In Experim ent 4b, despite differences in naming betw een British 
and H im ba toddlers, the size o f  the category effect for each language group was not 
significantly different. In Experim ent 5, there were cross-cultural differences in the 
category effect o f  children on a visual search task. The British children showed a 
significant category effect for all three boundaries, whereas the Ovakwanyama children 
did not show significant category effects for any boundary. However, this cross-cultural 
difference could not easily be explained by differences in naming. For example, those 
Ovakwanyam a children who did have a linguistic boundary also did not show a 
significant category effect. The discussion o f  Experim ent 5 considered alternative 
reasons for the cross-cultural differences. It was suggested that the cross-cultural 
differences in the size o f  the category effect m ay have been due to the different language 
groups using different strategies to complete the task. Other potential reasons — such as 
differences in physiology (eg. m acula pigmentation) were considered, although it was 
acknowledged that there is no direct evidence that such differences can lead to 
differences in categorical responding. It was concluded that the reasons for the cross- 
cultural differences were unclear, although it was clear that they could not be entirely 
explained by differences in naming.
W hat do these three lines o f  investigation contribute to the overall question ‘what is the 
effect o f language on the category effect?’ This thesis has found no striking evidence o f
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the effect o f  language on the category effect. The presence o f  categorical responding in 
infants, the absence o f  an effect o f  colour term  acquisition in toddlers, the lack o f  cross- 
cultural differences in toddlers, and the fact that the cross-cultural differences in children 
cannot easily be explained by  differences in naming, all suggest that language has a 
minimal role in the category effect. W hy then do verbal interference studies find that the 
category effect disappears w hen a nam ing strategy is prevented, and w hy do previous 
cross-cultural studies find a parallel betw een nam ing and the category effect? Both the 
interference studies and the cross-cultural studies were conducted on adults. It is possible 
that language only modifies the category effect in adults —  w hen colour terms are more 
cognitively ingrained. A nother possibility is that the category effects found in infants, 
toddlers and children are not equivalent to the category effects found in the adult studies. 
The tasks are roughly equivalent —  for example a 2-AFC task was used in the toddler 
study and a 2-AFC task was used in the interference studies. However, it m ay be that 
there are differences in  the w ay that toddlers and adults approach the 2-AFC task that 
lead to differences in the underlying m echanism  o f  the category effect. The fact that this 
thesis presents little evidence to support the idea that language influences the category 
effect, whilst such evidence is found in  the literature, is puzzling. Explanations can only 
be hypothesised and future research is needed to resolve the apparent inconsistency.
5.3.3. Are category effects really perceptual?
As outlined in Chapter 1, perceptual change theories and naturalistic theories maintain 
that the category effect is perceptual, whereas labelling theories m aintain that the 
category effect is not perceptual. Chapter 1 acknowledged alternative possibilities. For 
example, it was acknowledged that the phenom enon o f  ‘Categorical Perception’ m ay 
actually be a range o f  effects w ith a range o f  underlying mechanisms. It was 
acknowledged that some category effects m ay be perceptual, some m ay be due to direct- 
naming, whilst others m ay be due to a m em ory m echanism  such as a shift towards 
prototype.
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This thesis addressed the question ‘are category effects really perceptual?’ by asking 
three other questions. First, does perceptual distance affect the size o f  the category effect 
in infants? Second, is there a w ithin-category stimulus order effect? Third, are category 
effects found even w hen there is no m em ory component to a task? Experim ents 1 and 2 
addressed the first question. In Experim ent 1, the effect o f  perceptual distance on novelty 
preference in infants was investigated as w ell as investigating the effect o f  categorical 
status. It was found that there was no effect o f  separation size on the amount o f  novelty 
preference. In Experim ent 2, the size o f  the stimulus separations was increased by adding 
a lightness step, even with these larger separation sizes the amount o f  novelty preference 
did not increase, and the size o f  the category effect also did not change. In the discussion 
o f  Chapter 3 it was concluded that the infant’s novelty preference was governed by  a 
categorical code alone.
The second question ‘is there a w ithin-category stimulus order effect?’ was addressed in 
Experim ents 1, 2, 3 and 4. In all o f  these experiments no within-category order effects 
were found. It was therefore concluded that the category effect in the infants, and the 
category effect in toddlers were not due to a shift towards prototype mechanism.
The third question ‘are category effects found even when there is no m em ory component 
to a task?’ was addressed in Experim ent 4c and in Experim ent 5. In Experim ent 4c, the 
tim ing conditions o f  the 2-AFC task were manipulated. Significant category effects were 
not found on the conditions where there was little or no m em ory component. The 
discussion o f Experim ent 4c suggested that this reduction in category effect m ay m ean 
that the category effect in toddlers is a m em ory effect, although it was also acknowledged 
that the reduction in category effect m ay have been due to ceiling effects for the no delay 
and simultaneous conditions. In Experim ent 5, categorical responding was assessed 
using a visual search task. Category effects were found, although only for the British 
children. As the visual search task had little or no m em ory component, it is unlikely that 
the category effect shown by  the British children was due to a m em ory mechanism. 
However, as discussed in the discussion o f  Experim ent 5, the category effects shown by
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British children are not necessarily perceptual —  they m ay be due to a direct-naming 
strategy. The implications o f  this are that cross-cultural differences are not necessarily 
perceptual.
W hat do these three lines o f  investigation contribute to the overall question ‘are category 
effects really perceptual?’ The exact nature o f  the category effect in infants, toddlers and 
children is still uncertain. Establishing the exact nature o f  category effects is important in 
determining w hy categorical responding is absent in some populations (eg. British 3 year 
olds, Ovakwanyama children) and in some situations (eg. on no delay and simultaneous 
2-AFC conditions). In response to the question ‘are category effects really perceptual?’, 
this thesis questions the notion that ‘Categorical Perception’ is one effect w ith one 
underlying mechanism. Instead, this thesis has considered the possibility that ‘CP’ m ay 
actually be a range o f  effects, w ith a range o f  mechanisms. Future research needs to 
investigate the underlying m echanism s o f  the category effects and acknowledge that 
effects consistent with the ‘C P’ model m ay actually be Categorical M em ory (CM) or 
D irect-Labelling (D-L) or Categorical A ttention (CA). h i fact it rem ains to be proven 
that actual Categorical Perception o f  colour exists at all. M easuring thresholds in infants, 
toddlers and children m ay establish this.
5.4. Unresolved issues and future research
Throughout the thesis there have been several issues that could not be resolved from the 
data available. These are outlined below, for each experiment o f  the thesis. Future 
research that w ill address these unresolved issues is suggested.
Unresolved issues from Experiments 1, 2 and 3, and future research 
The exact nature o f  the category effects shown by  the four-month old infants is unknown. 
It is also unknown whether categorical responding in infants is hardwired. Three studies 
are suggested to investigate this:
Study 1: The effect o f memory load on categorical responding in infancy. This 
study would use the same stimuli and basic technique as Experim ents 1, 2 and 3.
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However, the length o f  the delay betw een the familiarisation phase and the test phase 
would be manipulated. There w ould be three conditions: a five second delay (as in 
Experim ents 1, 2 and 3; a  thirty second delay; and a one minute delay. I f  the categorical 
effect in infants is based on a m em ory m echanism  then the effect should get stronger, the 
longer the delay.
Study 2: Categorical effects in colour pop-out in infants. Gerhardstein et al.
(1999) investigated the effect o f  categorical status on colour pop-out in four-month old 
infants. However, Davies & Franklin (2002) showed that Gerhardstein et al.’s use o f 
incandescent light rather than the norm al illum inant C, and an unintended category 
boundary in a w ithin category pair could account for their pattern o f  results. Therefore, it 
was concluded that Gerhardstein et a l.’s data could not testify unequivocally to either the 
presence or absence o f  a categorical effect on pop-out in infants. Conducting a study that 
overcomes the limitations and flaws o f  Gerhardstein et al.’s study will contribute to our 
understanding o f  the nature o f  the category effect in infants —  i f  the category effect is 
truly perceptual, then it should affect low level perceptual processes such as pop-out. It 
was also not clear in Gerhardstein et al.’s study whether the effects foimd were actually 
pop-out effects. Therefore a  different technique for m easuring pop-out would be used. 
The computer w ould display grids o f  coloured circles. One circle w ould be the target and 
the rest o f the circles w ould be the distractors. Targets and distractors would either be 
from  the same category or from different categories. A n infant eye tracker would be used 
to m onitor eye m ovem ents and how long it takes the infant to locate the target would be 
assessed. The num ber o f  distractors w ould be varied —  if  search is in parallel then there 
should be no effect o f  the num ber o f  distractors on search time. A nother lim itation o f  
Gerhardstein et al.’s study was that some o f  the stimulus separation sizes were below 
pop-out threshold in adults (20AE). The threshold for pop-out in  infancy is not known, 
so pilot work w ould be needed to establish the separation size needed for colour pop-out 
in infants. Category effects in infant colour pop-out would be shown i f  between-category 
targets were located faster than w ithin-category targets, and i f  there was no effect o f 
num ber o f distractors on search time.
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Study 3: A cross-cultural study o f categorical responding in infants. I f  category 
effects are acquired from an infant’s visual or linguistic diet, then infants w ith different 
visual or linguistic diets should show differences in categorical responding (as discussed 
in  discussion o f Chapter 3). This study w ould replicate Experiments 1, 2 and 3 o f  this 
thesis, but would test for category effects in infants cross-culturally. I f  infants from 
different populations showed category effects in the same location regardless o f  
differences in linguistic or visual diet, this w ould suggest that category effects in infants 
are not acquired from linguistic or visual inputs. I f  there were cross-cultural differences 
in the category effect, further investigations w ould need to be conducted to locate the 
source o f  these differences (eg. linguistic diet, visual diet, physiology).
Unresolved issues from Experiment 4, and future research
The exact nature o f  the category effect in toddlers is also unknown. It is unclear w hy 
there was no category effect in British tiiree year olds, and it is unclear w hy the category 
effect was reduced on the no delay and simultaneous conditions o f the 2-AFC task. Two 
studies are suggested that m ay clarify these issues:
Study 4: The effect o f memory load on categorical responding in toddlers. The 
procedure and conditions o f  this study w ould be the same as Experim ent 4. However, 
reaction tim es w ould also be m easured to guard against any ceiling effects. Categorical 
responding would be assessed in two and three year olds using a 2-AFC task. In addition 
to the three conditions o f  Experim ent 4c (five second delay; no delay; and simultaneous), 
there would also be a ten second delay condition. I f  the category effect is based on a 
m em ory m echanism then w e w ould expect categorical responding to be strongest in the 
ten second delay condition and absent in  the simultaneous condition.
Study 5: Categorical effects in colour pop-out in toddlers. Another w ay o f  testing 
whether categorical responding in toddlers is perceptual would be to conduct a study that 
is equivalent to study 2. This study would use the same technique (eye tracking o f  visual 
search) to assess categorical effects in colour pop-out in toddlers. As w ith study 2, i f  
categorical status affected a low level perceptual process such as colour pop-out, this may 
suggest that the category effect was perceptual.
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Unresolved issues from Experiment 5, and future research
The reason for the cross-cultural differences in  the categorical responding o f  British and 
Ovakwnayam a children is unknown. A s outlined in the discussion o f  Chapter 4, these 
differences m ay be due to strategic differences. The exact nature o f  the category effect in 
the British children is unknown. Three studies are suggested to investigate these issues. 
Study 3 is also relevant to this issue.
Study 6: Search strategies in British and Ovalcwanyama children. Study 6 would 
investigate whether Ovakwanyam a and British children use different search strategies. 
This w ould be investigated using the sam e procedure as Experim ent 5 (visual search task 
w ith w ithin and between-category arrays), although the num ber o f  distractors would be 
varied. Search strategies w ould be inferred by examining the effect o f  the num ber o f  
distractors on search times. I f  search tim es increased w ith the num ber o f  distractors, this 
would indicate that search was done serially and would be consistent w ith the use o f  a 
direct-naming strategy. I f  search tim es did not increase as the num ber o f  distractors 
increased, this would indicate that search was done in parallel, and m ay be an indicator o f  
pop-out. The hypothesis that the cross-cultural differences in Experim ent 5 are due to 
differences in search strategy w ould therefore be tested. If  the category effect in British 
children is due to their use o f a direct-nam ing strategy, it would expected that the num ber 
o f  distractors w ould affect British search times.
Study 7. The effect o f verbal interference on category effects in British children’s 
visual search. Another w ay o f  testing whether the category effects shown by British 
children are due to their use o f  a direct-nam ing strategy, w ould be to introduce verbal 
interference into the visual search task. For example, children w ould be instructed to 
recite nonsense syllables (eg. b la  bla) whilst searching for targets. I f  the category effect 
disappeared w hen verbal interference was introduced this m ay suggest that the origin o f  
the category effect was direct-naming.
Study 8. Categorical responding in Ovalcwanyama children on a 2-AFC task. 
Ovakwanyam a children do not show a category effect on a visual search task. However, 
it is possible that they w ould show categorical responding on other tasks such as a 2-AFC
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task (as the Him ba do in Experim ent 4c). It m ay be that the Ovakwanyam a children have 
categorical m em ory rather than categorical perception. Again, the tim ing conditions o f 
the 2-AFC task could be m anipulated to investigate the underlying m echanism  o f any 
category effects.
The m ain aim o f  these eight studies is to explore the nature and underlying mechanisms 
o f  the range o f  category effects. Further investigation o f  the underlying mechanisms o f  
the category effects that are classified as ‘Categorical Perception’ is needed to clarify the 
debate about the nature and origin o f  colour categorisation.
5.5. Conclusions of the thesis
This thesis has investigated the origin and nature o f  Categorical Perception o f  colour. 
There are tiiree m ajor conclusions o f  the investigation. Firstly, categorical responding is 
shown in four-month old infants. Category effects are found across prim ary and 
secondary boundaries, and across boundaries defined by differences in hue or differences 
in lightness and saturation. This m ay indicate that category effects are hardwired, 
although the possibility that the infants have acquired these category effects cannot be 
ruled out. Secondly, the findings o f  this thesis do not indicate that language is the origin 
o f  the category effect or that language m odifies the category effect. For example: 
categorical responding was shown by  pre-linguistic infants; colour term  acquisition had 
no effect on categorical responding in  toddlers; despite linguistic differences between 
British and Him ba toddlers there was no difference in  the size o f  the category effect; 
cross-cultural differences in children could not easily be explained by  differences in 
naming. Finally, the phenom enon o f  ‘Categorical Perception’ (ie. faster or more accurate 
discriminations o f  betw een-category stim uli than equivalently spaced within-category 
stimuli) m ay actually be a range o f  effects, w ith a range o f underlying mechanisms. This 
thesis has ruled out some m echanism s, although future research should focus on 
establishing the exact nature o f  categorical responding in  infants, toddlers and children.
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A pp en dices
Appendix A: The CIE colour space and the CIE co-ordinates
The CIE (Committee International D ’Eclarage) has several systems for describing colour. 
The L*u*v* (1976) colour space is recom mended for showing stimulus separations in 
perceptual colour space. The L* axis o f  the colour* space describes the lightness o f  the 
stimulus, u* is a red-green axis and v* is a blue-yellow axis. In a L*u*v* plot, the 
distance between points represents the perceptual distance. The total perceptual distance 
(AE) betw een stimuli taking the three dimensions into accoimt can be worked out using 
the following formula:
AE = V ((L* 1 -  L*2)*2) + ((u* 1 -  u*2)*2) + ((v* 1 -  v*2)*2))
AE is the total perceptual distance between stimuli 1 and 2.
L*1 is the L* value o f  stimulus 1, L*2 is the L* value o f  stimulus 2. 
u * l is the u* value o f  stimulus 1, u*2 is the u* value o f stimulus 2. 
v* 1 is the v* value o f  stimulus 1, v*2 is the v* value o f  stimulus 2.
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Table A l. CIE (l*u*v*) co-ordinates o f the Munsell stimuli used in Experiments 1 - 5 ,
under illuminant C, reference white Y  = 78.65.
Set M unsell code L* u* v*
Blue-piuple hue 
boundary
10B 3/10 27.51 -26.03 -50.16
7.5PB 3/10 26.95 -6.15 -54.72
2.5P 3/10 26.85 12.92 -47.39
5P 3 .10 26.76 17.62 -42.27
7 .5P 3 .10 25.98 24.92 -35.87
2.5PB 3/10 26.90 -19.76 -56.54
1 OP 3.10 26.06 29.25 -31.46
Blue-green hue 
boundary
7.5G 5/10 46.70 -48.45 15.85
5BY 5/10 46.57 -49.47 -10.41
10BG 5/10 46.08 -46.08 -29.81
2.5B 5/10 46.00 -47.37 -39.16
5B 5/10 45.55 -43.76 -48.02
10G 5/10 46.89 -49.81 9.74
7.5B 5/10 46.25 -37.87 -52.92
Blue-puiple hue- 
lightness boundary
10B 5/10 46.30 -31.00 -57.37
7.5PB 3/10 26.95 -6.15 -54.72
7.5PB 5/10 46.54 -7.94 -59.69
5P 5/10 45.97 21.19 -48.07
Pink-red lightness- 
saturation boimdary
5R 7/8 65.41 63.90 18.94
5R 6/10 56.59 71.85 19.92
5R 5/12 47.19 102.34 17.28
5R 4/14 37.72 102.52 21.58
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Table A2. CIE (l*u*v*) co-ordinates o f the Color-Aid stimuli used in Experiment 5,
under D65, reference white Y  = 79.17.
Color-Aid code L* u* V*
BLACK 16.19 0 0
W HITE 84.00 0 0
R O H ue 51.31 115.28 33.11
G H u e 37.79 -36.45 14.85
Y H u e 80.52 34.99 84.96
B Hue 34.93 -18.38 -54.25
0  S3 33.70 25.83 15.81
R T 4 52.50 74.24 -8.14
V Hue 25.41 14.67 -42.42
YO Hue 63.30 87.84 55.86
Gray 4 45.73 0 0
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Appendix B: The M unsell system, light sources and colour tem perature
The Munsell system
M unsell stimuli are standardised colours produced with high reliability. M unsell colour 
space is three-dimensional: Hue, Value (lightness) and Chroma (colourfulness, rather like 
saturation). In M unsell notation, Hue is specified by abbreviations o f  five m ain Hues: R  
(red), Y  (yellow), G (green), B (blue) and P (purple). Combinations o f  the m ain hues 
such as Y R  designate intermediate hues. A  num ber as in  7.5RP, 10RP, 2.5R, 5R 
precedes the Hue abbreviation indicating the degree o f the Hue. Value ranges from 1 
(darkest) to 10. Chroma 
ranges from 0 (achromatic: 
white black or grey) upwards, 
w ith increasing numbers 
indicating increased 
colourfulness. The m axim um  
Chrom a realisable varies w ith 
Hue and Value; but 16 is 
about the m aximum  available.
Note, however, that the 
M unsell space is theoretically 
continuous, so that higher 
Chromas could exist; indeed, 
one o f  the effects o f  using 
incandescent light is to, in  effect, increase the Chrom a o f  red and orange stimuli. Figure 
B1 shows the dimensions o f  the M unsell colour space, the ranges for chrom a and value 
and the hue codes. Hue varies around the circumference o f  the solid, value varies along 
the core axis and chrom a varies along the diameter.
The system was standardised so that each dimension was intended to be perceptually 
uniform. Thus equal differences in V alue anywhere in the space for constant Hue and 
Chrom a appear the same. The situation w ith Hue is more complicated. For constant
F igu re  331. A diagram o f the structure o f the Munsell 
colour system: the dimensions and their metric; and 
the overall shape o f the colour solid.
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Chroma, equal Hue differences appear the same; however, the perceptual distance 
between Hue steps increases w ith Chroma. Thus, it is particularly important to use 
constant Chroma i f  the M unsell m etric is used to give equal perceptual distances.
Light sources and colour temperature
M unsell standardisation was done under a standard light source, illum inant C. Other 
light sources have different spectra, and the composition o f  light reflected by the stimuli 
w ill vary accordingly w ith the illuminant. Illuminant C has approxim ately equal amounts 
o f  visible wavelengths, and appears m ore or less white. Incandescent light has relatively 
m ore long wavelengths (yellow to red) and less short wavelengths (blue) and thus 
appears yellowish. The spectral com position o f  lights can be designated by ‘colour 
tem perature’. The colour tem perature is about 2500°K for incandescent light and and 
7000°K for illuminant C. The short wavelength component increases and the long 
wavelength decreases as the tem perature increases from 2500° to 7000°K (red hot to 
white hot).
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Table C l. M ean Fixation Times (weighted for side preference) averaged across the five 
test trials (sd)5 for novel and fam iliar stim uli and for both stimuli in total, for the blue- 
purple boundary in  Experim ent 1.
Appendix C: Raw data (test fixation times') for Experiments 1, 2 and 3.
M ean Fixation Times averaged across the five test trials
Pair Type Novel Familiar Total
W ithin / near 1.7 (1.2) 1.7 (0.9) 3.4 (1.9)
Between /  near 3.0 (2.8) 1.7 (1.2) 4.7 (3.9)
W ithin / far 1.5 (0.8) 1.5 (0.9) 3.0 (1.7)
Between /  far 2.4 (0.7) 1.1 (0.7) 3.4 (0.9)
W ithin /  near extra 1.5 (1.3) 1.2 (0.9) 2.7 (2.0)
W ithin /  far extra 1.0 (0.4) 1.5 (0.8) 2.5 (0.7)
Table C2. M ean Fixation Times (weighted for side preference) averaged across the five 
test trials (sd), for novel and fam iliar stimuli and for both stimuli in total, for the green- 
blue boundary in  Experim ent 1.
M ean Fixation Times averaged across the five test trials
Pair Type Novel Familiar Total
W ithin / near 1.4 (0.6) 1.7 (1.1) 3.1 (1.6)
Between /  near 1.9 (1.4) 0.8 (0.3) 2.7 (1.6)
W ithin /  far 1.3 (1.2) 1.4 (0.8) 2.7 (1.9)
Between /  far 1.7 (0.7) 0.7 (0.2) 2.4 (0.7)
W ithin /  near extra 1.1 (0.8) 1.3 (1.1) 2.4 (1.9)
W ithin /  far extra 1.1 (0.2) 1.1 (0.1) 2.1 (0.4)
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Table C3. M ean Fixation Times (weighted for side preference) averaged across the five 
test trials (sd), for novel and familial* stimuli and for both stimuli in total, for the blue- 
purple hue and value bomidary in Experim ent 2.
M ean Fixation Times averaged across the five test trials
Pair Type Novel Familiar Total
W ithin hue+value 1.4 (1.6) 1.4 (0.9) 2.8 (2.2)
Between hue+value 3.3 (0.8) 1.5 (1.9) 4.5 (2.5)
Value 1.6 (0.7) 1.1 (0.6) 2.7 (1.2)
Table C3. M ean Fixation Times (weighted for side preference) averaged across the five 
test trials (sd), for novel and fam iliar stimuli and for both stimuli in  total, for the pink-red 
boundary in Experim ent 3.
M ean Fixation Times averaged across the five test trials
Pair Type Novel Fam iliar Total
W ithin Pink 1.4 (L I )  1.6 (0.9) 3.1 (1.9)
Between 3.1 (1.7) 1.2 (0.7) 4.3 (1.9)
W ith inR ed  1.7 (0.9) 1.8 (1.0) 3.6 (1.7)
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Appendix D: Naming and Comprehension data from Experiment 5
Tables Dl-5. Num ber o f children offering each colour term  for the focal color-aid 
stimulus. Num bers in bold indicate a correct response.
Table D l. Two and t' iree year olds.
Black White RO
Hue
G
Hue
Y
Hue
B
Hue
YO
Hue
R T 4 V
Hue
0  S3 Grey
4
Black 50 1 2
White 1 48 1 3 2
Red 1 51 2 1 1 4 2 1 1
Green 1 2 51 1 1 2 1 1 2
Yellow 1 2 52 2
Blue 2 2 52 1 1 2 1 1
Orange 1 46 1
Pink 1 1 1 50 2 2
Purple 2 1 47
Brown 2 1 1 1 41 8
Grey 1 31
IDK 5 7 3 3 2 5 5 4 5 5 2
Other 1 1 1 1 6 10
Table D2. Chi: dren aged betw een 2 and 2.5 years.
Black White RO
Hue
G
Hue
Y
Hue
B
Hue
YO
Hue
R T 4 V
Hue
OS 3 Grey
4
Black 7
White 1 8 1 1 2
Red 1 7 1 1 1 3 1 1
Green 1 2 7 1 1 1 1
Yellow 6
Blue 1 6 1 1
Orange 4
Pink 5 1
Purple 1 4
Brown 1 5 2
Grey 3
IDK 2 1 1 2 1 3 2 2 3 2
Other 1 1 1 1 2 3
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Table D3. Children aged between 2.5 and 3 years.
Black White RO
Hue
G
Hue
Y
Hue
B
Hue
YO
Hue
R T 4 V
Hue
OS 3 Grey
4
Black 15 1 2
White 13 2
Red 14 1 1
Green 14 1 1 2
Yellow 1 1 2 16 2
Blue 2 1 16 1 1 2
Orange 1 13 1
Pink 1 1 1 1 15 2 1
Purple 1 13
Brown 1 1 1 9 3
Grey 1 5
IDK 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 2
Other 2 3
Table D4. Chi dren aged between 3 and 3.5 years.
Black White RO
Hue
G
Hue
Y
Hue
B
Hue
YO
Hue
R T 4 V
Hue
OS 3 Grey
4
Black 16
White 14
Red 17
Green 17
Yellow 17
Blue 17
Orange 17
Pink 17
Purple 17
Brown 16 2
Grey 13
IDK 1 3
Other 1 2
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Table D5. Children aged between 3.5 and 4 years.
Black White RO
Hue
G
Hue
Y
Hue
B
Hue
YO
Hue
R T 4 V
Hue
OS 3 Grey
4
Black 12
White 13
Red 13
Green 13
Yellow 13
Blue 13 1
Orange 12
Pink 13
Purple 13
Brown 1 11 1
Grey 10
IDK 1
Other 1 1
Tables D6-11. Number of children pointing to each stimulus in response to a colour 
name. Numbers in bold indicate a correct response.
Table D6. Two and three year olds.
Black White Red Green Yellow Blue Orange Pink Purple Brown Grey
Black 50 1 6 6
White 1 52 3
R O H ue 51 1 6 4 3 1
G H ue 48 1 2 2 1 2 1
Y H ue 1 1 2 51 1 2 1
B H ue 1 2 1 54 2 1
Y O H ue 1 2 1 1 48 1
RT4 1 1 50 2 1
V H ue 1 1 1 1 1 1 49
OS 3 4 1 1 36 4
Grey 1 1 1 1 1 1 40
IDK 4 1 1 6 3 2 1 1 3 7 8
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Table D7. Children aged between 2 -  2.5 years.
Black White Red Green Yellow Blue Orange Pink Purple Brown Grey
Black 8 3 4
White 1 S
RO Hue 7 1 4 4 3
G H ue 6 2 1
Y Hue 1 6 1 1
B H ue 1 7 1
Y O H ue 1 1 1 5
RT4 1 5 1 1
V Hue 1 1 L 1 1 1 6
OS 3 1 1 4 1
Grey 1 1 1 1 5
IDK 2 2 1 1 1 1
Table D8. Children aged between 2.5 - 3 years.
Black White Red Green Yellow Blue Orange Pink Purple Brown Grey
Black 15 1 2 2
W hite 16 2
R O H ue 15 1 1
G H ue 16 1 2 1 L l
Y H ue 1 1 1 15 1 1
B H u e 2 1 17 1 1
Y O H ue 1 14 1
RT4 1 15 1
V Hue 1 1 13
OS 3 3 1 1 9 2
Grey 1 1 10
IDK 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 2 3 3
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Table D9. Children aged between 3 -  3.5 years.
Black White Red Green Yellow Blue Orange Pink Purple Brown Grey
Black 15 1
White 15
RO Hue 16 1
G H ue 16
Y Hue 17 1
B H u e 17
Y O H ue 1 16
RT4 15
V Hue 1 17
OS 3 14
Grey 1 13
IDK 2 1 1 1 2 4
Table DIO. Children aged between 3 . 5 - 4  years
Black White Red Green Yellow Blue Orange Pink Purple Brown Grey
Black 12
White 13 1
R O H ue 13
G H ue 13 1
Y Hue 13
B H ue 13
Y O H ue 13
RT4 13
V Hue 13 1
OS 3 9 1
Grey 12
IDK 1 1
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Table D12. Percentage correctly named on naming task, for each age band and for all 
ages.___________________________________________
2 - 2.5 yrs 2.5 - 3 yrs 3 - 3.5 yrs 3.5 - 4 yrs Overall
Black 63.6 78.9 94.1 92.3 83.3
White 72.7 68.4 82.4 100.0 80.0
Red 63.6 73.7 100.0 100.0 85.0
Green 63.6 73.7 100.0 100.0 85.0
Yellow 54.5 84.2 100.0 100.0 86.7
Blue 54.5 84.2 100.0 100.0 86.7
Orange 36.4 68.4 100.0 92.3 76.7
Pink 45.5 78.9 100.0 100.0 83.3
Purple 36.4 68.4 100.0 100.0 78.3
Brown 45.5 47.4 94.1 84.6 68.3
Grey 27.3 26.3 76.5 76.9 51.7
Table D13. Percentage correctly identified on comprehension task, for each age band and 
for all ages._____________________________________
2 - 2.5 yrs 2.5 - 3 yrs 3 - 3.5 yrs 3.5 - 4 yrs Overall
Black 72.7 78.9 88.2 92.3 83.3
White 72.7 84.2 88.2 100.0 86.7
RO Hue 63.6 78.9 94.1 100.0 85.0
GHue 54.5 68.4 94.1 100.0 80.0
Y Hue 54.5 78.9 100.0 100.0 85.0
B Hue 63.6 89.5 100.0 100.0 90.0
YOHue 45.5 73.7 94.1 100.0 80.0
RT4 45.5 78.9 100.0 100.0 83.3
V Hue 54.5 68.4 100.0 100.0 81.7
OS 3 36.4 47.4 82.4 69.2 60.0
Grey 45.5 52.6 76.5 92.3 66.7
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Appendix E: Ovakwnavama colour naming
T ab le  E l .  Ovakwanyama tile nam ing
The most frequent responses given to each 'colour tile', and the percentage with which they were given. 
(Code = Color-Aid code; % = percentage of respondents who used a term for a given tile)
Code Terms % Code Terms % Code Terms %
Y HUE oshunga shei 90.0 S2 elova 10.0
YOY HUE oshunga shei 90.0 T4 oshunga shei 10.0 S2
YO HUE oshunga shei 55.0 T3 S3 eimbi 85.0
oshiorange 10.0
OYO HUE oshiorange 15.0
0 HUE oshiorange 20.0 SI eimbi 10.0 S3 eimbi
100.0
oheva 15.0
ORO HUE shitilyana 100.0 T3 oheva 10.0 S3 oheva 15.0
RO HUE shitilyana 70.0 T3 oheva 15.0 S3 eimbi 65.0
shitwima eulu 10.0
ROR HUE shitilyana 85.0 T3 oheva 30.0 S3
R HUE shitilyana 30.0 T4 oheva 10.0 S3 eimbi 60.0
oheva 10.0
RVR HUE shitilyana 30.0 SI oshiviolet 25.0 S3
oheva 30.0
RV HUE oshiviolet 25.0 T2 oheva 10.0
VRV HUE oshiviolet 20.0 S3
oheva 15.0
V HUE oshiviolet 30.0
oheva 15.0
VBV HUE oshiviolet 20.0 T4
oheva 10.0
BV HUE oshiviolet 20.0 S2 oheva 15.0
shitwima eulu 15.0 oshiviolet 15.0
BVB HUE shitwima eulu 45.0 S3 embudu 70.0
B HUE shitwima eulu 55.0 Tl shitwima eulu 80.0
BGB HUE shitwima eulu 70.0 T3 shitwima eulu 60.0
BG HUE shitwima eulu 45.0 Tl shitwima eulu 35.0 S2 s. omafo 25.0
shitwima omafo 15.0 s. onyango 15.0
GBG HUE oshiwima onyango 35.0 S2 s. omafo 10.0
shitwima omafo 15.0 s. eulu 10.0
G HUE shitwima omafo 55.0 S3 s. onyango 50.0
s. omafo 10.0
GYG HUE shitwima omafo 80.0 T4 shitwima omafo 25.0 SI s. omafo 15.0
oshigreen 10.0
YG HUE shitwima omafo 35.0 S3 s. onyango 15.0
elova 10.0
YGY HUE shitwima omafo 30.0 S3 s. omafo 15.0
oshigreen 10.0 oshigreen 10.0
ROSE RED shitilyana 25.0 SIENNA eimbi 45.0 WHITE shitoka 100.0
oheva 10.0 engwili 10.0
GRAY 1 embudu 80.0 GRAY 2 embudu 95.0 GRAY 4 embudu 100.0
hitoka 10.0
shiyela 10.0
GRAY 6 embudu 75.0 GRAY 8 shilaula 70.0 BLACK shilaula 90.0
embudu 20.0
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